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This thesis contributes to the knowledge on the impact of word of mouth on consumer decisions and the manner by which consumers learn from it. Using a sample of 132 motion
pictures released between April and September 2010 and more than 38,000 online ratings
from a social network, word of mouth is clustered into two dimensions: volume, representing
the amount of online posts, and valence, representing the aggregate opinion of consumers on
a particular film. A novel approach to calculate the valence measure is developed in order
to account for different ways, in which ratings may be interpreted. Mixed-Effects Methods
are used to create a parsimonious model accounting for the systematic variation of clusters
of films within the data around the population mean.
The results show that the volume of word of mouth positively affects consumer decisions,
indicating that they engage in observational learning. On the other hand, the valence of
word of mouth is insignificant, meaning that the qualitative evaluation of motion pictures by
consumers does not influence subsequent audience decisions. These findings are attributed to
the peculiar nature of motion pictures, as they are unique experience goods commonly only
consumed once, have a very short life cycle, and are heavily marketing-driven, leading to a
rapid decline in revenues after their opening.
Consumer Learning, Decision-Making, Experience Goods, Mixed-Effects Models, Online Word
of Mouth
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1. Introduction
"The expectancy level of entertainment is a term describing the moviegoer's degree of anticipated enjoyment of the motion picture [... ] he is planning to see.
This expectancy level may have been contrived in the subject's mind by considering the stars, title, and story type, but more often it will also be affected by
advertising, professional critics, and word-of-mouth publicity." (Handel, 1953)
Consumers form expectations about motion pictures in very distinct ways; emotionally from
their own past experiences of pleasure and arousal during the consumption of a film, and
cognitively by assessing various sources of information. They anticipate how much pleasure
they will experience or how scared they will be during the consumption of a film. These
expectations, however, are often disconfirmed; they can be disappointed, met or exceeded. A
film may be funnier than expected or not as scary as hoped for. The extent to which consumer
expectation is disconfirmed and the amount of experienced pleasure and arousal determine
consumer satisfaction. Over time, people memorise and learn from these experiences and
adjust their expectations of new movies accordingly.
Not only do film consumers learn from their own emotive experience, they also learn cognitively from various sources of information, usually before they go to see a particular film.
This information consists of film attributes, such as the cast, the director or the genre of the
motion picture, marketing information released by the production studio and the distributor,
and word of mouth from individuals who have already seen the film. Using this information,
individuals form their expectations and make decisions on whether to see a particular film or
not.
Yet, the expectations that consumers form can never be accurate due to the nature of motion
pictures. Every film is a unique product differing in some characteristics from any other
film. The remake of an old film, for example, would very likely contain a different cast and
new technological features giving the remake a different look and feel. F\lrther, the marginal
utility of films decreases rapidly; the value of consuming a particular motion picture a second
time will generally be much lower than watching an unknown film. Therefore, new films
are released onto the market every week, thereby continually providing consumers with new
choice options.
For these reasons, motion pictures are experience goods; their utility can only be fully assessed
after watching them. This is in stark contrast to search goods, which Nelson (1970) defines as
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good who e quality can be as e ed preci ely and cheaply prior to purchase. Consumer can
compare differ nt brand and elect the one with the high t expected utility. The quality
of experience goods. on the other hand. i either very co tly or impos ible to as es through
search; con umer have to rely on their per onal experience and are only able to fully evaluate
a product after purcha e.
Due to motion pictures' uniquene s, consumer tak risks every time they decide to go to the
cinema. Thi ri k could be reduced by repeat-watching a film of high quality; however, due
to the rapid decline of marginal utility con umer rarely engage in thi brhaviour and rath r
search for novelty. Therefore, motion pictmes can be clas ified a a pecial kind of experience
good. since they are usually only consumed once.
The search for novelty paired with the t ady relea e of new motion pictures to the market
i apt to lead to a con tant change in popular film. Indeed, thi i what can b found wh n
looking at the mo t ucce sful film in term of revenu

on a weekly ba is. A particular film

only rarely i ill the top pot for more than two succ

ive week and it u ually drop out

of the top rank quickly after it release. Figur 1.1 depicts thi behaviour using a data et
compri ed of 1 5 motion picture and their re pective weekly rank according to their weekend
revenue. between April 199 and

~1arch

1999. 10st film face a steep decline in rank; SavilJg

Private Ryan ranks at the top po ition for four 'uCCf' iv weeks, longer than any other film
in the cho en period. Thi empha ises another characteristic of motion pictures, namely that
they ommonly have a very hort IH cycle of ouly a few week .
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Figure 1.1.: Rank of different film ov r lime

In order to reduce thf'ir ri k prior to constmlption, consumer try to gather r liable information from othrr ource. A strand of re 'earch undertaken
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(1996. 1999, 2004b), De Vany and Lee (2001), Moretti (2011), and Moul (2007) suggests that
word of mouth is such a source. Individuals who have already seen a particular film can give
their peers a detailed and fairly reliable assessment of its quality. These peers, in turn, can
use feedback from multiple sources to form thf'ir f'xpectations and decide whetllf'r to watch
the film or not. Thus, over time, expectations of later viewers change accordingly to the
quality attributed to films by early filmgoers. A film receiving positive reviews in its early
release period is likely to attract more filmgoers in subsequent weeks. Moul (2007, p. 859)
states that this dynamic can explain "10% of the variation in consumer expectations".
To find out whether this is the typical behaviour of film consumers, De Vany and Walls
(1996, 1999) model information transmission between consumers. They conclude that the
empirical distribution of motion picture revenues over time can be caused by dynamics, in
which consumers discover what they like by choosing a film according to the proportion
of consumers in previous weeks. These dynamics are further able to produce information
cascades and so-called "superstars" (i.e. successful blockbusters, Rosen, 1981), phenomena
which can be found at the box office. However, an unresolved qupstion in these studies is
whether individuals actually learn from a qualitative fpedback or whether they watch a film
because many others have already seen it, thereby simply following the crowd.
De Vany and Lee (2001) argue that film consumers learn from qualitative feedback. In order
to account for information on film quality, they create a model, in which agents, besides having
a personal opinion or taste, receive either positive or negative feedback on a particular film.
Additionally, they place trust in each of their peers' assessments. Depending on these three
elements, agents decide to watch a film. The distribution of film revenues over time that is
generated by their model is similar to the distribution of empirical film revenues.
Since their algorithm selects films randomly at the time of release and prefers already successful films in their later run, De Vany and Lee (2001) argue that consllmers experiment when
choosing a film in its early stages and can only reliably predict its quality after a number of
weeks. This stems from the fact that over time, more and more information becomes available, while the marginal value of this new information declines. Dp Vany and Walls (2004b)
argue that it takes four weeks for enough information to be available for consumers to make
reliable predictions about a film's quality. They find that, over time, consumer consensus for
hit movies continuously grows whereas it rapidly declines for non-hit movies after the fourth
week.
Moretti (2011) comes to a fairly similar conclusion. He uses tllf' relationship between opening
revenues and the number of opening screens as a measure of expectations held by exhibitors
who have financial incentives to accurately anticipate the number of people wanting to see
a film. He finds that "positive surprises" - films that achieve higher income than expected
in their opening week - face a slowpr decline in weekly revenues than "negative surprises" .
Moretti (2011) assumes that the forl11pr type of films causf' positive word of mouth to spread
due to their "underlying quality" , whereas th<' latter type of films generate negative word of
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mouth. The distinct sales patterns are attributed to a process, in which consumers learn from
others about the quality of a film and subsequently adapt their expf'ctations and purchases.
Individuals that hear about the poor quality of a film are less likely to watch it in any of the
subsequent weeks of its run.
However, Moretti (2011) differs markedly from De Vany and Lee (2001) and De Vany and
Walls (2004b) in two points; he suggests that consumers somehow already 'know' prior to
release whether a particular film will please them or not, thereby causing positive and negative
surprises to occur in the opening week. Further, the positive or negative word of mouth
arising from these surprises determines a film's subsequent sales trajectory. This supports
the often-used quote of producer Robert Evans who stated that if a film doesn't open, it is
dead. In contrast, De Vany and Lee (2001) and De Vany and Walls (2004b) believe that
consumers experiment in the early weeks and only learn about the true quality of a film over
time. According to them, it takes four weeks until sufficient information is disseminated and
consumers are able to make precise and well-informed decisions.
Nevertheless, despite these differences, they agree on the importance of word of mouth and
stress its impact on consumer learning at the box office. A major issuf' regarding this literature
arises when looking at the empirical revenue statistics for most films; the largest number of
consumers decides to see a film in its opening week. Figure 1.2 uses the same data set of
motion pictures released between April 1998 and March 1999 as Figure 1.1 and depicts their
average weekly revenue over the first 15 weeks of their release. It shows that the diffusion
process among the population declines exponentially after a film's initial release. While thf'
'average' film generates more than $10 million in its opening week, income drops to $6.8
million in the second week and further to $3.6 million by the fourth week. It therefore
remains questionable to what extent consumers actually learn about the quality of a film;
there seems to be very limited time for it to playa significant role in til(' diffusion process of
motion pictures.
The classical models of word of mouth and product adoption assume that sales build up over
time meaning that the rate of adoption increases until a point of satiation is reached when
roughly half of the potential population have consumed a product. After this point, the rate
of adoption decreases again. Rogers' (1983) S-shaped adoption curve is the classical example
of this phenomenon. However, looking at the 'typical' sales trend of motion pictures, they
clearly do not build up over time (with the exception of the occasional 'sleeper'). Instead,
they taper off very quickly and rather behave like a waterfall.
As stated, De Vany claims that consumers can only make precise predictions about a film's
quality after four weeks. If this is thf' casf', then there are only very few potential consumers
left to make 'perfectly informed' decisions. The majority guesses what it is that they like or
experiments during the early weeks of a film. However, if consumers in these cases choose
motion pictures at random as hypothesised in the model by De Vany and Lf'e (2001), tlWll it
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Figure 1.2.: Revenue distribution of the 'average' film over time

remains qu stionable how hits can arise in the early we ks of a film's release. They should
be choosing each film with qual probability.
Moretti, on the other hand , reasons that a motion picture's fate is decided after the opening
week. Once a film has generated a positive or a negative surpris (a.nd thus, positive or
negative word of mouth), its subsequent sales decline slower or faster, re pectively. In this
case, consumers already know prior to the release of a film whether it resonates with their
personal taste and decide to watch it. A film that manages to app al to a large audience is
therefore likely to become a box office hit. It then becomes debatable whether consumers in
subsequent weeks actually learn from peers ' qualitative assessments of a film or whether they
simply follow the la.rge crowds.
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate consumer learning at the box office and to analyse
the impact of word of mouth on consumer decisions. Whereas previous studies of con umer
behaviour at the cinema have usually used box office revenue data and made infer nc s from
its statistical distribution, this study follows a more recent strand of res arch and uses actual
word of mouth data from an online so ial network focussing on motion pi tures expr ssed
through film ratings.
The source was chosen because individuals interacting with a social network website are likely
to be film- avvy consumers who are both more interested in the release of information about
films and more likely to spread the word about films they have seen. Ther fore , learning from
others can be expected to be present among this population. Consumers s eing a particular
film later in its run are likely to have read and react d to ratings and r vi w posted by
earlier filmgoers. Con equently, th rating data provide both a dire t mea ure of the buzz
around a film and a direct measure of subjective film quality.
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Especially, this research aims to identify the manner by which consumers learn from word of
mouth to form their expectations. It follows a categorisation of learning also used by Chen
et al. (2011) who distinguish between word of mouth learning and observational learning.
The former is a concept, in which consumers learn about a product's quality through the
transmission of evaluative information and base their decision on this ac.;sessment. The latter
has been described as a situation, in which such information is not available and consumers
use the actions of previous buyers to infer product quality - a product that hac.; been purchased
by many people is assumed to have high quality (Banerjee, 1992; Bikhchandani et al., 1992).
However, circumstances, in which such information is available but not used by consumers,
can also be characterised as observational learning.
Therefore, in the presence of word of mouth learning, til(' revenues of a film that receives bad
ratings - signalling low subjective quality

are expected to decline comparatively quickly

in contrast to a film that receives good ratings. This will also be reflected in the rating
data itself. Films receiving low ratings in the opening week are exppcted to rpceivp a rapidly
declining volume of ratings, since fewer consumers go to see them in subsequent wpeks. If,
however, qualitative assessments of motion pictures by peers do not play a significant role
and consumers learn through observational learning, then the 'buzz' surrounding a film will
prove to be a valid indicator of film success, since films that appeal to a large audience can
be expected to generate a comparatively larger volume of ratings and reviews.
This study contributes to the research on the impact of word of mouth on film consumers.
While previous research interested in consumer learning has mostly used statistical methods
to analyse the distribution of film revenues and inferred from these that word of mouth ha.,
an impact on individuals' decisions, this study uses actual word of mouth data submitted
by film consumers. It is thus able to determine the manner by which individuals learn from
others.
It further attempts to solve a conflict in the literature regarding the amount of time it takes
for consumers to make 'well-informed' decisions. Whereas Moretti (2011) a.,sumes that they
are able to assess a film's quality prior to release, De Vany and Walls (2004b) argue that it
takes about four weeks until enough information is disseminated. This is an important issue
considering the short life cycle of motion pictures.
The thesis contrasts previous research on film consumers employing online word of mouth
in two ways; first, prior authors have used the arithmetic mean as a qualitative measure of
film ratings (Chintagunta et al., 2010; Duan et al., 2008b). Howpver, ratings are 'fuzzy' data
meaning that a rating of four stars does not npcessarily indicate that a particular film is
perceived to be twice as good as anothpr film that received a rating of two stars. Thus, using
tIl(' arithnwtic mean can lead to arbitrary l1leasurps of film quality. This study accounts for
the fuzziness of rating data by creating an alternative consensus UH'asnre of consumer opinion
termed Movie Preferpnce Index (MPI).
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Second, prior research has been more interested in using word of mouth to forecast film
revenues than in investigating how film consumers integrate word of mouth into their decisionmaking (Asur and Huberman, 2010; Rui et al., 2011). By distinguishing whether consumers
rather tend to engage in observational learning or word of mouth learning, this study is ablp
to make inferences about individuals' behaviour in risky consumption situations. This isslH'
is of interest to film marketers as well, as they can determine whether it is more profitable
to invest in film quality or in the creation of buzz.
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 first reviews the literature
on the different kinds of consumer learning. Following, the different sources of expectation
formation

~

(online) word of mouth and motion picture characteristics, such

stars and advertising

~

8."

genre, film

are discussed.

Chapter 3 discusses the methodology used for the research based on empirical data. First,
the data set is introduced and its features highlighted. Drawing on these, a new measure of
aggregate consumer opinion, the MPI, is developed. Finally, the rationale for using mixedeffects methods and the method of model selection are explained.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the data analysis.

The selection of the final model is

explained step by step and its model fit analysed. Subsequently, the results of the model
coefficients are interpreted. This leads on to Chapter 5 discussing the significance of the
results and further directions for research emerging from these. Chapter 6 concludes.
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2. Literature Review
"The movie industry is still the only major business in the United States which
has never made a serious attempt to study its potential market" (Handel, 1953)
It can be argued whether Handel was sincerely concerned about the research undertaken by
the film industry or whether he made this statement out of self-interest to further promote
his Motion Picture Research Bureau, as Maltby (1999) suggests. In fact, quite some research
had been carried out before the 1950s to find out more about film audiences. The earliest
forms of research were usually conducted by the cinema-owners themselves by investigating
their sales. In the 1920s and 1930s, film producers would analyse fanmail they received or
ask readers of magazines to send letters on who their favourite stars were (Bakker, 2003).
When national distributors became the link between film producers and exhibitors, they let
the former know what kind of motion pictures were currently in demand. The film producers,
in turn, then tried to create strategies for success by marketing sequels or stars, but largely
these efforts were still intuitive (Bakker, 2003).
This changed after the huge success of Gone With The Wind in 1939, when the first two
independent market research firms, the Audience Research Institute and the Motion Picture
Research Bureau, were set up in the United States. They represented the first efforts to
empirically study Hollywood audiences. Audience Research was the first to introduce systematic sampling methods, and it segmented audiences into age, gender, location and income
(Ohmer, 1999).
Their research mainly focussed on attendance frequencies and the composition of the audience
with regards to gender, age and social class (Sedgwick and Pokorny, 2010) in order to classify
it into different 'taste publics' (Maltby, 1999). It was found that audiences are generally
younger, that a huge proportion is teenagers and that a large part of cinema-goers came from
lower social classes. Men and women attended about equally often (Lazarsfeld, 1947), but
they preferred different kinds of films (Ohmer, 1999).
As film production became more expensive and took more time. market research firms became
more and more influential throughout the 1940s. They advised film producers on the kind of
films to make, so that they would appeal to an audience as wide as possible. This included
the kind of stories they should tell, which title to use for the film, which stars to employ and
how to advertise their films (Bakker, 2003).
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Nevertheless, Lazarsfeld (1947) argued that there was not much knowledge with regards
to the preferences of different groups of people. Generally, people wanted "to hear about
themselves" (ibid, p. 166) in the stories a film told, but the extent to which this helped film
producers to make films that appealed to different audiences was rather limited.
Since the 1950s, different disciplines have looked at film audiences, from mass communication
studies to film studies and economics. Especially film studies have produced a large volume
of literature, to a large extent concerned with seeing film as a text set within a wider social
context and the ways, in which individual viewers interpret this text. They have often used
the audience of a particular film or a particular 'type' of film for their analysis. Examples of
these are Barker and Brooks' (1998) investigation of audiences of Judge Dredd or Cherry's
(1999) analysis of female audiences of horror films.
Economists' involvement and interest in film audiences has only developed recently. Mostly,
they were concerned with the risk environment, in which film producers have to operate due to
the enormous amount of sunk costs, and the ways, in which they account for these risks. For
example, Sedgwick and Pokorny (1998) discuss how production companies started building
portfolios, and De Vany and Walls (1996) show how exhibitor contracts dynamically adapt
to the demand for particular films. Due to the growing costs of producing motion pictures,
many economists have tried to predict revenue outcomes depending on the inputs of a film.
Hadida (2009) provides a good overview of the various factors that have been investigated.
The earliest economists concerned with film audiences were De Vany and Walls (1996) who
find that films with a large early attendance have a higher chance of being successful conjecturing that "customers choose movies in proportion to the previous film goers who selected
that movie" (ibid, p. 1509). This is due to consumers sharing information with each other
and discovering the utility a film is likely to have. This research has been followed up by
various other studies (e.g. De Vany and Lee, 2001; Hidalgo R et al., 2006; Moretti, 2011)
showing how audiences use different kinds of information to make decisions on film consumption. More recently, the growth in online technologies and the emergence of social networks
has led researchers to use online word of mouth to investigate the same phenomenon. They
have analysed different sources such as Yahoo! Movies (e.g. Chintagunta et al., 2010; Liu,
2006) and Twitter (e.g. Asur and Huberman, 2010; Rui et al., 2011) to forecast box office
revenues from early consumer opinions on particular films.
Alongside this, findings from studies in consumer science and psychology show how consumers learn both internally through experience and externally by assessing various sources
of information. For example, it has been shown that individuals weigh losses higher than
gains and may therefore adapt different strategies of risk aversion and risk taking (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Therefore, negative information received prior to the consumption
of a motion picture can significantly reduce its appreciation while the same amount of positive
information does not increase pleasure to the same extent (Burzynski and Bayer, 1977).
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Thus, even if one may argue that Handel was right in 1953, the following years have produced
a significant amount of literature on film consumers, so that at least some attempt on studying
and understanding Hollywood's audiences has been made. The following chapters review this
literature.

2.1. Consumer Learning and Choice under Uncertainty
The purchase of any kind of consumer good involves information asymmetry meaning that
one party involved in the transaction has more information about the good than the other
(Akerlof, 1970). In most cases, the seller knows more about the product than the buyer such
as when selling/buying a car or a computer. This can lead to opportunistic behaviour, for
example the producer misrepresenting product quality via advertising (Mishra et al., 1998).
In order to reduce this asymmetry, consumers generally try to find out as much as possible
about a product prior to purchase with the intention of assessing product quality and reducing
the risk of making an unsatisfactory purchase.
Consumers can adopt two basic strategies to find out more about a product: search and
experience (Nelson, 1970). They will adopt a search strategy, if product characteristics can
be searched for in a cost less manner or as long as the cost of searching is lower than its utility.
For example. information about a pullover can be relatively cheaply gathered by trying it
on in a store, looking at the price tag and the label of the producer. Thus, uncertainty
about product quality is considerably reduced. Products that predominantly possess search
attributes are generally referred to as search goods.
In contrast, when the price of a product is generally very low, consumers are likely to adopt
an experience strategy. For example, a consumer is unlikely to spend major effort attempting
to assess the quality of canned vegetables through a search strategy; she will rather buy them
and 'experience' whether they meet her expectations.
An experience strategy will also be adopted if search is very costly. In order to assess the
quality of a car service, for example, and effectively compare it with its competitors, an
effective search would need to be substantial. A consumer may therefore rely on her own or
other people's experience in order to make a decision. In cases when even the most expensive
and detailed search cannot lead to a reliable judgment of product quality prior to purchase, an
experience strategy will have to be adopted. Motion pictures and books, for example, belong
to the kind of products that often require consumers to use their experience in making a
decision and are therefore referred to by economists as 'experience goods'.1

I

It needs to be noted that the distinction between search and experience goods is not always clear-cut.
Appliances such as dish-washers possess both search and experience attributes leading the consumer to
adopt a mixed strategy in order to reduce information asymmetry prior to purchase.
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Thus, purchasing experience goods is generally risky; since consumers cannot assess product
quality reliably before buying, a disappointment is not unlikely. However, this risk can be
reduced if an experience good is repeat-purchased. This is the case for most utility products,
such as canned vegetables or washing powder. A consumer using an experience strategy will
test a number of different brands until she has found the one with the highest subjective
benefit and subsequently keep on buying it. This kind of learning has been labelled one of
the most important processes in reducing risk (Sheth and Venkatesan, 1968).
This situation changes, though, in the case of most hedonic goods, which have a quickly
declining marginal utility and are therefore unlikely to be repeat-purchased. Motion pictures
are a prime example of this kind of product. It is impossible for a consumer to fully assess the quality and subjective utility of a film prior to consumption. Further, watching a
particular film for the second time provides her with a much lower utility than watching an
unknown film for the first time (Sedgwick and Pokorny, 2005). And because watching a film
is "multisensory", consumers of hedonic products generally look for novelty (cf. Hirschman
and Holbrook, 1982; Holbrook and Hirschman, 1982). This is the reason why people only
rarely go to see a motion picture at the cinema twice, and a similar argument can be applied
to novels.
However, there are some exceptions.

An entertainment park, for example, is a hedonic

product, which is consumed for enjoyment. Similarly to books or motion pictures, it is
difficult to judge prior to a visit how much personal utility will be gained using a search
strategy. This is only known after the experience has been made. Yet, in contrast to motion
pictures or novels, a consumer may go and visit an entertainment park more than once. While
it may not provide a new experience on subsequent visits - the features of the park are now
known - she is still likely to enjoy it. Table 2.1 provides an overview of this classification of
goods.
Product Type
Search
Experience
Experience
Experience

Product Attribute
Utility
Utility
Hedonic
Hedonic

Purchase Frequency
Repeat
Repeat
Repeat
Single

Example
Clothes
Canned Vegetables
Entertainment Park
Motion Pictures

Table 2.1.: A simplified classification of goods
Hedonic goods are generally innovations with distinctive features, which further contributes to
the difficulty of assessing their quality prior to purchase (Clement et al. , 2006). Every motion
picture is unique; although it may share characteristics with other films, some features will
not have been shown in the same way before. A sequel may feature the same cast and the
same director, but it will tell a different story than the first film. A remake will tell a very
similar story, but a different director and cast may adopt an altered view on which parts of the
story to emphasise. Technology may

haVf~

changed and thus visual effects may be stressed.

Again, a similar argument can be made for books or music, where some constituent parts
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of the product are known, but the combination is novel. Therefore, two hedonic products
are never the same leading consumers to make new experiences every time they make a
purchase decision. It also means that the knowledge gained about a particular product is
not necessarily a reliable source of information to base future consumption decisions on. This
makes single-purchase hedonic products very risky purchases.
To further complicate decision-making, unlike most goods, motion pictures do not distinguish
themselves from each other through price variation, a signal that is often used to indicate the
quality of a particular product (Sedgwick and Pokorny, 2005). At any given cinema, prices
do not vary between different films. 2 Therefore, consumers cannot use price information to
assess the quality of a particular film. They face a risky decision between various unknown
products again and again.
With more than 400 films released every year over the past decade in thp North American
market (MPAA, 2012), consumers face an overwhelming supply. It would be reasonable to
assume that it is difficult to make decisions in a situation like this. Generally though, people
seem to either 'know' before a film is released whether it will appeal to their personal taste
or learn very quickly whether they want to watch it or not. Evidence for this is twofold:
most films have a fairly short life cycle and do not run in cinemas for more than eight weeks.
Further, most films generate the largest share of their revenues in the first week of their
release. After that, revenues generally decline and flatten out over subsequent weeks. Only
about ten per cent of the motion pictures released manage to build up an audience over time
and increase their revenues in later weeks.
Hence, motion pictures commonly escape the classic inverse u-shaped adoption curve that
applies to many innovations and new products (Rogers, 1983). Their adoption curve rather
describes a waterfall that drops off a cliff, with the height of the cliff and the steepness of
the drop defining the commercial success of the film. This can lead to very different revenue
distribution curves, where 'blockbusters' generate large revenues in their opening week, which
only decline comparatively slowly over time, and 'bombs' have a large audience in the first
week, which quickly disappears in subsequent weeks. Yet, there are a few exceptions, so-called
'sleepers', that manage to build up an audience over time.
Economists have tried to model the underlying learning and decision processes in order to
attain these observed outcomes. Building upon the pioneering work of Bandura {1977},
both Banerjee (1992) and Bikhchandani et al. (1992) provide simple models of observational
learning.

In the simplest case, agents face a binary decision problem, e.g. adopting or

rejecting an innovation. They hold a private signal whether it is advantageous for them to
adopt or reject, which mayor may not be correct. Agents make their choice sequentially
and cannot delay their decision. Agents can further observe the decisions made by earlier
decision-makers, so that every agent except the first receives two signals, her own prior and

2However, cinemas may charge different prices for 'premium seats' or similar.
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the choices made by others. However, agents cannot observe the private signal of previous
agents, and they do not get to know about the payoff of their decision.
Making the assumption that agents weigh their own prior against the decisions made by
preceding agents, and further assuming that if there is a 'tie' between options, an agent will
always follow her private signal, the models show that, over time, herding will occur, meaning
that agents flock to a single option. In the simplest example featuring a decision between
two alternatives, the first agent will always follow her private signal. The second agent now
receives two signals, her own private signal and the decision made by the first agent. If her
signal corresponds with the decision, she will choose the same option; if it differs, she will
follow her private signal. The third agent will face one of two options: either the preceding
agents have chosen two different options, a situation similar to the one faced by the first
agent, in which case she will follow her private signal. Alternatively, the preceding agents
have both chosen the same option, in which case she will choose the same option regardless
of her private signal; the two signals from preceding agents override her own private signal.
Thus, an information cascade is started, and all subsequent agents will choose the same
option.
Banerjee (1992) develops the model to show that herding occurs even if agents face a choice
amongst a number of options or if some agents do not hold a private signal. In order to test
the robustness of their model, Bikhchandani et al. (1992) relax the assumptions made about
the agents' payoffs as well as the accuracy of their private signal, still to find that herding
nevertheless arises over time.
However, these cascades are very fragile. Once a cascade has started, the information that an
agent provides to her follower through her choice is uninformative, since the agent's private
signal was overridden by the choices of earlier agents. Even if the agent had a private signal
to make a particular choice, the fact that one option had been picked by multiple other agents
led her to the rational conclusion that this option is likely to have a higher payoff. Therefore,
if new information favouring an alternative choice becomes available at this point, for example
through public release, this can lead to the breakdown of the cascad£' and potentially start a
new one at a different option.
This behaviour of consumers has also been shown in laboratory experiments. Anderson and
Holt (1997) create a setting, in which subjects have to choose between two different events,

A and B, represented by two urns; urn A contains two balls a and one ball b while urn
B contains one ball a and two balls b. The initial probability of drawing balls a and b is
therefore equal at
since there are three balls a and three balls b. First, a group of subjects
is randomly assigned an urn, from which one ball is drawn, shown to the first subject, and
replaced. The subject thus receives an informative private signal about the urn, which is
correct with a probability of ~. She then makes a decision between A and B, which is
announced to all other subjects. This procedure is sequentially repeated for the remaining
group. Consequently, every subject but the first receives two signals - her private signal

!,
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drawn from the assigned urn, and a public signal about the decision of previous subjects.
Using six decision-makers in each round of this procedure, Anderson and Holt's (1997) results
are fairly consistent with the prediction of herding models; information cascades occurred in
more than 73 per cent of the experiments.
In this experiment, subjects only have to choose between two alternatives and there is an
obvious optimum choice. In real-life decisions, however, there are often a multitude of options,
and an option with a maximum payoff for everyone may not exist. In the case of hedonic
products, for example, different tastes or preferences affect both the decision and the utility
gained from it. The difficulty of making a choice also increases with the number of options
available, if product or service attributes are difficult to process and if there is a large amount
of uncertainty regarding the quality of attributes (Bettman et al., 1991). This hB."l been shown
to be the case for products such as books or motion pictures. Consumers may therefore use
a different learning strategy.
Consumers may decide to use their personal experience from previous purchases in order to
assess the quality of a product. It has been shown that this strategy is especially valuable
for durable consumer goods or goods that are repeatedly purchased (Arndt and May, 1981).
However, McFadden and 'frain (1996) argue that in the case of single-purchase products such
as motion pictures or books, the experience gained cannot be used for future purchases. It
is debatable, though, whether the personal experience made with a particular 'kind of film'
cannot be used for future film-going decisions.
However, another option for gathering information about a product is learning from others.
Especially word of mouth from peers has been attributed to be valuable and have an influence
on the consumption decision. Investigating the consumption of motion pictures, Faber and
O'Guinn (1984) ask students about the usefulness, importance, frequency of consultation,
credibility and impact on the decision-making of various information sources. While film
previews are perceived as the most important and the most useful sources, comments from
peers are more credible and more frequently consulted. The largest impact on the decisionmaking process though is accredited to film previews.
Similarly, Mahajan et al. (1984) question students about their information sources and find
that, over a time period of ten weeks, consistently more than one third stated that they ask
their friends for information about a film indicating that word of mouth indeed is a very
important source of information for hedonic products. These results have to be taken with
care though, since self-reported influences cannot always be trusted.
Therefore, researchers have used different methods to investigate consumer learning in the
case of hedonic products. De Vany and Walls (1996), for example, attempt to model the
underlying processes and dynamics of film revenue distribution curves, B."l they cannot be
described by the simple models of observational learning. They assume that the quality of
the product is unknown prior to consumption and that consumer evaluations differ. The
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utility that a film-goer gains consists of a 'common film quality' and an individual deviation
from this quality depending on the individual's taste. The cost of seeing a film is equal for
each individual, and consumers decide to watch it if their expected utility is higher than
this cost. Further, it is assumed that film-goers update their initial evaluation of a film
using information from various sources, such as film reviews, advertising and word of mouth
in a "sequential Bayesian decision process" (ibid, p. 1498). Essentially, consumers rely on
decision-makers ahead of them to update their estimate of the 'common film quality'. This
decision process leads to the reinforcement of prior outcomes; if a film was successful in its
opening week, it will be successful in later weeks, because it reveals positive information
about the film to later consumers.
This process also reflects the Bose-Einstein process leading to a Pareto distribution, meaning
that for every film each revenue outcome is, initially, equally likely. However, the choice
probabilities of consumers develop in a reinforcing manner, implying that once differences in
the quality of films emerge, they can grow at exponential speed leading to the huge successes
observed in the motion picture market. This is due to the information feedback from early
consumers to later ones. With regards to the release strategy of motion pictures, this means
that a wide release can lead to a huge success, because early positive information leads consumers to watch a particular film. At the same time, though, spread of negative information
can make a film disappear quickly from cinema screens.
In order to illustrate how this process compares to observational learning, De Vany and Lee
(2001) build upon the model created by Bikhchandani et al. (1992). In their model, every
agent holds a private signal about the quality of the product, which mayor may not be
correct. They make their decisions sequentially and observe the choices made by previous
agents. However, they also receive a quality signal from previous agents, which is either
positive or negative. This quality signal can either be trusted or disapproved of; the trust
that an agent places in a previous agent's quality evaluation depends on the market share
of the product. De Vany and Lee (2001) argue that an individual will trust an evaluation
more if it is confirmed by many further choices. However, this leads to a situation, in which
information is only significant when the product has a high market share.
This is similar to a study carried out by Chen et al. (2011), who use a natural experiment
setting of sales of digital cameras on Amazon, and distinguish between observational learning
and word of mouth learning. They define that, on the website of each product, the section
displaying the top-five products in a category and stating "X% out of Y people bought
this product" influences observational learning in a similar manner to the models of Banerjee
(1992) and Bikhchandani et al. (1992), where agents can observe the actions taken by previous
agents.

They further define that word of mouth learning is apparent if product ratings

displayed on the same website influence product sales. Since Amazon removed the section
on observational learning for a couple of months, Chen et al. (2011) are able to study the
different effects of observational learning and word of mouth learning.
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They show that positive observational learning information, that is a large percentage of
people purchasing a particular product, positively influences product sales. However, negative
observational learning information, that is a low percentage of people purchasing a particular
product, has no influence on future product sales. It is argued that "observational learning
information contains the discrete signals expressed by the actions of other consumers but not
the reasons behind their actions" (Chen et al., 2011, p. 240). Therefore, negative observational
learning information is not informative, since a product adopted by only few people may
simply be a niche product of high quality instead of a bad product. Positive observational
learning information, on the contrary, shows that a product appeals to a broad population
and therefore has at least decent quality. Word of mouth information, in contrast, has the
opposite effect: negative product ratings hurt sales much more than positive ratings help
them.
To show how this kind of learning behaviour affects the market share of different products,
De Vany and Lee (2001) use their model to run multiple simulations with only five products
and varying product quality. In a market with one bad product and four good products, the
bad product will generally fail, because negative information spread will lead consumers to
choose another prodUct. However, if its initial market share is high enough, observational
learning can start a cascade that will let the bad product maintain its position. In contrast,
in a market with four bad products and one good product, the good product can capture
nearly the full market if its initial market share is high enough. However, if its market share
is low and agents thus do not trust earlier agent's product evaluations, observational learning
can also lead agents to remain loyal to one of the bad products. This is in line with De Vany
and Walls' (1996) finding of a Bose-Einstein information process, where individuals choose a
product according to its previous success.
Another experimental study by Hanson and Putler (1996) confirms this hypothesis. On a
website hosting software for free download, they identify various pairs of similar software
and manipulate the number of downloads for one of the two files. Following this treatment,
they show that the file with substantially higher download numbers expands its lead over the
other file in relative terms; its download rate increases by up to 65 per cent compared to the
untreated file. This indicates that consumers are drawn to popular products if there is little
other information available that distinguishes available options noticeably.
Similar results are obtained in a more sophisticated two-stage laboratory experiment conducted by Narayan et al. (2011). In the first stage, they provide seventy MBA students with
information on six product attributes of four different electronic book readers. Subjects are
then asked to use this information and their personal preferences to choose one amongst the
four products. Subjects are also asked to identify individuals within the group that may influence their purchase decision and the extent to which each of these individuals may influence
it.
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In the second stage, subjects get to know whom of their self-reported 'influencers' chose which
product and are asked to make a choice based on product attributes, personal preferences,
and the know ledge of their infl uencers' decisions. Narayan et a1. (2011) are able to show
that subjects change their attribute preferences due to peer influence and display conforming
behaviour. The least popular brand is chosen less frequently while the other three brands
are chosen more often. 3
These results show that herding or cascades do not only arise when consumers use simple
observational learning to make decisions; they may also arise when learning occurs due to
information spread. Yet, all of these studies have used either agent-based models or laboratory experiments to obtain their results. Employing empirical data to investigate consumer
learning is a more recent phenomenon.
De Vany and Walls (2004b) apply their finding of a Pareto distribution of motion picture
revenues (De Vany and Walls, 1996, 1997, 1999) in order to analyse the extent to which
the box office revenues earned up to a certain week after release influence future revenues.
Their sample consists of films that ran for at least ten weeks in cinemas and distinguishes
between 'hits' earning more than $50 million and 'non-hits' earning less over their theatrical
run. Because the Paretian distribution implies that future revenue is proportional to past
revenues, they estimate a linear model, in which future revenues depend upon past revenues.
They find that revenues in a particular week can best be predicted by using the cumulative
past revenues. For example, the revenues of week eight cannot be precisely forecasted using
only the revenues of weeks one and two, but they can be more precisely forecasted using
the revenues up until week seven. In the case of hits, weekly revenues cannot be accurately
predicted in the early weeks of a film's release, but can be very well predicted in later weeks.
Accordingly, the model fit improves every week, especially between weeks three and four. In
the case of non-hits, weekly revenues can be reasonably well predicted in the early weeks
of a film's release, hut prediction accuracy does not increase significantly in later weeks.
Accordingly, the model fit remains moderate from the early until the late weeks of theatrical
release.
The Paretian distribution is further characterised by a tail weight, which indicates how much
mass the tail of the distribution carries, that is the extent to which the mean of the distribution
is dominated by a few extreme values. De Vany and Walls (2004b) use this tail weight in
order to investigate the differences between 'hits' and 'non-hits'. They find that the tail
weight is generally lower for 'hits' indicating more mass in the tail. This is consistent with
the idea that the motion picture industry is driven by - relatively few - box office hits. The

3FUrther models on consumer learning from word of mouth are created by McFadden and Train (1996) and
Ellison and Fudenberg (1995). While agents display conforming behaviour in the former model, word of
mouth leads to diversity in the latter. These differing results occur due to the different ways ill which
agents 'calculate' their expected utility to make decisions.
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tail weight declines over time for both 'hits' and 'non-hits', which they state is consistent
with models of consumers sharing information.
They further interpret the coefficient of variation of weekly revenues as a measure of consumer
consensus on the film's utility. It is shown that this coefficient continuously rises over time for
hits indicating a tendency for consumer tastes to converge on a few hit products, whereas it
approximates an inverted U-shape curve for non-hits, signifying that consumers do not agree
on the quality of non-hits. They also look at the week-to-week correlations of film revenues
and find that these are close to zero or even negative for hits during the early weeks and tend
to rise during the later weeks. For non-hits, correlations are high throughout the weeks of
their theatrical release.
They interpret these data as indications of "turbulent dynamics" (ibid, p. 60), which is
consistent with information sharing. The finding that revenues generated early in films' life
cycles are a poor predictor of final box-office revenues implies that a large opening is not
necessary to create a hit. Consumers learn about the true quality of a film over time, and
after about the fourth week a bifurcation sets in, where the differences between hits and
non-hits grow at exponential rate; revenues for hits develop expansively whereas revenues for
non-hits develop contractively.
Empirical market-level data are also used by Moretti (2011). Specifically, he uses data of all
films released in the North American market between 1982 and 2000. He builds upon the
theory of disconfirmation (d. Sedgwick. 2007) stating that consumers hold expectations prior
to experiencing a product, which may be positively or negatively disconfirmed. Employing
weekly sales data, he measures the extent of this positive and negative surprise that consumers
experience in the opening week, and tests its impact on future sales. He defines film-specific
surprise as the "residual from a regression of first week log sales on log number of screens"
(Moretti, 2011, p. 368).
More explicitly, he assumes that the number of screens a motion picture opens on is an
indicator of the sales expectations of profit-maximising exhibitors who have an incentive to
predict consumer expectations as precisely as possible prior to a film's release. He further
states that the number of screens therefore reflects all the information that is available to
consumers prior to a film's release, such as the cast, director, budget, critical reviews etc., a
hypothesis for which he finds some support: first, via a regression of the number of screens
on box office revenues that yields a good model fit and second, via interviews with theatre
owners. Thus, if more people went to see the film than expected in the opening week, this
indicates that they somehow 'knew' that it would be a good film and experienced a positive
surprise. On the contrary, if less people went to see the film than expected, they experienced
a negative surprise.
Subsequently, Moretti (2011) shows that motion pictures with a positive surpris(' in the
opening week face a comparatively slower decline in revenues over subsequent weeks, whereas
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motion pictures with a negative surprise in the opening week face a comparatively faster
decline in revenues. Specifically, the former's logarithm revenue curve is concave whereas
the latter's logarithm revenue curve is convex. This difference is statistically significant, as
is proven in a surprise model in which the logarithm of weekly revenues depends on the
week, an interaction effect between week and positive surprise, and a fixed effect for the film.
The decay rate for positive-surprise films is significantly lower than for negative-surprise
films. He believes that word of mouth is responsible for these distinct sales trends. Once
consumers learn that a particular film is of high quality, they will raise their expectations
and, subsequently, a comparatively larger share will attend it in subsequent weeks.
However, since word of mouth is not directly measurable, he conducts various tests that
indicate word of mouth learning. In a first step, he adds advertising expenditures to his
surprise model. However, his results are not sensitive to advertising expenditures and their
impact on the different sales patterns of positive- and negative-surprise films is marginal. This
means that advertising has little or no effect on the sales trajectories once a film is released.
It does not rule out the possibility of advertising having an influence on the opening week
results; however, this effect is assumed to be captured by the number of opening screens.
Similarly, adding critical reviews to the surprise model also does not affect the different rates
of revenue decline.
Next, Moretti (2011) hypothesises that word of mouth will have a smaller impact in situations
where consumers have a fairly precise prior and face comparatively smaller uncertainty. He
characterises sequels as products, of which consumers have an idea whether they will like
them or not. Adding an interaction term for sequels and week as well as an interaction
term for sequels, week and positive surprise to the surprise model, he finds support for this
assumption. The triple interaction term has a negative coefficient indicating that a positive
surprise in the opening week - and thus, positive word of mouth

has a smaller effect on

revenues in subsequent weeks for sequels than for other films.
He hypothesises that word of mouth effects are more pronounced when consumers have a large
social network through which they can spread. He further assumes that teenagers generally
have stronger and larger networks and thus conjectures that surprises will have a larger effect
on films targeted at teenagers. Adding an interaction term for teenage films and week as well
as an interaction term for teenage films, week and positive surprise to the surprise model, he
finds confirmation for this conjecture; the triple interaction term is positive.
Subsequently, he assumes that the marginal amount of learning declines over time, because the
value of new information in week two is much higher than the value of new information in week
three; consumers will already have had access to information to update their expectations of a
particular film. Testing for the concavity of positive-surprise film revenues and the convexity
of negative-surprise film revenues over time he states to find support for this.
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Finally, in an attempt to test for externalities as an alternative explanation to word of mouth
learning, he tests for weather shocks in six big cities. He hypothesises that weather shocks
should not drive people away from films of good quality if word of mouth learning is present.
Instrumenting weather surprises instead of film quality surprises in the surprise model, he
finds that the coefficients point in the wrong direction and are partially not significant depending on the exact specification of weather shocks. Overall, though, weather shocks cannot
explain the different sales patterns of motion pictures.
Moretti (2011) concludes that the sum of his findings strongly indicate that social learning
takes place through the spread of information that consumers receive from their peers. This
kind of learning makes successful motion pictures more successful, and unsuccessful motion
pictures more unsuccessful, over time.
Moretti (2011), De Vany and Walls (2004b) and De Vany and Lee (2001) all agree on the
importance of quality feedback and its effect on the future of a motion picture's sales. However, they differ on a crucial point. In Moretti's (2011) case, the fate of a film is more or less
decided after the opening week. A positive surprise at this early point in time leads to higher
subsequent sales due to the positive feedback loop that sets in. De Vany and Lee (2001), on
the other hand, find support for the 'unpredictability' of final outcomes under the condition
that consumers pass on quality feedback to one another. According to them, a 'good' film
with a high initial market share can still die fairly quickly due to the "complex dynamics of
the motion picture market" (ibid, p. 611). It is these dynamics letting De Vany and Walls
(2004b) conclude that a big opening does not necessarily make a hit and that it takes about
four weeks until a film's fate is decided. According to Moretti (2011), a 'good' film would
have a positive surprise in the opening week and thus both face a slower decline and generate
larger revenues.
Moretti's (2011) results indicate a conforming outcome, where consumers quickly learn through
word of mouth which product has the highest expected utility and choose the same option.
This is consistent with other studies (e.g. De Vany and Walls, 2004b; McFadden and Train,
1996). However, when looking more closely at the research conducted by De Vany and Lee
(2001) and Chen et a1. (2011), there is something crucial nevertheless about the amount of
people that have previously chosen a particular option. Consumers seem to trust the decisions more, if many others have already made the same choice. And if consumers listen
to their peers' opinions, negative reviews have a larger effect than positive reviews. Thus,
it seems clear that products, which have been chosen by many people and received positive
reviews, will continue to do well in the future; similarly, products chosen by only few people
receiving bad reviews will not fare well and exit the market.
Less clear though is whether niche products with good reviews have a chance of becoming
more popular (and becoming so-called 'sleepers') - according to De Vany and Lee (2001)
this information will not be trusted, but according to Chen et a1. (2011), positive reviews
do have some effect, although smaller than for negative reviews. And similarly, it remains
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uncertain what happens to popular products with negative reviews. In this ease, positive
observational learning and negative word of mouth seem to operate in opposing directions;
while the former leads to the reinforcement of large market shares (De Vany and Walls,
1996), the latter should 'kill' the product. This paper aims to gain further insight about the
interaction between observational learning and word of mouth learning. To this end, the next
section reviews the literature on online word of mouth.

2.2. Online Word of Mouth
Over the past two decades, the online sphere has experienced exponential growth. More and
more households are connected to the internet and, more recently, with the emergence of
smart phones and other handheld devices alongside faster mobile connections, many people
are online even when they are not at home or in the office. This development has happened
alongside a growth in online social networks and other types of platforms such as forums and
blogs, in which people post their comments on various issues and products. This multi-user
data has become a rich source of word of mouth information for researchers, since it provides
a direct measure of consumer opinions that can be easily and costlessly collected. This is
especially true of rating systems, where consumers appraise a product on a given scale.
Research using online word of mouth has largely focussed on two different dimensionsvolume and valence. The volume of word of mouth is said to increase consumer awareness
of a product, because the more publicity a product gets, the more likely people are to know
about it and include it in their choice set (Berger et aI., 2010; Liu, 2006). Transferred to
the market for motion pictures, however, it can be assumed that the number of individuals
talking about a particular film is influenced by the number of people who have seen it. Thus,
a large volume of online word of mouth represents a large audience that has already consumed
the film.
Consumer learning from the volume of word of mouth can therefore be compared to the
models of herding behaviour (Banerjee, 1992; Bikhchandani et aI., 1992) - individuals observe
the actions of previous consumers and subsequently decide to neglect their private signal in
order to follow the crowd - or observational learning (Chen et aI., 2011). Learning from the
volume of online word of mouth is therefore comparatively 'easy' for consumers, since it is
reflected in the current charts of the most successful films, which are easily accessible and
may even be advertised through other channels such as magazines, radio or television.
The valence of online word of mouth, in contrast, represents a quality feedback signal. Consumers who have seen a particular film evaluate their personal utility derived from watching
the film and attach a rating value to it. These quality assessments may influence individuals
who have not made their decision on seeing a particular film or help them make a decision
between various alternatives.
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Learning from the valence of online word of mouth requires more effort on behalf of consumers.
They actually need to search for this kind of information. They may need to read the review
alongside the numerical rating in order to see how the user arrived at this particular rating.
They may need to compute the 'average' rating out of a number of ratings, though many
websites readily offer this information. Table 2.2 summarises the literature on online word of
mouth.
One of the first studies to use online word of mouth was conducted by Liu (2006). He collects
weekly box office and online word of mouth data on forty motion pictures released between
May and September 2002. From the Yahoo! Movies message board, he collects more than
12,000 ratings, which he decomposes into volume and valence measures. The latter is coded
into five different categories- positive, negative, mixed, neutral and irrelevant. From various
public sources he gathers data on box office revenues, the number of screens th(' film is shown
on, estimates on the production budget, critical reviews, the MPAA rating, genre and the
star power of a film. The data is collected from the date of the earliest post

which is usually

in the pre-release phase - until the eighth week of a film's run.
In his analysis of the dynamics of these word of mouth measures, Liu (2006) finds that the
volume of ratings is greatest in the opening week, closely followed by the pre-release period.
Looking at the valence, he finds that it is mostly positive in the pre-release period, but the
percentage of positive word of mouth drops significantly for half of the films in his data
set once they are released while the percentage of negative word of mouth increases. This
indicates that audiences hold comparatively high expectations prior to a film's release, but
that these expectations are often not met.
In order to estimate the effect of word of mouth on consumer decisions he uses double log
specifications in a regression-type model for each week from the opening until week eight of
a film's release, where the natural logarithm of weekly revenues depends upon the number
of screens, the volume of word of mouth, the number of critical reviews, the number of
new releases among the top twenty films, the average age of the top twenty films (all in
natural logarithms), the percentage of positive word of mouth messages and the percentage
of positive critical reviews. The number of new releases and the average age of films among
the top twenty are used to measure the degree of competition.
Liu (2006) further estimates a model, in which the aggregate box office revenue depends upon
pre-release word of mouth using the same characteristics as in the previous model. In both
of these models, he finds that including film-specific variables such as star power or genre
does not improve his model as these variables are insignificant. The volume of word of mouth
provides explanatory power on box office revenues whereas its valence does not, both for
weekly box office and gross revenues. However, he finds that this effect disappears after six
weeks. This indicates that once the majority of the population has become aware of a film's
existence, an additional messagp cannot incrpase this awareness further.
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Moreover, he finds that the size of the effect of the volume of pre-release word of mouth is
larger than the effect of the number of screens for first-week revenues. He therefore analyses
whether this early word of mouth basically consists of marketing information by including
the advertising budget in his regression, finding that the impact of the volume of word of
mouth remains significant.
He concludes that the volume of word of mouth can serve as a reliable additional variable in
revenue forecasting for film production firms. It represents a measure of consumer awareness,
which directly translates into sales. He further links the fact that the valence of word of
mouth is not a significant explanatory variable to a common finding of behavioural research,
that attitude is not always a reliable predictor of behaviour.
Liu (2006) assumes word of mouth to be an exogenous variable that influences audiences in
the following week. Although it changes on a weekly basis, it is set by external circumstances
similarly to the number of screens a film is shown on. Yet, the volume of word of mouth may
be heavily influenced by the number of past viewers (Godes and Mayzlin, 2004) and therefore
be an endogenous variable. The more people who go and see a film, the more it will be talked
about. It may in fact be ticket sales and film attendance that lead to a rise in the volume of
word of mouth.
Duan et al. (2008a,b) investigate this issue and analyse the relationship between these two
variables. They collect data on 71 motion pictures released in the North American market
between July 2003 and May 2004. They collect daily revenue data, the number of screens and
other film-specific variables such as critical reviews, production budget, MPAA rating and
stars from Variety and Box Office Mojo. Their online word of mouth data is collected from
Yahoo! Movies and coded into measures of volume and valence. Daily posts for each film are
counted to generate the volume. To calculate the valence, numerical values (ranging from 13
to 3) are assigned to each letter grade of the reviews (ranging from A+ to D). Subsequently,
the arithmetic mean is calculated for each film both on a daily as well as on a cumulative
basis. This data is collected for a period of six weeks after a film's release.
Like Liu (2006), they find that the volume of word of mouth is highest directly after til('
release of a film and then declines rapidly, with small surges on the weekend. This pattern
is very similar to the pattern of sales - in fact, both volume of word of mouth and box
office revenues decline simultaneously - and therefore a first indicator that the volume of
word of mouth represents previous viewers. In contrast, the average rating does not chang<'
considerably over time.
In order to investigate the interrelationship between box office revenues and word of mouth,
they use a dynamic simultaneous equation system, a three-stage least square procedure consisting of two equations, one in which revenue is specified as the dependant variable and one
in which the volume of word of mouth takes this role. Duan et al. (2008a) use a linear model
with one-day lagged variables. Daily revenues depend upon til(' daily number of posts, the
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one-day lagged cumulative average rating, daily revenues of the previous day, an indicator
of whether the current day is a weekend and film-specific fixed effects. The daily number of
posts, in turn, depends upon the daily revenue, the number of posts on the previous day, the
cumulative number of posts up to the previous day, a weekend indicator and a film-specific
fixed effect.
Duan et al. (2008b) specify a log-linear model with multi-lag terms. The log-linear terms are
meant to reflect a "multistage consumer decision process" (ibid, p. 238), where, for example,
the number of consumers seeing the film is dependent on the consumer base, the probability
of a consumer being aware of the film, and a consumer actually deciding to see the film
given his awareness. Multi-lag terms are incorporated assuming that word of mouth affects
decisions not just on the same day, but also on subsequent days. The daily revenues depend
on the multi-lagged daily volume of posts, the cumulative average rating on the same day,
the average rating on the same day, the number of screens, the age of the film, an indicator
of whether the day is a weekend and film-specific fixed effects. The daily volume of posts
depends on the multi-lagged daily revenues, the cumulative averagp rating, the daily average
rating, the age of the film, a weekend indicator, and film-specific fixed effects. All of these
coefficients are presented in logarithms except the weekend indicator. In both models, the
weekend variable is meant to capture the different behaviour of consumers on a weekend.
Generally, less people go to the cinema during the week.
The findings of Duan et al. (2008a) and Duan et al. (2008b) are qualitatively similar. They
both state that there is a positive interaction between the volume of word of mouth and box
office revenues, meaning that more online posts lead to higher sales and higher sales lead
to more word of mouth. Thus, word of mouth is endogenous and has a dual role, one as a
"precursor" and one as an "outcome" of film sales.
Duan et al. (2008b) provide some additional findings. The positive effect mentioned above
diminishes quickly over time. They show that the coefficients of the multi-lagged variables
are either negligible or insignificant after three days and conclude that online word of mouth
rapidly spreads through a community. Further, because they include the average rating
in their word of mouth equation, they are able to show that the valence does not directly
influence box office revenues, but it does impact on the volume of posts. Since the volume,
in turn, positively affects sales, the valence has an indirect effect on box office revenues.
Seemingly, consumers are more likely to talk about films which they have had a positive
experience with. This leads to a higher awareness among the general population, which
subsequently translates into higher sales. The fact that the awareness effect seems to be
driving film sales once again highlights the importance of spreading awareness through the
population as fast as possible.
Another study sheds more light on the different effects of volume and valence on consumer
decisions. Interestingly, it comes to a different conclusion. Chintagunta et al. (2010) collect
daily box office data on 148 motion pictures released between November 2003 and February
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2005 and the according word of mouth data from Yahoo! Movies. Similar to previous studies,
they use volume, valence, and variance as their dimensions of online word of mouth. However,
they account for the sequential rollout of films by employing "Designated Market Area (DMA)
level local geographic box-office performance" data (ibid, p. 944). They argue that even a
film on wide release will only be shown after the national release date in some locations.
The decisions of consumers in such locations may be influenced by the word of mouth of
consumers in earlier release-date locations. Therefore, they collect theatre-level box office
data from 3,830 geographical locations.
In their model, they control for the number of screens, pre-release advertising, and competition and incorporate measures for seasonal variations and holidays as well as fixed effects
for the film and the geographical market. They account for endogeneity of user ratings in
subsequent markets and for correlation in the error term of films released across different
markets.
Using this model, they find that only the valence of word of mouth significantly drives audience decisions. In contrast to previous studies, neither the volume nor the variance is
significant. They hypothesise that there is an aggregation bias in previous studies meaning
that by using national-level data the marginal effect of user ratings is to some extent masked.
It does not account for the release of films across geographical markets and the different

ways, in which consumers are influenced depending on the time of release. Therefore, they
re-estimate their model using national-level data and indeed find that this leads to different
results ~ the volume of ratings is now the only word of mouth variable that has a significant
impact on box office revenues.
Another approach estimating the different effects of volume and valence is taken by Dellarocas
et a1. (2007). They collect online rating data from Yahoo! Movies, weekly box office and
marketing data from Box Office Mojo and estimates of star power from Hollywood Reporter.
They create four different models based upon a hazard ratf' formulation in order to forecast
total box office revenues from early sales, other film-specific variables, and word of mouth
data. They include an external force

~

including marketing and publicity, critical reviews

and unobservable attributes such as attractiveness of plot or quality of trailer

and an

internal force that relates to word of mouth. They further incorporate a discount factor for
a decreasing external factor and a "time-discounted integral of past adopters" (ibid, p. 31)
to account for a diminishing effect of word of mouth over time.
Model A includes all available data - marketing expenses, number of screens, critical reviews,
early box office revenues and word of mouth data. Model B accounts for the fact that early
revenues may not be available to forecast revenues and uses the volume of early online reviews
as a proxy for sales. Model C stands as the benchmark model and includes neither early
revenues nor word of mouth data. Finally, Model D only uses online rating data.
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They test their models' goodness of fit by using the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
As hypothesised, Model A provides the best fit. It is followed by Model B, Model D and
Model C. The significant finding is that removing marketing expenses, the number of screens
and critical reviews from the full model (Model D) does not increase the MAPE by as much
as the removal of word of mouth data (Model C).4 This shows the importance of word of
mouth when forecasting consumer decisions.
They further find that marketing expenses are a significant predictor of the external force
only in Model C, where no word of mouth data is present. This may indicate that early word
of mouth is simply a reflection of a film's marketing and contains the same information. It is
intuitive to assume that early word of mouth is strongly influenced by advertising. However,
they do not test this hypothesis.
They distinguish between blockbuster-type films and sleepers by assuming that the latter are
released on less than 600 screens. They continue to test their models for these two categories
and find that Model A remains to have the best fit for blockbusters, but Model D using only
word of mouth data has the best fit for sleepers. This indicates that blockbusters are driven
more by first-week revenues whereas word of mouth plays an important role in determining
the success of sleepers.
With regards to the volume and the valence of online ratings, they find that the valence
significantly influences the internal force in Model A, Band D. This shows that individuals
seem to take the evaluation of other consumers into consideration when making a decision.
The volume of ratings is significant in Model Band D, where it is used as a proxy for weekly
revenues. This is in line with Duan et al.'s (2008a,b) finding that the volume of word of
mouth is an outcome of film sales. Unfortunately, Dellarocas et al. (2007) do not include the
volume in the internal force equation. Therefore, they do not test for the awareness effect of
word of mouth.
Some studies have used different sources of online word of mouth in order to analyse its
effects on consumption behaviour. Both Asur and Huberman (2010) and Rui et al. (2011)
use Twitter in order to count the number of messages or 'tweets' for a specific motion picture
and employ sentiment analyses to code the messages into positive, neutral and negative
comments.
Asur and Huberman (2010) analyse 24 motion pictures and collect 2.89 million tweets, which
they code into valence measures using linguistic software. They define a critical period the period during which a film's fate is decided - as the period from one week prior to a
film's release until two weeks after release. They find that the amount of tweets is highest
just before a film's release, but that these are mostly neutral and anticipatory, whereas their
subjectivity increases once a film is released. They interpret that consumers are likely to make

4It needs to be noted that the lower the MAPE the better the model fit.
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their positive or negative opinion heard only after they have seen the film. This contrasts with
the findings by Liu (2006) who states that pre-release word of mouth is mostly positive.
Asur and Huberman (2010) define tweets containing marketing information as messages with
web addresses (URLs) or retweets, which means that a message was forwarded without alteration. These kind of marketing messages are also highest prior to the release of a film.
They run a simple regression using marketing tweets to forecast film revenues, but find them
to be a poor predictor. They interpret this as a failure of promotional material to increase
film revenues.
They further define a tweet-rate as the number of tweets mentioning a particular film per
hour and use this as a measure of the volume of word of mouth a film receives. This tweet-rate
has a high correlation with box office revenues, and a linear regression using only the average
tweet-rate of the tweets prior to release to forecast gross box office revenues provides a good
fit. They improve this model by using the average tweet-rate for each of the seven days prior
to release and adding the number of screens a film is released on as an additional variable.
Defining the ratio between positive tweets and negative tweets as their valence measure
leads to another variable, which they add to their model. Using second-week revenues as
their dependent variable and both the average tweet-rate as well as the ratio as independent
variables, they further improve their model. However, they find that the valence measure is
"not as important as the rate of tweets themselves" (ibid, p. 7).
More sophisticated in the way online word of mouth data is classified is the method adopted
by Rui et al. (2011). In a first step they cluster tweets into intention messages expressing that
the user will go and see a film and sentiment messages expressing the user's opinion about a
film. Thus, they create measures of pre-consumption and post-consumption word of mouth,
which is different from pre-release and post-release word of mouth used in other studies (e.g.
Asur and Huberman, 2010; Liu, 2006), since pre-consumption word of mouth can still occur
after the film is released.
In a second step, sentiment messages are further categorised into positive, neutral and negative tweets using linguistic software. Further, for each Twitter user the number of followers,
that is the number of people who will automatically receive every tweet from this user, is
recorded. They use this measure as a proxy for social influence and opinion leader status;
users with more than 400 followers are characterised as users with a high social influence.
Finally, advertising messages are identified by filtering tweets containing URLs and subsequently removed from the data set.
Rui et al. (2011) create a regression-type model, in which the weekly revenues depend on the
revenues of the previous week, the total number of tweets, the ratio of tweets from users with
a large audience, the ratio of intention tweets, the ratio of positive and negative tweets and
film-specific fixed effects.
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Intention tweets have the highest coefficient indicating one of two things. Either this kind
of information contains high credibility and people follow its suggestion. Alternatively, there
is a substantial direct effect of such pre-consumption word of mouth, because not only does
it have an awareness and persuasive effect on other consumers, but the user who posted the
message will still go to see the film herself and may be doing so with a group of people. It
remains unclear though which of the two effects is dominant.
Both positive and negative word of mouth affect the decisions of audiences, and both in tht>
expected direction - positive tweets help film sales while negative tweets hurt them. However,
the effect of the latter is larger than the effect of the former. Accounting for the fact that
less than five per cent of all tweets are negative messages, this shows that consumers react
very sensitively to negative information.
The effect of users with a large audience is also significant, though tht> coefficient is not as
large as the previous three word of mouth dimensions. However, the model does not explain
why this is the case. This kind of users may simply raise awareness in a larger part of the
population and therefore positively affect motion picture revenues. It may also be the case
that users with a large audience are more influential and therefore the persuasive effect is
dominant.
In contrast to these dimensions of word of mouth, the volume of tweets, despite being significant, carries by far the lowest coefficient indicating that it is not as important as the previously
mentioned dimensions. However, the volume of word of mouth may also be largely captured
by the other variables.
While Rui et a!. (2011) analyse the effect of social influence of a person, Chakravarty et a1.
(2010) are more interested in a different characteristic of consumers, namely their cinemagoing frequency. They argue that frequent filmgoers will react differently to certain typf'S of
information than infrequent filmgoers. They distinguish between two types of information:
(online) affective word of mouth and professional critical reviews concentrating more on
artistic and technical aspects of the film.
In order to test their hypotheses, they run three different experiments each time simulating
a Yahoo! Movies message board. They distribute questionnaires amongst their participants
and define frequent filmgoers as either having watched three or more films in the past two
months or having watched ten or more films in a year.
In the first experiment, 157 students are presented with a website on the film National
TI-easure. Two groups of subjects are shown either a mix of positive and neutral revipws or a
mix of negative and neutral reviews. The results of two questionnaires, completed respectivply
bpfore and aftpr the experiment, show that negative reviews are read more carefully than
positive reviews. Further, infrequent filmgoers are more prone to change their opinion about
the film, and the change is greater for negative word of mouth than for positive word of
mouth.
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In the second experiment, Chakravarty et al. (2010) want to find out how word of mouth is
moderated in the presence of contradictory critical reviews. Using 128 students and the film
Sahara, they add an average numerical rating from professional critics, which differs from
the word of mouth posted by consumers, to the situation in the first experiment. Thus, they
create a situation, in which subjects are either exposed to positive word of mouth and a
negative critical rating or to negative word of mouth and a positive critical rating. Subjects
in the control group do not receive any critical ratings.
Frequent cinemagoers significantly attenuated their evaluation of the film in the direction of
the critical rating, in both cases almost neutralising the effect of word of mouth. In contrast,
the effect is smaller for infrequent cinemagoers, and they did not alter their assessment of a
film in the case of negative word of mouth and a positive critical rating. This shows that
they place their trust rather in the opinion of other consumers representing the mass appeal
of a particular film.
In the third experiment, they account for the fact that critical reviews are only presented
as a summary rating whereas word of mouth referrals are presented in full text format and
provide subjects with textual comments from different critics. 119 students are shown two
websites on the film Deja Vu, one group is shown the critical reviews first, and the other gets
to see the Yahoo! Movies message board first. Again, positive word of mouth reviews are
combined with negative critical reviews and vice versa.
The results are similar to those of their second study. Frequent filmgoers adapt their assessment towards the critical review whereas infrequent filmgoers are influenced in the direction
of word of mouth. This is especially the case for frequent filmgoers and negative word of
mouth contrasted by positive critical reviews. The mean effect is close to zero, meaning that.
the two kinds of information nearly cancel each other out. In contrast, infrequent filmgoers
presented with the same situation significantly lowered their opinion about the film in the
direction of the negative word of mouth referrals.
Chakravarty et al. (2010) conclude that frequent filmgoers, due to their experience and familiarity with the product, develop a more 'elite' taste similar to that of professional film
critics and are able to assess the quality of a motion picture based on its cast, director and
other attributes more easily. Therefore, they tend to hold very strong opinions about films
and are not as easily affected by exogenous influences such as word of mouth.
Researchers have not only examined the effect of online word of mouth on films, they have
also looked at other entertainment and experience goods, such as books, video games, and
TV shows. One of the first studies to use online word of mouth was conducted by Godes
and Mayzlin (2004) who used conversations from Usenet to measure their influence on the
viewing habits of TV shows. Usenet was a collection of newsgrollps, in which users could
post their opinion on various topics ranging from religion to science, from news to literature.
Godes and Mayzlin (2004) collect more than 20,000 posts from newsgrollps beginning with
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either alt.tv or rec.arts.tv, indicating that they are discussing television, and search for posts
relating to 44 TV shows that were launched between 1999 and 2000.
They compute the volume of online word of mouth for each of these TV shows by counting the
number of posts they received between two episodes. They further calculate the dispersion of
these posts across different newsgroups between two episodes. The theoretical underpinning
for using this dimension of word of mouth leads back to the work of Granovetter {1973} who
shows that information travels quickly among communities with strong ties, but slowly across
communities with weak ties. In order for a product or service to be positively influenced by
word of mouth, it is crucial that as many people as possible know about it. Therefore, Granovetter {1973} argues, these weak ties are essential in order to spread information widely.
Building upon this, Godes and Mayzlin (2004) argue that a newsgroup is like a community.
Information spreads quickly within a newsgroup notifying its users about the existence of a
new TV show, but it only spreads slowly across different newsgroups. They further hypothesise that the more newsgroups contain posts about a specific TV show, the more people will
know about it and, subsequently, the more successful the show will be.
In order to measure the success of the TV shows, they collect viewership data from Nielsen
ratings. They are able to control for a time trend, since they collect data on every single
episode for both the viewership and the word of mouth data.
They use a regression model with a fixed effect for each TV show, in which the viewership
of the current episode depends upon the viewership of the last episode, the number of posts
and the dispersion of posts between the last and the current episode, and the time variable,
that is the episode of the TV show.
They present their results for the time trend between episodes four and seven. They show
that the dispersion has a significant effect on viewership in the early period of a new TV
show. It is significant in weeks four, five and six, and the coefficient declines between week
four and six. This indicates that the spread of early word of mouth is important to make
people aware of the existence of a TV show; however, once awareness has been raised, this
effect declines. The volume of word of mouth, on the other hand, is insignificant during the
early weeks of a new TV show. Only in week seven does it reach marginal significance at
the lO-percent level. The fact that the dispersion is more important than the volume further
confirms Granovetter's (1973) findings - awareness is quickly raised within a community;
however, to make a product successful, awareness needs to spread across communities.
Finally, Godes and Mayzlin (2004) analyse the effect of the valence of their posts. To do
this, they sample ten per cent of all posts for each TV show and have assistants categorise
each of them into one of six categories - positive, negative, neutral, mixed, irrelevant and
not sure. They subsequently include positive, negative and mixed valence ratings in their
regression and find none of these measures to be significant. Instead, the volume remains
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insignificant, while the dispersion becomes even more significant. They attribute this to the
fact that irrelevant posts have been left out of the equation.
One important thing to note is that Godes and Mayzlin (2004) investigate the effect of word
of mouth on TV shows. These are generally cheap to consume, so once an individual is aware
of the existence of a particular show - and finds that people are talking about it - she may
watch it without spending much time on decision-making and without closely considering the
quality other viewers have attributed to it. There is only little risk involved in watching a
TV show - the potential loss being limited to the time spent watching the show - , a situation
different from other experience goods with higher costs.
One such good are video games. Joeckel (2007) analyses how the 201 top-selling games
between 1995 and 2005 were affected by online word of mouth and press ratings. He

W5es

the penetration rate - the percentage of installed consoles reached by a particular game - to
account for a game's success and consumer popularity. For the rating data, he uses average
online press ratings, which are collected and integrated by GameSpot and average user ratings
posted on the same website.
He finds that not all games that received a very high rating also sold very well. This is
indicated by the moderate correlations between the penetration rate and both average user
and average press ratings (.341 and .359, respectively). When controlling for the number of
ratings, these correlations decrease considerably for user ratings to .202 and less significantly
for press ratings to .305. He suggests that this is due to a lower variation in the number
of press reviews, a first indication that the volume of ratings plays an important role. He
subsequently uses the volume of ratings; the correlation increases to .444 for user ratings and
decreases to .212 for press reviews.
Joeckel (2007) builds three different models, the first one using the penetration rate as a
dependent variable and both average user rating and average online press rating as independent variables, accounting for the correlation between the two. He finds that this model can
explain 13 per cent of the variation in the penetration rate.
Arguing that the two kinds of ratings measure the same phenomenon due to their high correlation, he constructs a latent variable labelled "Perceived Quality". He ASsumes that perceived
quality actually influences the penetration rate, and ratings are merely a manifestation of this
variable. Using perceived quality as the independent variable, a second model can explain 14
per cent of the variation in the penetration rate.
In his final model he also includes the volume of user ratings as a third manifestation of tllf'
latent variable perceived quality. He finds that the perceived quality is influenced strongly by
both the average user rating and the average press rating, but only to a much weaker degree
by the volume of ratings. Overall, this model can explain 15 per cent of the variation in the
penetration rate.
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Another experience good that falls into the category of not being costless are books. These
are generally much less heavily advertised than motion pictures or video games, and therefore
freely available information is limited. Thus, consumers may rely more on the experiences of
other users and how they evaluate a particular book. Within the online sphere, Amazon.com
provides a rich data source, which most researchers investigating the influence of word of
mouth on books have tapped into.
Li and Hitt (2008) investigate the self-selection bias within online reviews meaning that early
buyers of a product hold different preferences and expectations than later buyers. They
assume that this has an effect on long-term market outcomes. They investigate a durable
experience good without repeat purchase, namely books, which, in contrast to films at thE'
cinema, have a longer life cycle. They state that books have both search attributes, which
are easily accessible prior to consumption such a.', the author of the book, and experience
attributes, which cannot be accessed until the book has been read. Once individuals have
consumed the book they voice their opinion giving late buyers the option of including these
evaluations in their assessment and updating their expectations accordingly. In this case, the
self-selection bias presents itself through the likelihood of positive ratings from early buyers
who may be fans of the author, which stand in contrast to the majority of the population.
Thus, late buyers reading these reviews may hold pre-purchase expectations that are higher
than the utility they receive from the book leading to disappointment and subsequent negative
reviews.
Analysing user reviews from Amazon over a long period of time and using a linear negative
exponential regression to account for the time trend of the reviews, Li and Hitt (200R) find
that for 70.81 per cent of the 2,203 books in their sample the average rating declines over
time, for 18.20 per cent the average rating increases over time, and the remaining 10.99 per
cent do not show a clear trend. Among the books that have a declining average rating, 27.37
per cent show an undershooting effect, meaning that after high initial ratings, ratings decline
dramatically and, for a period of time, are even below the long-term average rating.
Li and Hitt (2008) also look at the long-term effects of the self-selection bias by testing
whether consumers do correct for an early review bias. They create a model including the
number of reviews and both the long-term average rating and a time-varying rating at a
particular point in time for each book and test their effect on sales. All three variables prove
to be significant indicating that the volume of reviews positively affects sales and further that
consumers do not fully account for the early review bias. Thus, higher early ratings can also
lead to higher sales.
However, the overall findings on the influence of product review valence are conflicting. Some
studies find a significant negativity bias indicating that negatiVf' ratings hurt product sales
more than positive ratings benefit them. Other studies find the valence to be insignificant.
This conflict interests Wu et a1. (2011) and they examine whether the helpfulness of a review
may have a moderating effect on how consumers use a review to shape their decision. They
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collect data on the helpfulness of 7,659 customer reviews on 776 books from Amazon. Consumers can always select whether a particular review on Amazon is helpful or not. Besides
this variable, Wu et al. (2011) use the length and the readability of a review as additional
variables influencing the helpfulness. The readability is measured using the Flesch Reading
Ease, "a popular readability index designed to measure the easiness of comprehension on a
piece of text of standard English" (ibid, p. 5). Finally, they operationalise the arithmetic
mean of the five-star consumer ratings as the rating valence.
They find that negative reviews are generally perceived as more helpful, although one-star
ratings are perceived as less helpful than two- or three-star ratings. However, this negativity
effect disappears once they account for the length and the readability of reviews. They
conclude that the trust or helpfulness of a review is actually more important than its valence
alone. Since satisfied customers provide lengthier and more helpful reviews, the negativity
bias disappears when accounting for the helpfulness of a review.
This chapter has shown that a significant amount of research has been done directly measuring
online word of mouth through social websites or forums. Yet, there are a number of conflicts
emerging from the literature.
Most studies agree that the volume of word of mouth positively influences product sales
(Chintagunta et al., 2010, being the sole exception). However, volume has a dual role. It
raises awareness of a film among the population that has not seen the film and thereby
influences future consumer decisions. On the other side, it is an outcome or a representation
of these decisions. This is due to the intuitive fact that the more people go and see a film at
the cinema the more people are likely to post their opinion on the internet.
Generally, the volume of word of mouth is highest around the release of a film and declines
quickly afterwards, similar to the pattern of box office revenues. This further supports the
hypothesis that volume not only influences (future) consumer decisions, but is also influenced
by their (past) decisions. Therefore, the effect of volume of word of mouth needs to he
interpreted carefully.
The findings on the valence of word of mouth are much more contrary. Some studies find
it to have a significant impact on revenue outcomes, while others find it to be insignificant.
In some cases the valence is less significant than the volume (Asur and Huberman, 2010;
Joeckel, 2007), in other cases it only has an indirect effect on box office revenues (Duan et al.,
2008b), while in the case of accounting for the sequential release of motion pictures across
different geographical markets, valence has the highest impact on sales (Chintagunta et al.,
2010). Li and Hitt (2008) show that high early ratings can lead to higher product sales in the
case of books, because consumers do not correct for a self-selection bias. It is questionable,
though, how likely this is to happen in the case of motion pictures, since they generally have
the highest attendance in the early period of their release.
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Due to this ambiguity it also remains unclear whether film consumers exhibit a negativity
bias with regards to film reviews, meaning that negative product evaluations hurt sales more
than positive evaluations help them. Some studies find support for this effect (Chakravarty
et al., 2010; Rui et al., 2011). However, it disappears if the helpfulness of a product review
is accounted for (Wu et al., 2011).
While the volume of word of mouth declines quickly after the film is released, it is not clear
whether this happens for the valence. Li and Hitt (2008) find a self-selection bias in the
reviews of books, leading to high early ratings and a declining trend over time. Liu (2006)
provides some indication of the trend of rating valence in the case of motion pictures. He
shows that positive ratings are highest prior to the release of a film, but that the trends
of positive and negative ratings after release are fairly random. The positive ratings prior
to a film's release may therefore reflect consumer anticipation, individuals who are looking
forward to see the film (cf. Asur and Huberman, 2010).
Noteworthy is also the difference between pre-release and post-release word of mouth. Prior to
the release of a motion picture, the valence of a rating cannot contain any experienced utility,
but only an indication of how much the user is looking forward to seeing the film. It can
therefore be hypothesised that it is heavily influenced by advertising information (Dellarocas
et aI., 2007). On the other hand, both Asur and Huberman (2010) and Rui et a1. (2011)
provide some indication that even when omitting reviews that contain marketing information,
pre-release word of mouth still significantly influences consumer decisions. However, they
do not analyse whether reviews that do not contain obvious marketing information were
nevertheless influenced by heavy advertising.
Finally, some of the differences emerging in the findings on online word of mouth may be due
to the different products used for analysis. TV shows are surely cheaper to consume than
motion pictures and individuals may not spend as much time on deciding whether to watch
them once they are aware of their existence. Books are generally not as heavily advertised as
films and only have the author as a visible cue (unless it is a series of books, such as Harry
Potter or The Dark Tower series). Hence, consumers may value word of mouth higher. Video
games are bought by a younger demographic than motion pictures, which again may affect
the ways in which word of mouth is both spread and used to inform decisions. Yet, despite
these differences in product characteristics, there are some commonalities: in all cases, word
of mouth raises the awareness of the existence of a product and can influence sales. It remains
ambiguous, though, exactly how this happens.

2.3. Motion Picture Characteristics
Although motion pictures are difficult to assess prior to consumption, it is not only word of
mouth from peers or other sources that consumers use in order to make their decision. They
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have learned from their own experience what kind of films they generally prefer over others,
for example whether they usually enjoy comedies more than action films or prefer historical
costume films over science fiction. Thus, they may be able to look at publicly available cues
such as the genre, the cast or the director of a film and estimate whether a particular motion
picture reflects their cineastic interests.
It is therefore unsurprising that a number of studies has looked at different film-specific

characteristics that are available before a film's release in order to analyse whether they carry
a positive signal that consumers look for. These studies are mostly forecasting exercises using
empirical quantitative data intended to help film producers create films carrying signals that
consumers are interested in. In order to determine the success of a givpn film, they generally
use box office revenues, which are modelled as a function of a number of explanatory variables
such as production budget, advertising, cast (or 'stars'), director, genre, critical reviews or
the number of screens. However, despite the similarities in their approaches, the outcomes of
these studies are multi-faceted (see Table 2.3 for a summary of the variables employed and
their significance [highlighted in bold format 1).
Some of the earliest studies were conducted by Litman (1983) and Litman and Kohl (1989),
both using the same model to respectively analyse factors driving motion picture success
during the 1970s and 1980s. In the more recent study, the rentals of 697 films that were released between 1981 and 1986 and earned more than $1 million are modelled as a function of
a number of explanatory variables in an ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression. Variables
for genre, MPAA rating, production budget, critical reviews, number of opening screens,
annual admissions and competition are included as well as binary variables for sequel, prequel, remake, adaptation, North American origin, star actor, top director, major distributor,
Christmas, Easter, summer, award nomination and award win.
They find the MPAA rating and most of the genres to be insignificant explanatory variables.
Only science-fiction/fantasy and drama are significant. In contrast to the 1970s, the Christmas release period is not as important anymore in the 1980s and only the summer remains
significant. While being nominated for an award still increases earnings, winning an award
has lost its importance. The production budget has also become less important, though
it remains significant. Further, the number of opening screens and critical rf'views remain
significant predictors of box office success. Finally, only the binary variables sequel, North
American origin and competition are positively correlated with film revenues.
Two more recent studies using a similar approach are Chang and Ki (2005) and Terry et al.
(2005) who both employ a number of film-specific variables to analyse their respective influence on cinema attendance. Chang and Ki (2005) sample 463 North American motion
pictures that were released between 2000 and 2002 and earned at least $1 million from IMDb
and use three dependent variables for their analysis: total domestic box office revenues,
first-week revenues and length of run.
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N umber of Films

Variables tested

Ainslie et al. 2005

404 films relased in
1995-1998

Advertising, competition, critical reviews, distributor *, film type (art house vs. blockbuster), star actor, director, opening screens, sequel
*some distributors are significant
Age restriction (similar to MPAA rating R), foreign co-producer, genre (comic, sociopolitical, ... ), distributor, producer (Filmauro, ... ), star actor, director, state subsidies

Basuroy et al.
2003

Italian films released in
1985-1996
175 films released in
1991-1993

Basuroy et al.
2006

175 films released in
1991-1993

Advertising, competition, critical reviews (positive, consensus), distributor, screens,
seasonality, sequel, star power (award wins and nominations), week, word of mouth
(cumulative number of screens)

Chang and Ki
2005

463 films released in
2000-2002

Audience rating, budget, critical reviews, distributor, genre (drama), MPAA rating (PG,
R), season (Easter, summer, Christmas, other), sequel, star actor, director, opening
screens

De Vany and
Walls 1996

300 films released in
1985-1986

De Vany and
Walls 1997

350 films released in
1985-1986

De Vany and
Walls 1999

2,015 films released in
1985-1996

De Vany and
Walls 2002

2,015 films released in
1985-1996

MPAA rating (G, PG, PG-13. R)

Elberse and
Anand 2007

280 films released in

Advertising, critical reviews, expected revenues

Bagella and
Becchetti 1999
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First-run bookings, weekly revenue, number of weeks already in top 50, rank in top 50 and
opening screens
I
Budget, star, director, sequel, genre, MPAA rating and release year
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Budget, critical reviews (total number, positive, negative), MPAA rating (G, PG, PG-13,
R), seasonality, star power, director, sequel*, screens
*significant in the first week only
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Author

N umber of Films

Variables tested

Elberse and
Eliashberg 2003

164 films released in
1999

Advertising, competition, critical reviews, seasonality, screens, star actor, director,
word of mouth

Eliashberg and
Shugan 1997

56 films released in
1991-1992

Critical reviews (total number, positive, negative, mixed), screens

Gemser et al.
2007

84 films released in
1998-2003
in
the
Netherlands

Budget, critic reviews (total number, rating 1-5, size [in a newspaper]), distributor, film
type (art house vs. mainstream), seasonality, sequel/adaptation, screens, star power

Jedidi et al. 1998

102 films released in
1990-1992

Award win, competition, consumer rating, MPAA rating (G/PG, PGI3, R), screens,
seasonality, sequel, star actor

Litman and Kohl
1989

697 films released in
1981-1986

American origin, annual admissions, award nomination, award win, budget, competition, critical reviews, major distributor, genre (science-fiction/fantasy, drama),
MPAA rating, season (Easter, summer, Christmas), opening screens, prequel, sequel,
adaptation, star actor, director

Neelamegham and
Chintagunta 1999

35 films released in
1994-1996

Age (in weeks), cumulative viewers, distributor, genre (action, comedy, drama, romance,
thriller), screens, star actor, country-specific intercept

Prag and
Casavant 1994

652 films

Advertising (for 195 films), award wins*, budget *, critical reviews, genre (romantic/family, comedy, drama*, action), MPAA rating (G*, PG*, PGI3*, R*), sequel, star*
*significant only when advertising is excluded

Ravid 1999

180 films released in
1991-1993

Budget. critical reviews (total number, percentage of good reviews, percentage of good
and mixed reviews), MPAA rating (G, PG, PGI3, R), seasonality, sequel, star actor (won
an award, participated in top-10 grossing film in the previous year, unknown cast), director
(won an award)
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Author

Number of Films

Variables tested

Reinstein and
Snyder 2005

609 films

Critical reviews (predictive effect*, influence effect*), film quality, genre, producer, seasonality, screens
*mixed results

Sawhneyand
Eliashberg 1996
Sharda and Delen

111 films released in
1992

Competition, genre (action, cartoon, comedy, documentary, horror, historic epic drama, modern drama, politically related, sci-fi, thriller), MPAA rating (G, PG, PGI3, R, NR), screens,
sequel, star actor, technical effects

2006
Smith and Smith
1986
Sochay 1994

Critical reviews, genre (action, children, comedy, drama, horror, sci-fi), MPAA rating,
sequel, sexual content, special effects, star actor

600 films released before 1980
263 films released in
1987-1989

01:>-

o

Award (total number, best picture*, best actor, best actress*, best director*), year
*mixed results
Award (nomination, win), competition, critical reviews, genre (action/adventure, children, comedy, drama, horror, sci-fi), distributor, MPAA rating (G, PG, PG-13, R), seasonality (Christmas, Easter, Summer), screens, star actor

Terry et al. 2005

505 films released in
2001-2003

Award nomination, budget, critical reviews, genre (action, children), MPAA rating (R),
season (Memorial Day, Independence Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Years), sequel,
screens

Zufryden 1996

63 films released in
France

Advertising, age (in weeks), genre (comedy, action), screens
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Numerous explanatory variables are modelled. The appeal of the cast is represented both
by the box office performance of the last film the lead actor appeared in as well as the
total number of films he has appeared in. The appeal of the director is measured similarly.
Dummy variables for whether a film is a sequel or an adaptation are included as well as the
production budget. Seven categories are used for genre, four categories for MPAA rating and
four categories for important seasons. Further, critical reviews are calculated by averaging
three different sources, and average audience ratings are taken from IMDb. The market power
of the distributor is calculated by taking the number of films from the distributor in the top
100 in the previous year. Finally, the number of opening screens is also included.
The model fits best to explain first-week revenues, where budget, audience rating, sequel,
number of screens and summer releases positively influence sales, while the lead actor has
a negative impact. The model also provides good fit to explain total revenues, where, in
addition to the previously mentioned variables, PG rating, critical reviews and the Easter
release period positively influence sales, while R rating and drama have a negative impact.
The length of run is not as well-explained, however, the number of opening screens lose their
significance whereas the market power of the distributor becomes more important.
Terry et al. (2005) use a different data set consisting of 505 motion pictures released between
2001 and 2003 in the North American market that reached at least one hundred screens
during their release time. Critical reviews are sourced from the Rotten Tomatoes website,
which calculates an average rating from a number of critics. Seasonality is characterised by
binary variables for Memorial Day, Independence Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas and New
Year while MPAA ratings are represented solely by R-rated films. Genres are represented by
action and children, and the number of award nominations is counted. Finally, the number
of screens and the production budget are also included in the model.
Both a linear and a semi-log model are defined, achieving substantively similar results. Budget, critical reviews, sequel, award nominations and opening screens positively influence cinema attendance while R ratings have a negative impact.
In all of these studies the production budget has a positive impact
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box office revenues.

A high budget generally signals a motion picture of high quality, and it can be argued that
consumers are drawn to this higher quality. Nevertheless, a high production budget does
not guarantee a box office hit and flops are still possible. However, researchers agree on a
generally positive direct effect of the budget on box office revenues (Litman, 1983; Litman
and Kohl, 1989; Terry et al., 2005). The budget also indirectly influences revenues by having
a positive impact on the length of run. More expensive motion pictures are shown longer at
cinemas, thus increasing the opportunities to generate revenues (Chang and Ki, 2005).
Pokorny and Sedgwick (2010) go one step further and look at the profits of films. Using a data
set of 2,116 films released between 1988 and 1999, they estimate profits by making a number
of assumptions. They hypothesise that promotion and distribution costs are initially set as a
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proportion of production costs and that distribution costs are further related to the revenues
generated by the film. Parameter estimates are calculated through regression analysis using
motion pictures, for which all of the data is available, as a sample and subsequently compared
to industry data provided by Vogel (2001).
The production costs are adjusted for the proportion of revenues generated in the domestic
market as well as the proportion of revenues generated through theatrical release. Using
the resulting estimates for film profit, they find that high-budget productions have higher
variability in revenues, but at the same time are responsible for the majority of profits during
the 1990s. This serves as further proof for the generally positive relationship between the
production budget and the success of a film.
Although the production budget is considered one of Hollywood's best kept secrets, there
are ways to estimate it. Numerous websites such as the-numbers.com and boxofficemojo.com
provide publicly available estimates of the production budget, and they rarely differ significantly from each other. Yet, it seems unlikely that the average consumer conducts extensive
research on the production budget. There are, however, other cues signalling a high budget. Advertising expenditures, for example, are usually highly correlated with the production
budget. Estimates are that the advertising budget amounts to about 30 to 50 per cent of the
production budget (Elberse and Anand, 2007; Prag and Casavant, 1994).
Prag and Casavant (1994) focus their attention on the influence of advertising when analysing
a number of variables that impact box office revenues. From Variety, data on the production
costs and the costs on 'prints and advertising' are sampled. They further include dummy
variables on MPAA ratings, award wins, sequels and four different genres: romance/family,
comedy, action and drama. Star power is measured by a self-constructed system varying
between 0 for no stars and 2 for more than one established star featuring in a film. Critical reviews are summarised by calculating an average rating on a ten-point scale from two
different sources.
This data is sampled for 652 motion pictures from a variety of years, the oldest film being
released 77 years prior to the data analysis. However, since the data on advertising expenditure is available for only 192 films, two models are created. In the first model, revenues are
dependent on production budget, critical reviews, star power and the dummy variables. In
the second model including only 192 films, revenues are dependent on the same variables and
the advertising budget.
In the first model, production budget, critical reviews, star power, Sf'quel, award win, drama
and the four MPAA ratings are all significant variables. In the second model, only advertising
budget, critical reviews, sequel and romance/family are significant explanatory variables.
Thus, when including the advertising budget, production costs as well as star pOWf'r and
award wins become insignificant. Prag and Casavant (1994) conclude that advertising heavily
influences consumers in their decision making.
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However, production budget, stars and awards are not unimportant in determining a film's
appeal to consumers. The advertising budget is highly correlated with both production costs
and star power and moderately correlated with award wins. This indicates that production
studios are likely to invest more money into advertising, if their film features stars, has won
an award or had high production costs. Creating a model with advertising costs as the
dependent variable, Prag and Casavant (1994) indeed find that these variables influence the
advertising expenditure.
In an effort to look at the effect of advertising on consumer decisions more closely, Zufryden
(1996) proposes a three-stage model based on a behavioural framework, in which advertising
is initially linked to awareness, because it alerts consumers to the existence of a particular
film. In the second stage, this awareness as well as film characteristics influence the intention
to see a film, which in the final stage leads to actual ticket sales.
Consumer awareness in a particular week is modelled as a function of the awareness in the
previous week, a fraction for the previously unaware that have now been captured as a result
of advertising expenditures, a word-of-mouth effect between previously aware and unaware
consumers and a loss of awareness due to memory loss.
The intention to see a film in a particular week is modelled as a function of the current
awareness level, the number of screens a film is shown on, advertising expenditures and two
binomial variables for the genres comedy and action. Finally, ticket sales in a particular week
are modelled in a log-linear response model as a function of the intention to see a film, the
number of screens and the number of weeks since release.
Overall, data from 63 motion pictures released over a six-month period in the French market
are employed for the analysis. Further, data on the number of theatre tickets sold and screens
displaying a particular film are provided by a marketing research department of a film studio.
The studio also provided data on the aggregate weekly advertising expenditure of their own
films. In order to test the model's predictions against empirical data, consumer awareness of
these 63 films and intention to see them are sampled through telephone-based interviews.
Using this data, the model can explain 97 per cent of the variability in awareness, with all
of the variables being significant. It can further explain 75.8 per cent of the variability in
the intention to see a film. Awareness is the best predictor of the intention to see a film;
the number of screens, the amount spent on advertising as well as the genres action and
comedy are also significant. Since the genres drama, children, horror and science fiction are
not significant, they are not included in the final model. Finally, the model explains 89.9 per
cent of the variability in ticket sales, with both the number of screens and the age of the film
being significant explanatory variables.
Thus, film advertising is a key variable to influence consumer awareness of a film and thus
subsequent decision-making. However, the temporal pattern of this effect is not clear. Finding
that the majority of advertising expenditures is spent prior to a film's release, Elberse and
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Anand (2007) adopt a slightly different approach in that they do not use box office revenues
as their dependent variable, but the pre-release market expectations as held by the Hollywood
Stock Exchange (HSX). In this virtual market, individuals can trade 'film stocks'. The higher
the value of a particular film's share, the higher the market expectations. The HSX has proven
to be a reasonable predictor of final revenue outcomes.
Sampling both HSX data as well as weekly television advertising expenditures for 280 motion
pictures released between 2001 and 2003 that are widely released on 650 screens or more, they
collect data for the 12 weeks prior to the release of a film. Additionally, the quality of the
film is assessed by collecting the average critical review from Metacritic.
By using a dynamic model specification, in which the time-series data is first-differenced
in order to get rid of "movie-specific time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity" (Elberse and
Anand, 2007, p. 327), their model focusses solely on the two variables mentioned above. They
argue that while film-specific factors may influence the level of advertising expenditures, it
is unlikely to impact on its weekly changes. Their final model estimates that the weekly
change in expectations depends on the weekly change in the level of advertising, the change
of expectations in the previous week (due to changes in advertising) and a moderating effect
of the quality of the film, indicating that the effect of advertising may be altered for films of
different quality.
Elberse and Anand (2007) find positive results for both the direct effect of advertising changes
and the carryover effect of advertising from previous weeks. This means that an increase in
advertising expenditure leads to higher expectations not only in the following week, but also
in subsequent weeks. Estimates show that an increase of $1 in advertising leads to an increase
of $0.65 in expected revenues. They further find support for the moderating effect of film
quality reflected by critical reviews. For a given rise in advertising expenditures, market
expectations grow more for films with good critical reviews than for films with bad critical
reviews. These results to some extent justify the large amounts spent on advertising in order
to influence consumer attendance. However, the returns to advertising are negative indicating
that many distributors spend too much money on advertising.
It can be concluded that advertising has positive effects on the awareness of a motion picture,
making consumers conscious about a film's existence and creating interest. Advertising subsequently has an impact on the intention to see a film and thus influences ticket sales (Zufryden,
1996). This effect is especially noticeable in the opening week (Elberse and Eliashberg, 2003);
however, raised awareness prior to release also has been found to have a long-term effect on
sales, not only raising opening week sales, but also revenues later on (Ainslie et al., 2005;
Elberse and Anand, 2007).
Another element of the production budget that consumers may look for - and one that is
very visible - is the cast of a film. Prag and Casavant (1994) show that the appearance of
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stars is highly and positively correlated with the production budget. People may be a fan of
a particular star and watch almost any film she appears in.
Some authors argue that film stars are one of the least noisy signals that a film has towards consumers. Albert (1998) therefore clusters film types according to their leading actor
meaning that every film Clint Eastwood stars in is of the same film type. He assumes that
consumers choose films in a stochastic process based on their previous experience with films
of a similar type. Therefore, the success of a film type is dependent upon the success of similar film types in the past. He further hypothesises that the likelihood of the next successful
film being of a new type - indicating a new star - is rather small. These assumptions lead
to a steady-state distribution of successful films. For example, the proportion of film types
that generate one successful film is 0.50 and the proportion of film types that generate two
successful films is 0.167. Sedgwick (2002) largely confirms this hypothesis looking at film
data from 1946 to 1965, although he finds that the number of stars with a large number of
successful films is overpredicted.
Albert (1998) composes a data set consisting of the top 20 films according to rentals of each
year between 1940 to 1955 and 1960 to 1995, resulting in a data set of 960 films, which are
each marked by a starring actor. Subsequently, the predicted number of successful film types
is compared with their actual number. Calculating the Chi-square statistic the results show
that the empirical distribution is not significantly different from the predicted one. Albert
(1998) concludes that films can be clustered according to leading actors and that these actors
function as markers for specific film types, both drawing in audiences and providing a signal
for success.
This is further investigated by Ravid (1999). He formulates two hypothesis to test whether
stars have an impact on revenues and especially on the profit of a motion picture. The
"rent capture hypothesis" assumes that a star essentially earns the money he adds to a film's
revenues. The "marking hypothesis" states that a hired star functions as a positive signal to
audiences, thereby increasing consumer interest in a film and subsequently its revenues and
profits.
In order to characterise stars, he determines whether a cast member won an Oscar as Best
Actor, Best Actress or Best Director, whether she "participated in a top-ten-grossing movie
in the previous year" (ibid, p. 469) or whether the cast consists of unknown people. Using
these measures of star power he compares star-studded films with other films and finds that
the former have a significantly higher budget, higher revenues and a larger number of critical
reviews. However, the rate of return is not significantly different.
Ravid (1999) develops four different models with domestic revenues, international revenues,
video revenues and total revenues as the respective dependent variable. Explanatory variables
in each case are budget, MPAA rating, percentage of non-negative ratings, number of critical
reviews, seasonality. sequel and binary variables for a cast member or director winning an
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award, for the cast consisting of unknown members only and for a cast member participating
in a top-ten grossing film in the previous year.
He finds that budgets are the most significant variable indicating that expensive films lead
to higher revenues. However, none of the measures of star power are significant in any of the
four models. Additionally, sequel, number of critical reviews, and the MPAA ratings C and
PC are significant variables. He finally models the rate of return as a function of the same
set of independent variables. Neither the budget nor the star measures are significant; only
the MPAA ratings G and PC are.
He concludes that stars indeed increase box office revenues, but so generally does a higher
budget. However, stars (or higher budgets) do not necessarily increase profits. These results
lead to a non-rejection of the rent-capture hypothesis. Nevertheless, star-studded films are
reviewed more often and "attention by reviewers seems to be important to success" (ibid,
p.488).
Hiring stars seems to be somewhat of a two-edged sword for film studios. On the one hand,
they seem to provide a positive signalling function, as a cast including stars leads to higher
box office revenues (Albert, 1998; Neelamegham and Chintagunta, 1999; Sharda and Delen,
2006). They especially seem to draw audiences to a motion picture early in its run (Ainslie
et al., 2005) thus potentially starting a positive cascade: once a film has attracted a large
number of people, it will keep on attracting more.
However, stars are generally able to capture fully the additional cost of hiring them· hence
the strong correlation between star power and production budget - and therefore may not
lead to additional profit. De Vany and Walls (1999) show that films featuring stars have both
a higher budget and a wider release, two factors that have a higher impact 011 H'venues than
stars themselves. Yet, they state that stars affect the "staying power" of a film, strengthening
its survival and lenghtening its life cycle in the cinema. They go on to analyse the effect of
individual actors and actresses, but find that each of them has a sizeable standard error,
indicating that there is no such thing as a "bankable" star. This llleans that consumers
either each have their individual disposition towards actors and actresses, or that stars alOll('
do not provide a reliable cue for consumers to make their decision. They are, in fact, not
able to 'mark' a film as one of high quality.
The director of a motion picture provides a similar signal to consumers. Some directors have
managed to achieve a 'star' status over time and new releases from these directors can be longawaited products. Numerous studies have included directors in their models, but few have
concentrated on the effect directors have on box office success. Bagella and Becchetti (1999)
hypothethise that there is a positive interaction effect between star actors and directors. They
build different models, in which the number of total admissions depend on star actors and
director, state subsidies, producer, foreign co-producer, distributor, genre and age restriction
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(similar to an MPAA rating of R) and use data from Italian motion pictures rPieased between
1985 and 1996.
Using a GMM-HAC (Generalised Method of Moments Heteroskedastieity and Autocorrelation) approach in order to account for the non-normal distribution of the data and to set the
correlations between instruments as close to zero as possible, they achieve the best model fit
when they include a quadratic interaction term between actors and director as an additional
explanatory variable.
The quadratic interaction term and the individual effects of actors and director have tIl('
strongest correlation with total admissions providing a first indication that they illfhwnc('
consumers in their decision-making. In their model, only the quadratic interaction

tPflll

is significant, which they attribute to the correlation between the intpfIlction t,prm and tIl<'
individual effects. It is therefore difficult to separate the influence of actors from the influence
of directors. However, the results indicate that a film with both popular tt(:tors and a popular
director provides a signal of much higher quality to audiences than the sllm of two films in
which one includes the same cast but a different director and the other a different ea."t but
the same director.
Again, though, research shows that the impact of directors on film choice is not straightforward. While some studies (Bagella and Becchetti, 1999; Litman and Kohl, 1989) find that
well-known directors contribute positively to film success, Ainslie et al. (2005) state that the
director's influence is more indirect, contributing rather to a longer staying power at the box
office than directly to box office revenues. F\lrther, a number of studies that include the
director as an explanatory variable in their analysis find his influence on film success to be
insignificant (e.g. Chang and Ki, 2005; Liu, 2006; Ravid, 1999).
Audiences may therefore not only look at the creative hands of a film, but rather at tIl('
kind of film they can expect, which can be represented by its genre. It is not t1nlikply that
individuals prefer a particular genre such as horror or romantic cOlllPdy over others. Thpy
can combine this information with the cast to estimate their liking of the film, for exampk
judging Tom Hanks to fit well into a comedy, but not to be a good actor for a c:rinl(' story.
Numerous studies forecasting box office success have incorporatrd film grim's into th('ir analyses. Yet, there is little congruency between both the number and the different kind of genres
these studies use, and different results have been achieved on 1.11(' effect of varying genres.
Comedy, for example, was found to either have a significantly positive impact (Bagella and
Becchetti, 1999; Sochay, 1994; Zufryden, 1996) or to be insignificant (Chang and Ki, 2005).
Drama, on the other hand, was mostly estimated to haw a negative impact

OIl

revenues

(Chang and Ki, 2005; Litman and Kohl, 1989). The action genre wa." found to influence
revenues both negatively (Zufryden, 1996) and positively (SawluH'Y and Elia.<;hherg, 1996).
In order to somewhat resolve this inconsistency, Neelamegham and Chintagllnta (1999) test
for marked differences in taste across markets. They conduct a cross-cultural study and
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predict the number of viewers for sequential releases of motion pictures in both domestic
and international markets. They use a Poisson regression model, in which the parameters
are modelled as a country-specific function of the number of screens, the number of previous
viewers, a time trend. film genre, stars and the distributor.
Using five different genres - action, comedy, drama, romance, and thriller

they find that

thriller is the most popular genre overall, but mostly preferred in Japan and Mexico. While
action is a less popular genre overall, it is a significant variable in Canada, the UK and the
US. Cultural differences are largest for the romance genre, but it is favoured in Germany,
Sweden, South Africa and the US. They further find that the number of screens is a significant
explanatory variable in all of their fourteen countries, and that stars have a positive effect on
viewership while the time since release and the past audience have a negative effect.
Overall, there is a large ambiguity regarding the influence of film genres on consumer decisions. This may be due to the different kinds of genres employed in past research. It may
also be due to genres generally being broad classifiers that do not say very much about a
particular film. To account for this fact, films are now often classified into multiple genres
(for example, IMDb classifies the film Iron Man into action, adventure and sci-fi). Nevertheless, consumer tastes differ across populations and it may be difficult to say that drama." are
generally received negatively while action films are received positively.
However, the genre is not the only cue that tells consumers something about the kind of
film they can expect to see. The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) rates films
according to their violence and sexual content in order to assign age restrictions to them.
Films are classified into suitability for the general audience (G), for parental guidance (PG),
for a strong caution of parents (PG-13), and into a restricted (R) category for films containing
"some adult material" (MPAA, 2011). Therefore, these MPAA ratings communicate the
suitability of a particular film for children and adults.
Litman (1983) hypothesises that motion pictures rated G or PG should generate higher
revenues, since a larger proportion of the audience is able to watch them. However, he finds
all of the ratings to be insignificant, both in the 1970s as well as in the 1980s (Litman, 198:1;
Litman and Kohl, 1989).
While Basuroy et a1. (2003) achieve similar results, other authors find significant differences
between different MPAA ratings. Some indeed find that a PG rating contributes positively
to domestic film revenues, though this is not true for a Grating (Ravid, 1999; Chang and
Ki, 2005). This effect seems to be negligible, though, once the influence of advertising is
accounted for (Prag and Casavant, 1994). The strongest findings concern the R rating; a
number of studies find this variable to deter people from going to see a film (Sochay, 1994;
Chang and Ki, 2005).
De Vany and Walls (2002) investigate this issue further. They use a sample of 2,015 motion
pictures released between 1985 and 1996. During this decade, the majority of films released
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were R-rated, namely 1,057. Similarly, the majority of box office hits, which they characterise
as films generating more than $50 million in revenues, have an R rating, namely 68, while
only eight G-rated films earned that much money. However, the rate of success for R-rated
films is only 6 per cent, whereas it is 13 per cent for G- and PG-rated films. They continue
to look at "returns hits", which they classify as films earning more than three times their
production budget. Again, only 11 per cent of R-rated films fall into this category, whereas
it is 20 per cent for G-rated and 16 per cent for PG-rated films.
They show that the stable Paretian model can represent the distribution of box office revenues
well, especially its heavy tails and its extreme skewness. Using this distribution, they compare
the probabilities of outcomes for different MPAA ratings and find that G- and PG-rated films'
revenue and profit outcome probabilities stochastically dominate R-rated films. This means
that for any given outcome, the probability that a G- or PG-rated film earns more than the
outcome is higher than the probability for an R-rated film.
Thus, similar to film genres, the MPAA rating, while providing consumers with an indication
of the content with regards to violence, language and sexuality, is a rather imprecise signal.
There is some support for R-rated motion pictures deterring people from seeing them, but
there is ambiguity about whether any of the other ratings is able to draw audiences towards
a film.
Therefore, people may turn to 'experts' who can tell them more about a film's content and
quality. These experts are professional film critics who are often allowed an advance screening
of a motion picture, usually because production studios hope that positive criticism will
induce people to watch the film. However, it has been argued that the judgments of experts
and the tastes of the mass audience differ drastically from one another (Bourdieu, 1984,
1993).
Holbrook (1999) tests two claims empirically: whether expert judgments differ demonstrably
from mass consumer taste and whether there is a negative correlation between experts and
ordinary consumers. He assumes that consumers generally prefer to have the world portrayed
in a realistic fashion, whereas experts prefer abstract representations. From this IH' fornlUlates six hypotheses: consumers prefer MPAA ratings for a wide audience; consunl<'rs prefer
particular genres (e.g. family entertainment) over others (e.g. sci-fi); consumers prefer motion pictures originating from the U.S. over foreign productions; newer, longer films in colour
resonate more with ordinary consumers; some stars or directors appeal more to mainstream
audiences than others; award wins are more strongly related to expert judgments.
He samples 1,000 motion pictures that were released in the U.S. before 1986, won an academy
award and were among the critical favourites. Subsequently, two dependent variables are
constructed. For the taste of ordinary consumers, ratings on a six-item scale from HBO
consumers are employed for each of the films. Similarly, two comprehensivp film guides are
used for expert judgments. As independent variables, measures for violencp
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on a seven-item index -- are included as well as six dummy variables

for the genres family, comedy, drama, musical, sci-fi, and western. Further, the country of
origin, colour, length, year, the number of awards a film won, and dummy variables for the
presence of 11 directors and 39 actors are also included.
Successively, Holbrook (1999) runs two regressions and finds that ordinary consumers respond
significantly more positively to the family genre, domestic origin, colour features, longer duration, recency and star power than experts. They are influenced significantly more negatively
by violence, sexual content and science-fiction and respond less positively to award wins
than experts do. However, despite these seeming differences in taste, the popular apppal
as reflected in consumer ratings and the expert judgments from film guides are positively
correlated. This indicates that the two groups actually share somewhat similar tastps. Holbrook (1999) attributes these findings to unobserved variables such as the storyline, themes
or motifs or special effects.
Maybe inspired by these findings, further research on the influence of professional film critics
on consumer choice was conducted. Eliashberg and Shugan (1997) state that film production
studios often use the reviews from film critics in order to influence consumers at the beginning
of a film's release when no other information is available. According to this industry wisdom,
they hypothesise that critics are infiuencers who have an impact on audiences in the early
weeks of a film's release. However, this effect is assumed to die out as more word of mouth
from peers becomes available, overriding critical reviews.
They sample 56 motion pictures released between 1991 and early 1992, which ran for at least
eight weeks at the cinema. Weekly box office revenues are collected froIll Baseline Inc. and
Entertainment Data Incorporated. They further obtain 2,104 reviews on these films from
181 critics from Variety, which are classified into three categories - positive, negative and
mixed.
Accounting for the fact that the percentage of positive and negative reviews are highly correlated, they separately model both weekly and cUIllulative revenues as a function of either the
percentage of positive or negative reviews, the number of screens to account for the studio's
marketing efforts and the total number of critical reviews.
They find that both the percentage of positive reviews as well as the percentage of negative
reviews are insignificant explanatory variables during the first four weeks of a film's release,
but become significant in later weeks as well as for cumulative box office revenues. Further,
the number of reviews is significant only in the opening week, whereas the number of screens
is positively correlated and significant throughout a film's release as well as for its cumulative
revenues.
This leads to a rejection of the original hypothesis of film critics being influencers. Instead
Eliashberg and Shugan (1997, p. 76) characterise them as predictors meaning that critics'
reviews are "predictive of performance" although they do not necessarily causp it. This may
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be the case because film critics are able to express consumers' feelings towards a film or stand
as representatives for the mass audience. Alternatively, it may simply be the high quality of
the film that leads experts to write positive reviews and causes people to watch it.
Basuroy et al. {2003} further investigate the dual role of critics. Similar to Eliashberg and
Shugan {1997}, they hypothesise that if critics have the greatest effect on early box office
revenues but not on late or cumulative revenues -- meaning their impact declines over time
-, they can be characterised as influencers. If critics affect late or cumulative revenues, they
are predictors and in case they have an effect on both, they can be consider{'d b{'ing both
influencers and predictors.
They employ a random sample of 175 motion pictures released between 1991 and 1993 from
Baseline and Variety. First, they replicate Eliashberg and Shugan's {1997} model by modelling
weekly revenues as a function of the total number of reviews, the percentage of either positive
or negative reviews and the number of screens for each of the first eight weeks. In contrast to
Eliashberg and Shugan {1997}, they find positive and negative revi{'ws to be significant over
the whole time period. This may be due to the larger sample size, the slightly longer tim{'
period they employ or the random selection of motion pictures.
In order to strengthen their findings, they include a number of dummy control variables in
their model: star power - measured by whether a cast member or director won an award
prior to the release of the film -, production budget, sequel, MPAA rating and seasonality.
The results essentially remain the same; positive and negative reviews are significant for each
of the eight weeks as well as the number of screens. The budget is significant for the first
four weeks, but becomes insignificant thereafter, and sequel is significant only in the opening
week.
Next, they run a cross-section time-series analysis adding a variable for the week of release
as well as an interaction variable between either positive or negative reviews and week in
order to test for the declining effect of reviews over time. Their results again confirm tIlt'
previous outcomes; both positive and negative ratings are significant explanatory variables as
well as the budget, the number of screens and the week. However, whilp tIl(' interaction tprm
between positive reviews and week is insignificant, the interaction term between negative
reviews and week is significant indicating that the effect of negative reviews declines over
time. This result partially supports the role of critics as influencers.
In order to test for a negativity bias the authors use the number of positivp and npgative
reviews (instead of the percentage), on the grounds that the revipws are only weakly correlated
and therefore can be legitimately included in the same regression model. They find both
negative and positive reviews to be significant and to affect revenues in the expected direction,
respectively negatively and positively. However, the difference between tllf' two coefficients is
insignificant indicating that positive reviews influence consumers as much as negative reviews.
They attribute this to the diminishing effect of negative reviews over time, and subsequently
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limit their analysis to the first week. Now positive reviews become insignificant, but the
difference between positive and negative reviews becomes significant. This points to the
existence of a negativity bias, where negative reviews lead consumers to shun a film in the
opening week.
They conclude that film critics play a role as both influencers and predictors. They IU£>
able to 'correctly' predict both weekly and cumulative success of a motion picture, while the
existence of a negativity bias in the early weeks of a film's release suggests that critics can
convince individuals to stay away from a particular film.
It can be argued, though, that the correlation between critical reviews and consumer demand

is spurious due to the underlying quality of a film.

A good film will achiev£> both good

reviews and a large audience, but these may happen independently from each other. In order
to investigate this, Reinstein and Snyder (2005) account for the timing of a review. They
argue that a review published after a film's opening weekend cannot influence the revenues
of that weekend, and can therefore only have a prediction effect for later weeks. In contrast,
a review published before a film's opening can have both an influence and a prediction effect.
Differencing between these two, they propose to isolate the influence effect.
They sample 609 motion pictures and use both the opening weekend revenue as well as tIl('
total revenue as dependent variables. Critical reviews are collected from two popular film
critics, Siskel and Ebert who each assign a 'thumb up' or a 'thumb down' for each motion
picture. Therefore, a particular film can either have zero, one or two thumbs up.
Opening weekend revenues are modelled as a function of the timing of the review .. before
or after the opening weekend -, dummy variables for receiving one or two thumbs up, an
interaction effect between the timing and these two dummy variables, control variables for
the number of opening screens as well as dummy variables for long weekends, year, month,
genre and production company, and an additional variable of unobserved film quality on a
four-point scale by employing the film rating by critic Leonard Maltin.
They find that all of their critics' variables are insignificant in this model. Merely the numlwr
of screens, film quality and the dummy variables for year, month, genre and producer arf'
significant.
Subsequently, they divide their sample into wide releases shown on more than the median
number of screens and narrow releases as well as into the genres drama, action and comedy.
For wide releases and comedies, both variables for receiving one and two thumbs up are
significant, whereas both interaction terms are insignificant, indicating that film critics are
predictors for these kinds of motion pictures. In contrast, both one and two thumbs up are
insignificant variables for narrow releases and dramas, whereas the interaction between the
timing and two thumbs up is marginally significant and the interaction between the timing
and one thumb up is significant for dramas, pointing to an influence effect. None of the
critics' variables are significant for action films.
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They conclude that critics are more influential for 'art' films than for big 'event' films. This
may be the case because consumers have enough information for the latter kind already, since
these films are usually heavily advertised. In order to get more information about the former
kind, they turn to experts, since other information is not as easily accessible. Alternatively,
consumers do not share the experts' opinions for blockbuster-type films, whereas they rather
trust their opinion when it comes to an 'elitist' taste on art films.
However, the precise effect that film critics have on consumer choice remains inconclusive.
Numerous studies have found reviews to positively affect box office revenues (Chang and
Ki, 2005; Elberse and Eliashberg, 2003; Terry et al., 2005). It is less clear whether this
happens due to film critics directly influencing consumer choice by starting a positive or
negative cascade or whether expert judgments and popular appeal are correlated due to
the underlying quality of a film. While Eliashberg and Shugan (1997) find support for til('
former, both Basuroy et al. (2003) as well as Reinstein and Snyder (2005) get mixed results,
supporting both roles to some extent.
Of a similar influence, one may argue, is the recognition that particular motion pictures get
from the industry via the award of prizes. These are generally awarded by film exp('rts as
well and say something about the artistic recognition of film. The most famous of these an'
the Academy Awards or Oscars. Different authors have included either Oscar nominations,
Oscar wins or both into their analysis.
Smith and Smith (1986, p. 502) sample 600 "box office champion films" released before 1980
and model domestic rental income as a function of the year of release, the total number
of Oscar wins, and dummy variables for Best Picture, Best Actor, Best Actress and Best
Director separately for the 1950s and before, the 1960s and the 1970s. They find that the
total number of Oscars significantly influences consumers to go and see a film, and that this
effect grew from the 1950s to the 1970s. However, the results of the individual awards are less
conclusive. An Oscar for Best Picture influences film revenues negatively during the 1960s,
but positively during the 1970s. An Oscar for Best Actor is insignificant, while an award
for Best Actress positively influenced consumers during th(' 1950s and negatively during tIl('
1970s. Similarly, an Oscar for Best Director contributes positively to film success during the
1960s, but negatively during the 1970s.
Other authors have usually not looked at the different awards separately, but rather created
one variable for whether a film won or got nominated for an award. Terry et aJ. (2005) limit
their analysis to Oscar nominations in only a few categories, namely Best Picture, Best Director, Best Leading and Supporting Actor and Actress, and find that they positively influence
consumers to go and see a film. Litman and Kohl (1989), in contrast, who concentrate only
on Best Picture, Best Actor and Best Actress, but include both award nominations as well as
award wins, find that award nominations lead to higher attendance, but that an additional
award win has no further significant effect. Prag and Casavant (1994) state that award wins
contribute indirectly to a film's success, namely through increased advertising expenditure.
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It is not unlikely, though, that even a film only being nominated for an Oscar may use this

information for an additional or increased advertising campaign, thus leading to Litman and
Kohl's (1989) results. However, Ravid (1999) who uses award wins as a measure for star
power finds this variable to be insignificant.
The problem of relating award nominations to consumer decisions or film success when using
a data set that stretches over a number of months or years is that the effect of an award
nomination or win will be different depending on the stage of a film's life cycle. Nelson
et al. (2001) show that a film released just before nominations are announced has a higher
probability of gaining from it.
In order to provide consumers with a more precise signal of what to expect fwm a film,
production studios have often invested in brand extensions by creating sequels or pr£'quels
to an already existing - and usually successful - motion picture. The idea is that if a large
enough audience enjoyed a particular film, they will also enjoy a very similar film involving
the same characters and a continuation of the story being told. On the other hand, sequels
may reach a point of saturation, because film audiences are to some extent looking for novelty,
which is why they rarely go to see a film twice at the cinema. Therefore, if a sequel is too
similar to the original idea, people may form low expectations about it and not watch it.
Basuroy et al. (2006) assume that both sequels and advertising provide a positive signal to
consumers, since a production studio would not invest money into a product if it was not
of high quality. Thus, sequels and advertising serve as signals of quality in the absence of
other cues. However, once more signals become available, such as critical reviews and word of
mouth, sequels and advertising become less important to consumers. Especially if film critics
have a uniform opinion about a particular film, this reduces uncertainty about its quality
and therefore reduces the signalling quality of sequels and advertising.
In order to test their hypotheses, they randomly sample 175 films released between lat£' 1991
and early 1993, in which sequels represent 6.3 per cent of the sample. They create a variable
for critics' consensus by summing up the squares of proportions of positive, negative and
mixed reviews from Variety. They further operationalise word of mouth as the cumulative
number of screens since a film's release implying that the more people are able to go and see
a film the more people are likely to talk about it. And they measure star power by the total
number of awards that any crew member either won or was nominated for.
They develop a dynamic simultaneous equations model with tiue£' independent equations,
wherein weekly revenue, weekly advertising spending and weekly screens are the dependent
variables to account for the "interrelationships of behaviors among movie audiences, studios,
and exhibitors" (Basuroy et al., 2006, p. 291). Opening revenues are modelled as a function of the number of screens, star power, competition, seasonality, advertising expenditure,
percentage of positive reviews, dummy variables for major distributor and sequel as well as
interaction terms for advf'rtising and critics' conspnsns, sequel and critics' consensus, and
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sequel and advertising. Revenues of later weeks are modelled as a function of the number of screens, competition, seasonality, advertising expenditure, week of release, word of
mouth, and interaction terms for advertising and word of mouth as well as sequel and word
of mouth.
They find that sequels, advertising expenditure, positive reviews, star power and opening
screens are positive and significant variables, whereas seasonality is insignificant. Competition
is marginally significant and negative. Further, the interaction term between sequel and
critics' consensus is negative and significant while the interaction term between advertising
and critics' consensus is negative and marginally significant. This supports their hypothesis
that the more critics share an opinion about a film's quality prior to its release, til(> less
valuable is the signal provided by a sequel or advertising, because uncertainty is significantly
reduced.
For the later weeks of a film's release, they find the number of screens, advertising expenditure
and word of mouth (the cumulative number of screens) to be positive and significant. The
week of release is negative and significant, while competition and seasonality are insignificant.
Similarly to the opening week, they find both the interaction terms for advertising and word
of mouth as well as for sequel and word of mouth to be negative and significant. Again, this
supports their hypothesis that the existence of word of mouth reduces the signalling effect of
both sequels and advertising to audiences.
Nevertheless, for the opening week, the interaction term for sequel and advertising is positive
and significant, indicating that consumers not only use both of these signals, but that they
positively influence each other. An explanation would be that consumers assume that a film
studio would not independently invest money in both if the film was not of high quality.
Many other studies are roughly in line with these findings. Mostly, though, they have simply
included sequel as a dummy variable into their regression analysis and found it to be a
significant explanatory variable (e.g. Chang and Ki, 2005; Litman and Kohl, 1989; Prag and
Casavant, 1994; Ravid, 1999). However, other studies have made less consistent findings with
regards to the impact of sequels on consumer decisions. Basuroy et a1. (2003) find it to be
significant only in the opening week, but not in stibsequent weeks, and two studies find it to
be insignificant (Gemser et aI., 2007; Sharda and Delen, 2006). Yet, the fact that out of the
top ten grossing films in the North American market, five were sequels in 2009, four in 2010
and a staggering nine in 2011 (Box Office Mojo, 2012), lends some support to the assumption
that consumers are attracted to stories and characters that they are already familiar with.
A final cue that many studies have identified as being very significant when determining box
office revenues is the number of screens that a particular film is shown on. It is reasonable to
assume that consumers do not actually count the number of screens or that it significantly
sways their opinion about a film. However, the availability of a film in a cinema nearby drives
the decision 011 whether it will actually be watched (Elberse and Eliashberg, 2003; Zufryden,
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1996). The number of screens is usually set in negotiations between the distributor and
exhibitors and often dependent on the release strategy. A wide release is often accompanied
by a large advertising budget, while narrow releases, in contrast, generally advertise much
less but rather hope to build up word of mouth over time thus increasing demand for the film
(Eliashberg et al., 2000).
Elberse and Eliashberg (2003) assume that screens are allocated by exhibitors depending on
their expectations of demand. Subsequently, audiences consume films depending on their
availability, and this consumption in turn updates exhibitor decisions regarding screen allocation in later weeks.
In order to test and account for this interrelationship between consumers and exhibitors.
they develop a dynamic simultaneous-equations model. They further employ a three-stage
least-squares (3SLS) procedure to account for the endogeneity of the number of screens. They
create a data set consisting of 164 motion pictures that were produced or co-produced in the
U.S., released in the U.S. in 1999, and reached the top-25 U.S. box office at least once during
their cinematic release.
Subsequently, a number of explanatory variables are constructed. Data from the Hollywood
Stock Exchange is used as a measure of expected first-week revenue. Word of mouth is
operationalised as the revenues per screen in the previous week. Star power and director
power are measured according to a publication from the Hollywood Reporter. Finally, three
measures of competition are created, one in which the number of new releases in a given week
are weighted by their production budget, one in which the age (in weeks) of the top-25 films
in the previous week is averaged, and one in which the number of films in the top-25 that
are of the same genre or MPAA rating are counted and weighted by their age (in weeks).
The former two measures account for the competition of screen space, whereas the latter
represents the competition for audiences.
Their estimation strategy consists of four equations, with weekly revenues and weekly screens
as dependent variables, modelled seperately for the opening week and later weeks. They
model opening revenues as a function of the number of screens, word of mouth, competition
from films with a similar target audience, seasonality, star actor, director, advertising expenditure and critical reviews. Later weeks' revenues are modelled as a function of the number of
screens, competition, seasonality, word of mouth, and time-variant dummy variables. Opening screens are modelled as a function of expected revenues, word of mouth, competition from
both new and on-going films, budget, star actor, director, advertising expenditure, critical
reviews, and distributor. And later weeks' screens are modelled as a function of expected
revenues, competition from both new and on-going films, word of mouth and time-variant
dummy variables.
For opening week revenues, screens, star power, advertising, critical reviews and competition
are significant, with competition being the only variable having a negative influence. Later
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weeks' revenues are significantly influenced by screens, competition and word of mouth. The
number of screens is a very important explanatory variable both in the opening week as well
as later in a film's life cycle, exceeded only by word of mouth in later weeks- howpver, the
word of mouth measure is also related to the number of screens a film is shown on.
For opening week screens, expected revenues, advertising and critical reviews are significant.
Later weeks' screens are significantly influenced by expected revenues, competition from new
films and word of mouth. While critical reviews contributp positively to opening revenues,
they contribute negatively to screen allocation in the first week. Elberse and Eliashberg
(2003) attribute this to the negotiation power of distributors to put low-ratpd films on more
screens in order to draw as many people as possible to a film in its early weeks.
When comparing the coefficients of their 3SLS model with the coeffidents of a similar ordinary
least-squares (OLS) model, they find that certain variables ore over-emphasised in tlH' OLS
model. For example, the influence of advertising on opening revenues is much smaller in the
3SLS estimation, whereas its influence remains the same on opening screens. This leads them
to the conclusion that many film-specific variables influence box office revenues indirectly via
the allocation of screens. In other words, the number of screens captures to a considerablp extent the film characteristics such as budget, advertising and stars in regression-type analyses,
an approach that is taken e.g. by Moretti (2011).
In conclusion, there has been a vast amount of research on signals that may influence consumer
decisions regarding film consumption. Regardless of this, there is little congruency between
the different results that have been reached using different kinds of regression methods. There
seems little reason to believe that higher advertising budgets will generally lead to higher rates
of return or that action films will generally fare better than dramas.
Howpver, despite the different approaches taken, thp differpnt variables employed and the
different time periods covered, the listed studies all achieve good levels of fit for their models. And although the extent to which each cue contributed to consumer decisions remains
ambiguous, overall, these studies show that the signals that are availablp to consumers prior
to the release of a film can to a large extent explain their dpcisiolls.
Finally, there is some indication that the film-specific characteristics can to an extent be
captured in the number of screens a film is released

OIl.

This is due to the fact that more

expensive films featuring stars or well-known directors and a large advertising budget are
generally released on a larger number of screens.

2.4. Conclusion
Motion pictures are a very particular kind of product. They are experience goods whose
quality cannot be assessed prior to consumption. Every film is unique in its own Sf'nse,
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and therefore the knowledge gained about the quality of a particular film cannot be directly
used for future consumption decisions. Further, if it were possible to gather full information
about a film prior to consumption, this may reduce the individual pleasure derived from
watching the film - because motion pictures are hedonic goods, consumers look for some kind
of novelty.
The reviewed literature has highlighted a couple of further issues. Motion pictures are highrisk products -- for consumers, since they do not know whether they will like a film prior
to consumption, but especially for film producers, since nearly all of the expenses are sunk
costs and there is no guarantee of recouping them. This is mainly due to the market being
dominated by only very few products and it being difficult to land one of the few hox officp
'hits'.
It is therefore unsurprising that a large amount of research has been conducted to predict
whether certain characteristics such as the cast, the genre or the marketing strategy can
enhance the probability of landing a hit. The results are, overall, not very conclusive though.
While there seem to be some intuitive factors driving success - the number of screens or
the amount of advertising are positively related to box office revenues - the impact of othpr
factors is not as clear-cut.
Thus, it is not clear how consumers form their expectation of a film and make their decisions.

It has been argued that word of mouth providing reliable information is one of the key drivers
of product adoption. A strand of research has inferred this effect from the distribution of
film revenues, yet it remains ambiguous in these studies how consumers learn from word of
mouth. This thesis aims to investigate whether cinema-goers tend to engage in observational
learning, inferring a film's quality from the number of people who have seen the film beforp
them, or word of mouth learning, using the evaluation of previous consumers to update their
expectations.
Another strand of research has used online word of mouth to empirically assess its impact
on consumer decisions. Usually separating word of mouth into volume and valence measures,
these studies have achieved conflicting results. While the volum(' of word of mouth seems
to positively affect consumer decisions, the effect of the valence is not clear. Some studies
have found it to positively influence consumer decisions, while others have found it to hI'
insignificant.
Arguing that the way these studies have measured the valence of word of mouth lllay have
contributed to these conflicting results, this thesis develops a new method of aggregating
consumer opinions and analyses its impact on consumption decisions at the cinema. This
measure further allows to test whether consumers are more sensitive to positive or negative
word of mouth, thus assessing the existence of a negativity effect in the case of motion
pictures.
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As the distribution strategy or the number of screens a motion picture is shown on has proven
to be an important determinant of success, the thesis examines whether the effect of word
of mouth differs depending on the release strategy of the film. Specifically, it investigates
whether so-called 'sleepers' are driven to success by positive word of mouth.
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3. Methodology
"The necessity of introducing 'error terms' in economic relations is not merely
a result of statistical errors of measurement. It is as much a result of til(' very
nature of economic behavior, its dependence upon an enormous number of factors,
as compared with those which we can account for, explicitly, in our theories."
(Haavelmo, 1943)
This study conceptualises the decision-making of consumers as having three main influences:
the individual's previous experience with a product or a product class, which is generally
unobserved; the characteristics of the product that can be easily accessed by consumers, i.e.
the sparch attributes of a product; and the word of mouth that consumers receive about a
product both from their peers or the online sphere. The amount of previous experience is
likely to moderate the influence of both word of mouth and product characteristics on the
decision. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and is very similar to conceptualisations
used in previous research (e.g. De Vany and Lee, 2001; Moretti, 2011).
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Previous
Experience
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Product
Characteristics
Consumer
Decision

Figure 3.1.: Conceptualisation of the influences on consumer decision-making
It is further assumed that prior to the release of a new product a consumer can only use her
previous experience and the known product characteristics to make a purchase decision. Only
after some consumers have bought the product are they able to communicate to other people
their experience with it. The effect of word of mouth on consumer decisions may therefore
vary over time.
It is acknowledged that word of mouth is existent prior to the release of many products, yet it
cannot contain any reliable qualitative information about the product. In the case of motion
pictures, a considerable amount of word of mouth is published prior to the release of a film in
the online sphere. Yet, this information consists largely of anticipatory comments pointing 0111,
consumer expectations (Asur and Huberman, 2010). It does not contain reliahlp information
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regarding the quality of a film and thus provides little information that a consumer can learn
from in order to make his decision. Therefore, this study focusses on post-release word of
mouth, since this is likely to have been communicated by consumers who have already seen
the film.
In order to address the research aim stated in Chapter 2.4, this conceptualisation is adopted in
a two-stage methodology within the framework of a sensitivity analysis as shown in Figure 3.2.
The methodological design is based upon the process illustrated in Figure 3.1 and therefore
closely mirrors it.

Similar to previous studies employing empirical data (e.g. Liu, 2006;

Moretti, 2011), a regression-type method is used to analyse the effect of different variables
on consumer learning and decision-making.
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Figure 3.2.: Research design

In this model, film revenues are used as the dependent variable, since they are a quantifiable
expression of consumer decisions. Of particular interest is the effect that post-release (online)
word of mouth has on shaping consumer decisions. In order to quantify this influence, the data
on word of mouth is clustered into two different dimensions, namely volume and valence, to
test their respective effects and infer the way in which consumers learn about single-purchase
experience products.
The volume is a simple number specifying how many people talk about a particular product.
It represents the amount of 'buzz' that surrounds it. The volume of word of mouth has heen
shown to influence consumer awareness about a product (Berger et al., 2010; Liu, 20(6).
However, the volume of word of mouth is also a representation of past audience behaviour,
since plausibly it follows that the more people purchased a product, the more likely they are
to communicate their views (Godes and Mayzlin, 2004). Volume may therefof(~ serve as an
indicator of the extent to which observational learning takes place. Consumers may infer
from a large volume that a product is not only popular, but also of high quality

otherwise

not as many people would have purchased it.
In contrast to the volume, the valence contains evaluative information about the experience
that a previous consumer made with a product. It says something about the product's
quality. Valence therefore serves as an indicator of the extent to which consumers learn from
qualitative word of mouth information.
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Finally, product characteristics are represented by the observable film-specific characteristics
that are available to consumers prior to the release of a motion picture, such as the production budget - an indication of which is visible to consumers via marketing expenses ,star
presence, number of screens, or the film genre. Because the previous experience of consumers
is not observable, it is not directly included as an independent variable in the regression
analysis. However, since every regression model contains an error term or a residual capturing what the independent variables cannot explain, the intrinsic influences form part of the
residual in this model.
In order to collect the necessary data, publicly available secondary sources are used. Box
office statistics are aggregated from a provider of entertainment news. Information on word
of mouth is collected from an online social network, in which consumers can both rat(' and
review motion pictures publicly, and data on film characteristics an' gathered from various
websites.
In this study, the valence is computed by means of a Movie Preference Index (MPI) to
represent the aggregate consumer opinion on particular motion pictures. A number of MPls
are tested in order to account for different weightings that consumers may apply to film
ratings. Individuals may focus on positive reviews and go to see a film if it received high
ratings; they may also be influenced more by negative reviews, in which case a film would
quickly lose its audience.
Each of these different MPIs is employed to run separate regression-type analyses, in which
film revenues are the dependent variable representing consumer decisions and both filmspecific characteristics and word of mouth are the independent variables representing tIl('
measurable influences on consumer decisions (see Figure 3.2). Subsequently, a sensitivity
analysis is conducted to determine whether different calculations of the MPI lead to significantly different outcomes. Thus, the way in which consumers hand1£' product ratings can l)p
evaluated.
The following section describes the method of data collection and the characteristics of the
data set. Subsequently, the reasons for using the MPI as

It

representation of word of mouth

valence are explained and its calculation demonstrated. Finally, mixed-effects models an'
introduced, the chosen type of regression analysis for this research.

3.1. Data Collection
In line with much of the previous research undertaken on the film industry, this study concentrates on the North American market. Due to the existence and dominance of Hollywood in
the industry, it is the largest and most important geographical market in terms of revenues,
and it shapes the overall financial outcome of a film to a great extcnt (Elberse and Eliashberg,
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2003; Neelamegham and Chintagunta, 1999). Another reason to select the North American
market is its abundance of available data.
This study uses data solely from publicly available sources. The general approach of the
data collection is to follow new releases through their life cycle and collect their revenues as
a representation of consumer decisions as well as their film-specific characteristics and the
word of mouth data that each of these films generates.
Data collection took place over a period of twenty weeks, from April to September 2010. During this time, every new release among the top 100 weekly domestic box office list published
by Variety (2012), a renowned provider of entertainment news, was added to the data set.
For each of these films, the title, distributor, weekly rank, weekly box office n'veuue, percentage change in weekly revenues, number of screens, and the week of release art' rPcorded from
Variety as well.
Further, data on whether the film contains a major star is recorded using the comprehensive
top-ten money making stars list by Quigley Publishing (2011). A film is defined as containing
a star if any member of its cast was featured in this list in any of the previous five years.
Data on the production budget, the genre, the MPAA rating and whether the film is a sequel
is collected from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb, 2012) and backed up by data from Box
Office Mojo (2012) and The Numbers (2012), especially in the case of production budgets,
since these are generally estimates. Finally, data on the opinion of film critics is collected by
using the Metascore, a weighted average score of numerous respected film critics calculated
by Metacritic (2012).
The final data set consists of 132 motion pictures. As the descriptive statistics in Table 3.1
show, films generally have a short life cycle, with the average film running for less than eight
weeks in cinemas. The median film earns about $180,000 over its life time, but both the mean
and the skewness statistic indicate heavy tails, meaning that the revenue distribution is dominated by very few films generating extremely large revenues. This is a defining characteristic
of the motion picture industry.
Weeks Cumulative
Revenues
on
Release
7.74
25,573,798
Mean
179,031
Median
7
5,967,493
Std Error
0.42
4.86
68,561,272
Std Deviation
-0.85
12.89
Kurtosis
0.44
3.51
Skewness
Minimum
1
67
Maximum
20 410,010,779
N
132
132

Opening
Revenues

Opening
Screens

Budget

11,448,626
42,884
2,629,646
29,282,500

765
4
126
1,405

40,451,483
10,000,000
6,834,251
57,586,423

12.48
3.38
828
167,551,682
124

0.39
1.47
1
4468
124

1.81
1.7
100,000
200,000,000
71

Critical Rating Week 1 Average
Rating Volume Rating Rating
Volume
57.58
68.45
335
174
12.5
59
12
70
74
1.6
40
1.34
16.44
789
352
14.35
-0.52
-0.28
21
92
105

14.99
3.56
1
4958
114

Table 3.1.: Descriptivt' Statistics of the Motion Picture Data Set
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12.17
3.18
1
2014
77

-0.07
-0.09
31.7
100
114
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Generally, films earn the largest share of their revenues in the opening week, about 45 per
cent on average. The distribution of first-week revenues shows the same characteristics as
cumulative revenues: a very high skewness and thus heavy tails indicating the dominance of
a small number of motion pictures.
The median film opens on four screens, but again this data is positively skewed, signifying
that a small fraction of films opened on an extremely large number of screens and that the
majority of films opened on fewer than the arithmetic mean number of screens. The budget
is only available for 71 films, since reliable estimates do not exist for a significant proportion
of films. Nevertheless, the production budget also shows a positively skewed distribution
meaning that only few films are produced on large budgets - the standard deviation is larger
than the mean -, increasing the mean production budget to $40.5 million.
Similarly, not all of the 132 motion pictures are reviewed by a large enough number of film
critics for Metacritic to calculate its Metascore, a score that ranges from 0 to 100. The films
in the sample achieved a mean critical rating of 57.58. The lowest score is 21 and the highest
92, showing that critics voice a wide array of opinions.
With regards to film genres, the data set contains 18 action films, two adventures, three
animations, 35 comedies, six crime films, 35 documentaries, 43 dramas, seven horror films,
and two musicals. Using the convention explained above, ten of the motion pictures contain
a major film star. Finally, the Motion Picture Association of America awarded two films a
Grating, 22 were rated PG, further 19 rated PG-13, and 45 rated R. The remaining motion
pictures were not rated at the time of data collection.
For each of the films, individual-level rating data is collected froUl Rotten Tomatoes, an online
community focussing on motion pictures. Rotten Tomatoes was chosen amongst It number of
alternative sources for various reasons. First, it is a very popular online film review hub (Alexa
Internet, 2010). Second, due to its community character, it is more likely that users interact
with each other than on more forum-like websites such as Yahoo! Movies. Finally, most
people using Rotten Tomatoes are from North America, which does not apply to otlH'r film
review hubs (Alexa Internet, 2010). Thus, the film ratings submitted on Rotten Tomatoes are
most likely to have been published by North American film-goers and consequently provide
the most valid and reliable data source for online word of mouth.
The data collected from Rotten Tomatoes consists of film title, date of submission, ratingon a scale from 0 (lowest) to 100 (highest) in decimal steps -, and name of the user. The final
data set consists of 38,235 individual ratings, for which descriptive statistics are displayed
in Table 3.1. The mean film received 335 ratings over its life cycle, yet, similar to revenues
and budgets, these ratings are positively skewed both over films and time. Very few films
receive an extremely large number of ratings while the majority of films get comparatively
few ratings. And films generally receive most of their ratings in the opening week of their
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release - approximately half of their ratings are submitted then. It is noteworthy, though,
that some films do not receive any ratings during their opening week.
Over its time of theatrical release, the average motion picture receives an arithmetic mean
rating of 68.45, indicating that consumers generally rate films positively. There is some
deviation around the mean, but the relatively small value of the standard deviation and the
fact that the distribution of rating valences is barely skewed further hint at the fact that
consumers rarely rate a film very negatively. In fact, the lowest mean rating that a film
received is 31. 7. The arithmetic mean of a film rating has its shortcomings as an aggregate
measure of consumer opinions, though, as the next section shows. It is therefore not used in
this study.
This data set needs to be adjusted to be used in subsequent data analyses so that the results
are valid, reliable, and transferable to a wider population. Because the aim of this study is
to analyse the impact of word of mouth over time, motion pictures that were not listed in
Variety's weekly top 100 list for at least three weeks were removed from the data set. For
films that ranked outside the top 100 for not more than one consecutive week and re-entered
the following week, the revenues of the missing week could be calculated using the given
weekly change rates.
Further, in order to calculate a valid valence measure of consumer opinion on a particular film,
it is necessary that this film was rated by at least a certain number of people. Obviously, it
is desirable to include as many films as possible in the analysis; however, a minimum number
of ten different ratings is considered necessary to express an 'average' consumer evaluation.
During the 20-week period, 21 films did not receive any rating, and another 44 films did not
receive ten or more ratings. Thus, these films were dropped. The final data set, on which all
subsequent analysis is based, consists of 58 motion pictures, which were listed in Variety's
top 100 for at least three weeks and received at least ten ratings on Rotten Tomatoes during
the time of data collection.

3.2. The Movie Preference Index
It is a common approach in empirical research using online word of mouth to separate word of
mouth into different dimensions, most commonly volume and valence. In all of these studies,
the volume is composed by counting the number of posts over a certain period of time, for
example the number of comments during a week, a day, or an hour. However, in order to
calculate the valence, authors have used different approaches. They have either coded it into
positive and negative sentiments about the product and subsequently used the respective
percentages as independent variables within their models (Liu, 2006; Asur and Huberman,
2010) or calculated the arithmetic mean (Duan et al., 2008b; Chintagunta et al., 2010).
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However, the 'sentiment approach' has limitations. For instance, it is insensitive to subtleties
such as the difference between an 8/10 rating and a 10/10 rating. Both are positive ratings,
but they may be interpreted differently by consumers. Therefore, coding both of these ratings
as 'positive' is too simplistic. The sentiment approach also generally neglects ratings in the
middle range, since these are interpreted as neutral and therefore implicitly assumed to not
have an effect on consumer decision-making.
In contrast, the 'arithmetic mean approach' incorporates all of the different ratings and
thereby the subtleties between them. It was therefore initially decided to use this approach
to aggregate consumer opinions, as it had been used in previous research as well. Yet,
preliminary results showed that the arithmetic mean rating does not influence consumer
decisions significantly, and, even more confounding, that it seems to have a negative impact.
A full discussion of this issue can be found in Appendix A.
It is thus surmised that the arithmetic mean provides an inappropriate measure of aggregated consumer opinions, since it does not properly account for the 'fuzziness' of rating data.
Whenever a complex object is evaluated, individuals assign weights to each of its differC'nt
characteristics. Some features may be of more importance than others. For example, when
buying a car, consumers may assess its fuel and cost efficiency, comfort or appearance. Different weights may be assigned to these features deliberately, for instance focussing mainly on
fuel and cost efficiency and putting comfort in third place while neglecting appearance, but
often consumers weigh the features of a global evaluation unconsciously (Kahneman, 2011).
Applied to the evaluation of film ratings, this suggests that users may deliberately ascribe
varying weights to different ratings. A negative rating may be perceived much stronger
than a positive rating (cf. Basuroy et al., 2003; Kahneman, 2011) and thus have a much
bigger effect on the consumption decision. Similarly, the negative evaluation of a film by one
close friend or a trusted expert may override the positive feedback that an individual got
from several acquaintances. For these reasons, a motion picture rated with, say, 8/10 is not
necessarily twice as good as a motion picture rated 4/10, an assumption that the arithmetic
mean implicitly makes.
Finally, using the arithmetic mean to aggregate the qualitative information of film ratings
may obscure very different 'rating profiles' that these films received. Table 3.2 provides an
example for this. Both Film A and Film B received the sanie number of ratings. Yet, Film
A received very diverse ratings, being rated positively by part of the audience and badly by
the other part. Film B, in contrast, received generally moderate ratings. Nevertheless, the
mean rating for both films is the same, and It model using the mean as its measure of valence
fails to capture differences in the spread of audience opinion.
In order to overcome these limitations and account for the characteristics of rating data,
a different method of aggregating ratings and calculating the valence is employed. This
measure of consumer opinion is termed the Movie Preference Index (MPI). The MPI is able
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Rating

FilmA

Film B

5
4

3

15
10
5

2
1

0
17
24
9

12

Count
Mean

50
3.16

8

0
50
3.16

Table 3.2.: Two films with different rating profiles

to account for different ways of interpreting film ratings, such that it can be analysed whether
consumers are influenced more by positive or negative opinions. It is also able to be 'finetuned' so that the differences between 'good' and 'very good' ratings are visible. Finally, it
is able to express the aggregate consumer opinion of a particular film as a numerical value.
Below, its explicit characteristics and its differences with regards to the arithmetic mean are
highlighted alongside its mathematical model.
Generally, in order to calculate the valence of ratings that users give to a specific product i,
a Z-score of the form of

(3.1 )

is calculated, where Vir denotes the number of rth rank ratings product i received, Wr is the
weight assigned to this rank, and ni is the total number of ratings product i received. In
Table 3.2, in order to calculate the arithmetic mean, the weight Wr would be the numerical
value of the rating (ranging from 1 to 5), Vir would be the number of ratings it got for each
rank (e.g. Film A received 15 five-star ratings), and nj would be represented by the 50 ratings
that each film received.
The essential contribution of the MPI is that it does not assign weights to each rank in a
linear fashion. For instance, when calculating the arithmetic mean, the difference between
two adjacent weights in Table 3.2 is always one (e.g. 4 minus 3 equals 1). Thus, when using
the arithmetic mean, there is a linear relationship between different ratings and it is implicitly
assumed that a film rated with four stars is twice as good as a film rated with two stars. Yet,
because consumers are likely to interpret ratings differently, this may not be the case.
The MPI, in turn, accounts for the varying weights that consumers attach to different ratings.
These weights are determined using Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA, Yager, 1988). The
OWA operator is chosen for this study, because it is the most widely used aggregation model
amongst a large number of different methods (Zhou et al., 2008). It is based upon the idea
that any decision-making paradigm requires the aggregation of different preferences or criteria
into an overall evaluation that appropriately weighs the contribution of these preferences
or criteria. When deciding on buying a car, the question is how much more important is
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fuel efficiency than comfort. Applied to the evaluation of film ratings, it is necessary to
estimate how much more important a positive rating is to a negative rating (or vice versa)
to consumers.
In general, there are different decision-making paradigms: group decision-making, multicriteria decision-making, or a mixture of both. A group decision involves different individuals
who each may have different preferences and/or have a higher or lower influence in comparison
to others. For example, the opinion of an expert or a superior may have a greater impact
on the overall decision. In order to determine the overall evaluation of a group decision
(the Z-score in Equation (3.1)) it is therefore necessary to assign the appropriate weight to
the influence or importance of each individual. The result thus reflects both the different
preferences within the group as well as each individual's influence.
In a multi-criteria decision, one option amongst different alternatives is selected based on
multiple criteria. These criteria also need to be weighted according to their importance before
an overall evaluation of each alternative can be calculated. For example, when purchasing
a car, the fuel efficiency may be more important than the cost efficiency, which in turn is
more important than the comfort. Only after each criterion has been assigned a weight can
an overall evaluation of the car be calculated.
In essence, the difference between group decision processes and multi-criteria decision processes is that in the former weights are assigned to individuals according to their influence 011
the decision and in the latter weights are assigned to criteria according to their importance.
In OWA applications, these weights usually carry values between zero and one and they add
up to one (Triantaphyllou, 2010). Plausibly, the least important criterion is assigned the
lowest weight - potentially as low as zero in case it does not play any role in the final decision
- whereas the most important criterion is assigned the highest weight· potentially as high
as one if it is the only criterion that plays a role in the final decision.
The OWA operator has previously been used in research on management decisions within
a multi-criteria environment or in ballot decisions as well as in different applications within
computational intelligence. For the purpose of this study, OWA provides a class of aggregation
operators or weights, where the different film ratings from Rotten Tomatoes are rankpd
according to their importance (Yager, 1988). Similar to the arithmetic mean, the aggregated
result using OWA operators represents a mean consumer evaluation of the film. Yet, due to
the different way in which weights are assigned to each rating, this result reflects the different
ways, in which consumers may interpret film ratings, more accurately than the arithmetic
mean.
Two measures have been defined to determine the weights of OWA operators: the orness and
the dispersion. The orness degree describes the extent to which the weights are distributed
towards the 'extreme' ranks. For example, if there are five criteria ranked by importance,
from

al ... a5

(this could be the five different film ratings mentioned in Table 3.2), then the
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two most extreme weight vectors are [1,0,0,0,0] and [0,0,0,0,1]' because all of the weight
is put on either the most important or the least important criterion. Mathematically, the
orness degree a is defined as
1
n
a = - - """ (n - r) Wr
n-1L....
r=l

where n denotes the number of criteria, r signifies the rank of a criterion, and 'WI' is tIl(' weight
ascribed to the according rank.
The weight vector [1,0,0,0,0] would therefore have an orness degree of 1, whereas tIl(> orness
degree of the weight vector [0,0,0,0,1] would be 0. In the case of film ratings, a high OflH'SS
degree (close to one) puts a lot of weight on high or positive film ratings whereas a low
orness degree (close to zero) puts a lot of weight on low or negative film ratings (see Table

3.3 for the distribution of weights ascribed to the different ranks of film ratings from Rottt'll
Tomatoes using different orness degrees). Thus, the orness degree can be interpreted as a
decision maker's optimism, since it describes how much weight is put on the best or worst
outcome (Wang et al., 2007a; Yager, 1988).
Yet, it is possible to create two weight vectors with equal orness degree, but very different

i, i, i,

characteristics, such as [0,0, 1,0,0] and [i,
i]. Both weight vectors have the same
degree of orness (a = 0.5) in that they are balanced between the two extreme distributions
of weights, but the weights are spread over the five criteria in the latter case.
Therefore, a measure of dispersion is introduced describing the entropy of the weight distribution or the degree to which all criteria are equally weighted. The dispersion is mathematically
defined as

dispersion(W) = -

L

'W r

In Wr

(3.3)

r

where W is the weight vector containing all the weights, r is the rank of the criteria and

Wr

is

the weight ascribed to the according rank. The dispersion is minimum (or zero) if any weight
Wr

is equal to one and is maximum (or In n) in case the weights are equally distributed over

the number of criteria and each weight

Wr

is equal to ~.

Different methods have been suggested to determine the weight distribution over a given
number of criteria. Most of these have either used the dispersion measure, the orness degree
or both to calculate the final weight vectors. In this thesis, the chi square method (CSM)
suggested by Wang et al. (2007b, p. 209) is applied to aggregate rating data, because the
weights determined by the CSM model "do not follow a regular distribution". This means
that neither the difference between two adjacent weights nor the ratio of two adjacent weights
remains the same. While the difference between two wdghts in Table 3.2 is always one, Table
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3.4 shows that, in the case of an orness degree of 0.8, the difference between two weights
decreases exponentially, thus putting a lot of weight on the highest ranked criterion. FurthC'r,
the weights change more smoothly with the degree of orness using th(' CSM mpthod than
with other methods suggested for determining OWA weights. 5
In order to generate the weights

.

.

Wr

using the CSM method, the function

.

MzmmzseJ =

L -- + -+- Wr

Wr 1

Wr+1

Wr

n-l (

r=l

)

2

(:J.4)

fulfilling the constraints
1

n

s.t.orness{W) = a = n -1

L (n -

r) W r ,

0 < (} < 1

r=1

n

L

Wr

= 1, 0 ~

~ 1,

Wr

r

= 1, ... , n

r=l

is optimised, where r denotes the rank of the criterion, n specifies the number of rank", w,.
specifies the weight attached to the rank and a denotes the orness degre('.
This method generates a different weight Wr for each rank r. For the data in Table ~t2, fiY<'
different weights are needed, summing to one. However, since Rotten Tomatoes, tIl(' sourc('
chosen in this study for data on word of mouth, allows film ratings to vary betw('cn 0 and
100 in decimal steps, eleven weights are calculated, one for each possible rating. TIl(' sum of

these weights also adds up to one (see Table 3.3).
W
WI

W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
Ws

W9
WlO
Wll

Sum

Orness(W) =
0.9999
0.9914
0.0043
0.0009
0.0007
O.00Q6
0.0005
0.0004
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
1.0000

Q

0.9
0.4852
0.2378
0.1128
0.0584
0.0337
0.0214
0.0149
0.0112
0.0091
0.0080
0.0075
1.0000

0.8
0.2659
0.2033
0.1452
0.1024
0.0734
0.0545
0.0422
0.0341
0.0289
0.0258
0.0244
1.0000

0.7
0.1787
0.1554
0.1301
0.1081
0.0901
0.0759
0.0649
0.0565
0.0504
0.0462
0.0436
1.0000

0.6
0.1309
0.1229
0.1138
0.1045
0.0958
0.0878
0.0805
0.0739
0.0681
0.0630
0.0588
1.0000

0.5
0.0909
0.0909
0.0909
0.0909
0.0909
0.0909
0.0909
0.0909
0.0909
0.0909
0.0909
1.0000

0.4
0.0588
0.0630
0.0681
0.0739
0.0805
0.0878
0.0958
0.1045
0.1138
0.1229
0.1309
1.0000

0.3
0.0435
0.0461
0.0503
0.0565
0.OM8
0.0755
0.0901
O.lO82
0.1303
0.1557
0.1790
1.0000

0.2
0.0244
0.025R
0.0289
0.0341
0.0422
O.054r)
O.07:H
0.1024
0.1452
0.2Ga3
0.2659
1.0000

0.1
0.0075
O.OORO
O.OO!II
0.01 I:.!
0.OI4!l
0.0214
O.0:i37
O.05R4
0.112R
0.2378
0.4852
1.0000

0.0001
O.OOGa
O.OOO:i

o.oom
0.000:3
0.0004
0.O{)O5
O.!){){)(i

0.0007
(Woo!l
0.0043
0.9914
1.0000

Table 3.3.: The OWA operator weights determined by the chi square lllod('1 (Source:
Wang et al., 2007b)6

50 t her methods for calculating OWA weights include the maximum entropy method (O'Hagan, 1988), tl)('
minimum variance method (Fuller and Majlender, 2003) or the minimax disparity approach (Wang and
Parlmn, 2(05).
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The CSM method also allows calculating different 'weighting schemes' by using different orness degrees, which vary between 0 and 1. Depending on the orness degree, the distribution of
the weights over the ranks varies. Since there is no conclusive research on whpther consumers
are generally optimistic or pessimistic decision-makers, selecting one orness degree and thus
one weighting scheme would be an arbitrary choice. In order to overcome this problem, different weighting schemes are calculated for eleven different orness degrees, ranging from 0 to
1 in O.l-margin steps (see Table 3.3). In this way, both the subtletips of film ratings can 1)(>
captured and the optimism or pessimism of consumers can be analysed.
Since the orness can be interpreted as a decision-maker's optimism, an orness degree of 0.8,
for example, would describe an optimistic, risk-seeking consumer who puts a lot of wt'ight
on positive ratings and almost neglects lower ratings associated with a poor experiPllc('. TIl('
cumulative weight of the top-three ranks is 0.6144 whereas the Cllllllllatiw weight of the
bottom-three ranks is 0.0691. In contrast, an orness degree of 0.1 would descril)(' a riskaverse consumer putting a lot of weight on negative ratings. This kind of individual may bp
persuaded to stay away from a particular film by negative ratings. In this case, til(' cUll1ulativ{'
weight of the top-three ranks is 0.0246 whereas the cumulative weight of thp hottom-threp
ranks is 0.8358.
In both cases, Film A in Table 3.2 would receive the greater valenct' measure, bt'caus(' the
extreme ratings are weighted much more than the middle-range ratings. In the ca.'.;e of an
orness degree of 0.8, the high 5-star ratings are assigned the highest weight, whpreas in the
case of an orness degree of 0.1, the low I-star ratings are assigned the highest weight. Sincp
Film A has a larger number of these extreme ratings (positive as well as negative), its final
valence measure would be greater than for Film B. Thus, if film consumers are influenced
by word of mouth and are optimistic decision-makers, the MPI with au orness degre(' of 0.8
should have a significant positive impact on film revenues, and Film A should fare bettpr,
ceteris paribus. In contrast, if they are pessimistic decision-makers, the MPI with an onu'ss
degree of 0.1 should have a significant negative impact, and Film A should fare wors(', ceteris
paribus.
Difference between two adjacent weights
WI-W 2

W2-W3

W3-W4

W4- W 5

W5-W6

W6-W7

W7-WS

WR-W9

W!l-WIO

WIO-WII

0.2474

0.125

0.0544

0.0247

0.0123

0.0065

0.0037

0.0021

0.0011

0.0005

Ratio of two adjacent weights
WI/W2

W2/ W 3

W3/ W 4

W4/ W 5

W5/W6

W6/ W 7

W7/ W S

ws/Wg

Wg/wlO

WIO/WI I

1.3079

1.4001

1.418

1.3951

1.3468

1.2915

1.2375

1.1799

1.1202

1.0574

Table 3.4.: The distribution of the OWA operator weights determined hy the CSI\I
method under Q = 0.8
Each of the eleven degrees of orness results in a different weighting schen}t', Thus, for every
film, there are eleven potential MPI values at any given point in tillH'. Each of these va6The CSM method approximates the orness degrees of 1 and 0 by 0.9999 and 0.0001, rpspect.iv!'ly, for
mathematical reasons.
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lence measures is subsequently used in regression-type analyses to examine how consumers
interpret different ratings. Higher degrees of orness give greater emphasis to positive ratings, whereas lower degrees of orness give more weight to negative ratings. The size of the
respective orness coefficient in the regression analysis will indicate which weighting scheme
most realistically reflects film consumers' attitudes to risk. It is anticipated that higher orness degrees will influence consumer decisions positively, whereas lower orness degrees affect
consumer decisions negatively.
To illustrate this, Table 3.5 shows two films, The Last Airbender and Toy Story 3, and their
rating profile for the first week of their release. Both films received a similar volume of ratings.
However, the valence of the ratings is very different, as is apparent looking at thf' sprpad of
the rating volume over the different ratings in the top half of the talllf'.
The bottom half of the table presents the MPI calculated by Equation (3.1) for thl' diffprpnt
orness degrees ranging from 0 to 1 and their according weights

'W r

displayed in Tabl(l

a.a as

well as the arithmetic mean for both films. The arithmetic mean provides further proof for
the fact that consumers enjoyed The Last Airbender much less than tlH'Y enjoyed Toy Story
3. Yet, it doesnt say very much about the spread of ratings.
Rating
The Last Airbender
Toy Story 3

100
84
559

90
57
129

80
54
58

70
44
18

60
45
7

50
38
2

40
26
2

30
42
1

20
50
I

10
282
3

Orness degree a
The Last Airbender
Toy Story 3

1.0
0.11
0.71

0.9
0.09
0.40

0.8
0.08
0.24

0.7
0.08
0.17

0.6
0.08
0.13

0.5
0.09
0.09

0.4
0.10
0.06

0.3
0.11
0.05

0.2
0.13
0.03

0.1
0.14

om

7:l
2

Total
795
782

0
0.09
0.00

Mean
39.81
94.74

0

Table 3.5.: Two exemplary films, their ratings and their MPI for different orness degrees

Looking at the different MPI measures, more details become apparent. For examplp, the
fact that Toy Story 3 has an MPI of 0.71 for an orness degree of 1.0 (this will be notat£'d
as MPIa=l.o hereafter) expresses that it received a large percentage of maximum ratings.
Similarly, an MPIo =O.1 of 0.01 indicates that only a very small fraction of ratings are extrenH'ly
negative.

The Last Airbender, on the other hand, receives its largest MPls for oruess degre(lS of 0.1. 0.2
and 1.0 as well as 0.3 in descending order. This shows that most of its ratings ar(' ('xtr£'lIlf'ly
negative, but that a large fraction are nevertheless extremely positiv(', indicating an ov('rall
large spread of ratings.
If, in a subsequent analysis of the different MPls, the MPl a =o.2 had the largest coefficient,
this would indicate that consumers are generally more influenced in their decision-making

by negative ratings, which cause them to stay away from a particular film, than by positive
ratings. If, on the other hand, the MPla =o.9 had the largest coefficient, this would mean that
consumers are generally positive, look whether a film received positiVI:' ratings and almost
neglect negative ratings in their decision.
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In conclusion using the different MPI allows on th on band a mol' d tail d pi tur f th
ratings a film received and on the other hand an analy i of wb ther onswn l' ar g n rally
rather p simistic or optimistic in their d ci ion-making with l' gards t the influ nc f W I'd
of mouth. Th latter is test d using mixed- ff cts mod I a l' gr ion-typ of analy i that
the next section explains.

3.3. Mixed-Effects Methods
The "gr at workhorse" of economic and onom tri analy i i th I t quare or rdin ry
least squares (OL8) model, which i a ommon choi wh n th change in one variabl
sought to b explained by th chang in on or a numb r of oth r variabl (ngl 2 1,
p. 157). The general approa h of mpiri al r ar h in th ill ti n pi I Ul' indu try, f r
exampl , is to use film revenu s as the d p ndcnt variabl that i t b xplain d by vari us
explanatory variable .
OL8 models g nerallyassum th data to b normally di tribut d an 'II1npti n Ih t 1
not hold for motion picture r venu s (
Figur 3.3 for an xampl u ing data from all filll
releas d in the Am rican market in 200 ). R

ar h

l'

have oft

.11

addr s d thi i u by

using th logarithm, thereby flattening th curv f film l' v nue and as uming th t th dat
is log-normally distributed (e.g. Chintagunta t 1. 2010; Liu 2006).
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Yi t, it has be n shown that th distribution d s rib d by film

l'

v

11U

,

wh th rna daily

weekly or cumulative basis do not b long t the normal family.
ntiall , th n rmal
film r v nu sand th m t,j n
family cannot captur the extr m varian e that hlUet teri
pictur industry. It is important, though to u an appr priatc stati tia! 111 d 1 with Appropriate to chasti as umptions to de rib th d tao th WI' ng tatist.ical m d I may) ad
to a false economic th ory (Haav lmo, 1943).
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Using a sample of 300 motion pictures, De Vany and Walls (1996) suggest that a stable
distribution with a Paretian upper tail describes the distribution of film r('venues wpll. This
distribution implies that the variance of film revenues is theoretically infinitp and tIl{' final
outcome of a particular film is therefore virtually unpredictable.
This finding is refined by De Vany and Walls (1999) who use a larger sample of motion
pictures and state that film revenues are Pareto-Levy distributed. Thesl' distributions feature
heavy upper tails and are extremely skewed: they have a theoretically infinite varianc('. TIl<'
implications are very similar to their earlier paper. The mean motion picture revenup is
dominated by very few blockbusters, and the chance of landing a blockbuster is very small.
In conclusion, OLS models and the normal-family distributions cannot capturp tlip (lxtn'lll!'
variance displayed by film revenues, because the range of possibll' outCOlll!'S under tlipse
distributions is not wide enough. De Vany and Walls (1996, 1999) stat(l that

Parpto-L~vy

distributions with infinite variance can capture the distribution, thus rpwrting to another
extreme, where the range of possible outcomes is (at least theorct.ieally) without boundaries.
Voudouris et. a!. (2012) show that film revenues can be accurately mo(i<'lhl using

Il.

lpss

extreme distribution, thus making the final outcome more predictable once cprtain fpaturps
of the motion picture are known. Modelling post-opening box office revenues a." a function of
opening week revenues, they employ generalised additive models for locat.ion, scalp aud shap<,
(GAMLSS) introduced by Rigby and St.asinopoulos (2005) in order t.o spll'et th(l distribution
that best fits the data.
Due to the possibilities of using various distributions and of modelling til£' parametf'rs of
the distribution as functions of explanatory variables, GAMLSS allows Ii lot of flexibility in
the modelling process. Additionally, while the exponential family distribution (to which til('
normal distribution belongs) allows to model two parameters, which are usually tllf' UlPan and
the variance of the distribution, GAMLSS makes it possibl(' to model up to four paraUll'ters
depending on the chosen distribution, which are usually the mean, thl' varianc<', t.h(' kurtosis
and the skewness of the distribution. Voudouris et a!. (2012) concluci<, that by using a BoxCox Power Exponential distribution with finite variance it is possibl<, to modd film rl'v<'l1u!'s
and make probabilistic statements about the end-of-run income.
The model that Voudouris et a!. (2012) create uses only two mea.'iUn'IllPuts oVC'r tilllP, nalllPly
the opening-week box office revenues and the end-of-run revenues. They an' mainly inten'stpd
in building a stochastic model to predict the final outcome of motion picturp reVl'nu<'s and
thus provide a tool for film producers, distributors, and exhibitors.
In contrast, this study is interested in both the effect that word of mouth ha." on consumer
decisions over time, and whether it affects them differently for variolls ciustprs or 'kinds' of
motion pictures. The model employed therefore needs to be able to capturp tllP variation
across these different clusters, which is something that GAMLSS cannot ea.'iily do ill its
current implementation. To account for this, mixed-effects methods arc llsed in this rpspareli,
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an approach that has previously been used mainly in the physical, biological and medical
sciences. They are called mixed effects, because this method combines both fixed and randolll
effects.
Fixed-effects parameters can be compared to the covariate parameters in an OLS regression.
They describe the relationship between the independent variables and the' dependpnt variahlt'
for the entire population. However, the results of a study may vary systematically for differf'nt
subjects or clusters within the sample. For example, if a study wants to make genpral claims
about students, then the results may systematically vary for the sampled classrooms or
schools. In the case of motion pictures, the effects may vary for e.g. diffprpnt genrt'S or
'blockbuster' versus 'sleeper'-type films.
Random effects fulfil two tasks. First, they are classification variablps with different lPVI'ls
(e.g. classrooms, schools, or different films), which have been randomly salllplpd frolll a
population of different levels to be analysed. Random effects art' specific to sllch dustprs ur
units. Second, they provide parameters describing how tllf' results of a study using a random
sample vary around the population mean with regards to the sppcified dustf'rs or Ilnits.
Thus, mixed-effects models can describe the relationship between a response variable and
some explanatory variables in data "grouped according to one or more classification factors" ,
such as clustered data, repeated-measures data, or longitudinal data (Pinheiro and Bates,
2000, p. 3).

For instance, if the aim of a study is to make a statement about (the population of) fifth
grade students, the fixed effects describe how the independent variables (e.g. student chara£:teristics) influence the dependent variable (e.g. math grades). If tIl{' study samples studpnts
from different classes within a school or from different schools, then the dependent variahlf'
may systematically vary for these different levels. Random effects can be classified according
to classrooms or schools and account for this systematic variation. Similarly, tlH' effect of
word of mouth on motion picture consumption may vary systematically for different films,
genres etc. In this case, random effects can be classified according to thesp lewis and account
for their systematic variation.
Essentially, mixed-effects models extend standard linear models through random effpcis,
which are additional error terms that account for both the correlation alllong mf'/tsUrt'IllPnts
of the same subject at different points in time or under different conditions and th(' syst('matic
variation in the response variable according to this subject.
The aim of this research is to estimate how word of mouth impacts consumer decisions in the
case of motion pictures using repeatedly measured weekly revenues as the d('pend('nt variahl('.
Since it is only possible to sample a certain number of motion pictures, th(' diffnrent levels ar('
the different sampled films. Random factors are used to capture the variation in the rpspolls('
variable across the different sampled films, so that the results of the data analysis clln 1)('
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generalised to a greater population (West et al., 2007). The random factors are therefore
specific to units or clusters of units within the population of motion pictures.
Following West et al. (2007), Equation (3.5) provides a general specification of a linear mixpdeffects model using longitudinal data.

Yit represents a continuously measured response variable, and i represents tIl(' suhjPct whilp
t indexes the time period at which measurement took place. Th£' mod!'l includes two sets

of covariates, X and Z. The p X-covariates are associated with thp fixed effeets, /3 1 ••• /1p
and the q Z-covariates are associated with the random effects, bi! ... biq that ar!' Slwcific to
subject i. Finally, fit stands for the residual of the tth obsl'rvatioll

011

the ith subjl'ct.

The p covariates can be either time-invariant characteristics of tIl(' subj£'ct (!'.g. til(' production budget of a film) or time-varying for each measurement (e.g. the number of screens a film
is shown on each week). The f3 parameters represent "the fixed effect of a onl'-unit change in
the corresponding covariate on the mean value of the dependent variahlp fl."snming that tIl('
other covariates remain constant" (West et al., 2007, p. 16). Estimating these parameters
therefore allows a direct interpretation whether a covariate influences a response variable and
in which direction this influence lies.
This model can be more efficiently expressed in matrix notation, fl." Equation (3.6) shows:

1'; = X i f3 + Zibi + €i
i = 1 . .. ni,

bi

rv

(3.fi)

N(O,D),

€i

rv

N(O,a 2 l)

Yi is the vector of the response variable containing the values for the ith suhject. Xi is a
ni x P matrix with the p covariates,

Xl ... XP, for each of th!'

Hi

measurempnts on the ith

subject (for example, each film i's number of screens over the n wt'cks of data collection). /'3
is a vector of p fixed-effects parameters associated to each of the p X -covariates.

Yli

1';=

Y2i
Ynii

Xi=

Xfi
Xii

Xji

X~ii X~ii

X~ii

Xli
XJi
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Zi is the q x ni matrix representing the covariates, Zl ... zq, for the ith subject. The columns
of this matrix contain the values for the q parameters which haY(' an effect on tIl£' response
variable and are associated to vary randomly for each subject. In the case where only the
intercept is assumed to vary randomly across subjects, this vector contains only one column
of 1'so The bj vector contains q random effects associated with the q covariates in the Zi
matrix. Finally, fi is a vector containing the ni residuals for each of the i subjects on the tth
occasion.

Zj=

Zfi

Zfi

Zri

Z~i

Zii

Z~i

Z~;i Z~;i

bli

bi =

Z~;i

fli

b2i

f2i

fi

bqi

=
f",i

It is assumed that the random effects bi are random variables following a nmltiva.riatp normal
distribution with mean

°and the variance-covariance matrix

D. Elplllents along til<' diagonal

of this matrix represent the variance of each random effect in b;, and the otll£'r plpments
represent the covariances between two random effects. Since therp are q random pffpcts, D is
a symmetric q x q matrix.

bi "-' N(O,D)

D = Var(b i ) =

Var(b1d

cov(b)j,1J.2;)

cov(bJi' b2i)

Var(b2d

COV(b1i,b q;}
COV(b 2i , bqi )

cov(bJi,bqi ) cov(bJi' bqi )

Var(bqi)

The residuals of a mixed-effects model can be correlated, whieh is in contrast to standard
linear models. It is also important for this study, since the residuals of wepkly film rl'VPllll<'S
are likely to be correlated within each film. It is assumed that the
fi

1/i

rpsiduals in thp vpctor

are random variables following a multivariate normal distrihution with menn 0 and

HIP

variance-covariance matrix (12/. It is further assumed that the residuals of diffprent suhjPcts
are independent of each other.

Var(fli)
fj ,.....,

N(O, (12/)

(12/ = Var(l;) =

COV(fJi, In,i)

COV( lli, l2;}

cov( lIi, l2d
Var{f2;)

COV(fli,f1l,i)

COV{lli, fn;i)

Var(fn;i)
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These specifications are used in combination with the conceptualisation of consumer decisiollmaking (Figure 3.1) to create the specific model employed in this paper. Similar to previous
studies, the weekly film revenues will be used as a representativ£' of COllsumer d('cisions (£' .g.
Liu, 2006; Rui et aI., 2011). The independent variables of greatest interest are tIl(' val('nc£' and
the volume of word of mouth. These are complemented by various film-specific charact('ristics,
which can either vary over time, such as the number of screens or the week of release, or he
time-invariant, such as the film budget or the presence of a star actor, in ord('r to test thl'ir
respective impact on consumer decisions. This model is presented in Equation (a.7):

10g(Revit)

= 130 + 131 log (MPlid + f32 10g(Vol it ) + tl:Jlog(Scn:en.'ljt)
+ f3410g(Budgetd + #5Weekjt + f36Wel'l,:rt + (17Critici
+ f3sSequeli + f3 g Starj + I3 JO MPM i + /111 Gem'ci + boi

(:J.7)

+ bli Weekit + b2i Weeklt + (it
i = 1 ... ni,

bi '" N(O, D),

(i '"

N(O, (J2 1)

log(Revid is the logarithm ofthe weekly revenue of film i at tim(' t, log(MP1it) is the logarithm
of the MPI of film i at time t, 10g(Volit) is the logarithm of the weekly voluulf' of ratings of
film i at time t, 10g(Screensit) is the logarithm of the number of screens film i is shown on at
time t, 10g(Budgeti) is the logarithm of the budget of film i, Week it is the number of w('eks
for which film i has been on release at time t, Weeklt is the square of this number, and Cdtici
is the rating that film critics attributed to film i. Stm'i and Sequeli both ar(' binary variables
denoting the presence of a star actor in film i and signifying a sequel resppctivply. MPM j
is a categorical variable representing the MPAA rating of film i, and Genre; is a catpgorical
variable representing the genre of film i. #0 represents the population intercept term, and 131
to (311 represent the different fixed effects. bOi , bli and ~i are the random effects associated
with film i, and fj is the nj-dimensional within-group error vector with a spherical Gaussian
distribution.
The logarithm is used for weekly revenues, MPI, rating volume, screens and budgpt in order
to smoothen their distribution so that it approaches a normal distribution. TIlt' wpek of
release and the squared week of release are included to allow an pxponential influence of tiuH'
on consumer decisions, something that has been observed for a significant mllnber of motion
pictures: revenues decline at exponential speed after a film's release.
Finally, the random effects introduce by-film adjustments both to th£' intercept (bod and to
the slope with regards to the week of release (b li and b2i ). This means that the intercept
of each film is allowed to vary randomly around the population mean, and that each film's
slope is allowed to vary around the population mean slope over time. In other words, sinct'
the trajectories of individual film revenues are likely to be different froUl each other, tht'
random effects capture the variability between these trajectories (West et aI., 2(07). Thus,
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the fixed-effects parameters allow an interpretation of the influence of the covariates on film
consumption decisions in general, while the random-effects parameters represent the variation
of the selected sample around the population of motion pictures.

3.4. Model Selection
The model described in Equation (3.7) contains all the covariates and three random effects
associated with each film: a random intercept, a random week effect and a random weeksquared effect. It is therefore referred to as the full or the loaded model. This model structure
allows each film to have an individual trajectory, with coefficients that vary randomly around
the fixed effects defining the mean growth in revenues for each film (West et aI., 2007).
Yet, it is important to find the 'best' model in the sens£' that it is hoth able to (lxplain
the variation in the dependent variable and parsimonious with regards to tll(> number of
independent variables. In order to test the goodness or the fit of this model, a number of
tests are cond ucted.
First, the random-effects structure is analysed. This is done indirectly by creating new nested
models, which means that these models are special cases of the loaded model in the sense
that constraints are placed on some of the parameters, and comparing them to the full model.
The first nested model, presented in Equation (3.8), omits the random effect for the intercept,
bOi , while the remaining structure of the full model is kept. This means that a restriction is

placed on the intercept of each film's trajectory: it is not allowed to vary around a population
mean; it is the same for every film.

10g(Revit)

/30 + /3110g(MPlit ) + /3210g(Volit) + /3310g(Screensit)
+ /3410g{ Budgetj) + /35 Week it + /36 Weekft + fhCriticj
+ /38Sequelj + /39Stm'i + /3 JO MPM j + /111 Genrej + b1i Weeki!
=

(3.8)

+ ~i WeekTt + fjt
i = 1, , . ni,

bi

'"

N{O, D),

fj ' "

N{O, a 2 l)

Further nested models are fitted omitting either parts of or the whole random effect for
the slope, bli Weekit + ~i Week~, while keeping the remaining structure of the model. One
example omitting the week-squared random effect is presented in Equation (3.9). All of these
models are nested models of Equation (3.7), because restrictions ar(l placed on the randomeffects structure. While in the loaded model both the slope and the intercept are allowed to
vary around the population mean, in Equation (3.8) only the slope is allowed to vary, and in
Equation (3.9) the slope is only allowed to vary for the week, but not for the week-squared.
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+ /311og(MPlit ) + /321og(Vol it ) + /331og(Srreensid
+ /34 log ( Budgetd + /35 Week it + /36 Week;t + /37Critici
+ /3SSequeli + /39Stari + /3IOMPM i + /311 Genrei + bOi
+ bli Week it + fit
i = 1 ... ni, bi '" N(O, D), fi '" N(O, ( 2 1)

log(Revid = /30

(3.9)

Generally, two estimation methods are used to calculate the parameters of a mixed-effects
model, maximum likelihood (ML) and restricted maximum likelihood (REML). These are
both mathematical methods to generate estimates of unknown parameters through the optimisation of a likelihood function (West et al., 2007). Whereas ML produces estimates that
are biased because it does not account for the loss of degrees of freedom from the estimation
of the fixed effects, REML takes into account the loss of degrees of freedom and thus corrects
for the presence of additional parameters (Laird and Ware, 1982). Doth of these maximum
likelihood methods estimate the covariance structures in D and a 2 I and subsequently the
fixed-effects parameters

/3 are calculated.

In order to decide which random-effects structure to keep, the ML or REML estimates are
used in likelihood ratio tests (LRTs), a common method of testing hypotheses when one
hypothesis "involves a restriction on the values of some of the parameters" (Morrell, 1998,
p. 1561). As explained above, some parameters in the nested models are constrained in
comparison to the loaded model, thus making LRTs au appropriate method. The loaded
model contains the random effect parameter being tested whereas the nested model does not.
The LRT statistic is calculated by

Lnested)
2
- 21og (
'" XdJ
Lrejerence
'

(3.10)

where Lnested denotes the likelihood value of the nested model and LI"f,je,·ence refers to the
likelihood value of the reference or loaded model. The LRT statistic asymptotically follows
a X2 distribution and the degrees of freedom (df) are obtained by calculating thl' difference
between the number of parameters in the nested and til(' full model (Morrell, 1998; West et aI.,
2007). If the LRT statistic is large and significant, then the reference model is preferred. In
case the LRT statistic is small and insignificant, this indicates that the nested model should
be preferred.
After fitting the random effects structure, the second step to find the 'best' modl'l is by looking
at thf' parameters of the fixed effects. It may be possible to remove insignificant variables
from the model and thus improve the model fit. This is done by crl'ating a new model without
the insignificant variables and comparing it to the full model via an ML-based LRT. III the
case where two models have different fixed effects, an ML-based LRT is used, because the
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REML estimate accounts for the covariance structure of the fixed effects parameters. Sinn'
this covariance structure is different for two models with different fixed effects, a comparison
using an REML-based LRT is not meaningful.
Similarly to the LRT for the random effects structure, a fixed effect can he omitted from tl1('
model if the LRT statistic is small and insignificant. If the test statistic is large and significant,
the fixed effect should be kept. This procedure is repeated removing one insignificant fixpd
effect at a time, until every fixed effect in the model is significant or the LRT statistic hecomes
significant.
In addition to the LRT, there are two further test statistics, which are of value when selecting amongst two competing models: the Akaike Information Critprioll (AIC, Akaike, 197:l;
Sakamoto et aI., 1986) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIe, Schwarz, 1978). Thesp
information criteria can be used to compare two modpls independent of whether tlu'y arp
nested or not. The smaller the value of the information criterion, the better the mmipl fit.
The information criteria are respectively calculated as

Ale = -210g(L) + 2npar
BIC

=

-21og(L) + nparlog(N)

(3.11)
(3.12)

where 10g(L) denotes the logarithm of the likelihood value, npar the number of variables in
the model and N the total number of observations used to fit the model. Both information
criteria assess the fit of a model based on its likelihood value, but add a penalty for the
number of parameters used. This penalty is larger in the case of the BIC; it therefore puts
more weight on the parsimony of a model.
After removing the insignificant independent variables, the final model's fit is assessed by a
number of tests. The residuals or error terms,

fit,

are tested for homosceda.'iticity, making

sure that they are uniformly distributed over the range of thp data. The residuals are further
assessed over time to test whether there is a discernible pattern in the data that evolvps
over time. And the random effects terms, bi, are assessed in terms of whether they follow or
approximate a normal distribution.
All of these tests are conducted to assess whether the final model satisfies th(' assumptions of a
linear mixed-effects model and whether there are any significant outliers not captured by the
model. Finally, in order to assess whether the model is able to explain all of the observations
made in the sample, the predicted values are plotted against the observed values.
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3.5. Conclusion
This study builds upon previous empirical quantitative research on online word of mouth.
Similarly to these studies, publicly available data on motion pictures and word of mouth are
collected from online sources. However, a novel data set is created aggregating film-specific
data on 132 motion pictures together with film ratings from an online social network that
has not been used in academic research before.
A new method for the aggregation of consumer opinions is introduced, as the methods previously used in online word of mouth research

~

the arithmetic mean and the sentiment ap-

proach ~ may be inappropriate. The 'Movie Preference Index' accounts for different weighting
schemes that consumers may use when interpreting product ratings. By modifying the 'orness
degree', this MPI can be adjusted to put more weight on either positive or negative ratings,
thus reflecting whether consumers are more influenced by good or bad ratings.
Finally, this thesis uses mixed-effects methods to analyse the effect of word of mouth on
consumer decisions, a method previously employed mainly in physical, biological and medical
sciences. This regression-type method is able to account for the systematic variation of the
selected sample in comparison to the population with regards to different films or clusters
of films. By employing mixed effects, this research is able to analyse the differing effects of
word of mouth on consumer decisions for different 'kinds' of motion pictures, such as wide
and narrow releases.
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4. Results
The descriptive statistics presented in Table 3.1 already illustrate some of the features of the
data set. In order to examine the characteristics more closely and to see the relationship
between different variables, Table 4.1 highlights the correlation between selected variables of
the model.
Revenue
Week
Screens
Budget
Star
Sequel
Critic
AvgRat.
Volume

Revenue
1
-0.4069
0.6969
0.4300
0.3288
0.3242
0.1003
0.1673
0.8208

Week

Screens

1
-0.4166
0.0529
0.0295
0.0249
0.0104
-0.0561
-0.3526

0.5909
0.4177
0.3086
-0.0858
0.0435
0.6403

Budget

Star

Sequel

Critic

1
0.6683
0.3817
-0.1017
0.0524
0.4835

1
0.1547
0.0648
0.1955
0.3438

1
0.0952
0.1101
0.2419

0.6513
0.0585

AvgRat

Volume

1
0.1638

1

1

1

Table 4.1.: Correlation between selected variables

As can be expected, the number of weeks a film has been on release is negatively related to
weekly motion picture revenues, as most films generate the largest share of their revenues in
the opening week. The number of screens, the presence of a star, a sequel, and the budget
of a film are all positively related to its revenues and thus may influence consumer decisions
positively.
Weekly film revenues are especially strongly correlated with the volume of word of mouth;
however, it remains unclear as to whether the volume influences consumer decisions through
the awareness effect (Berger et al., 2010; Liu, 2006) or whether the volume is merely a
reflection of the number of people who have gone to see a particular film. With regards
to evaluative measures of a film's quality, both the arithmetic mean consumer rating and
the opinion of critics are weakly, but positively related to film revenues.

This indieates

that successful motion pictures are more highly rated by both professional film critics and
consumers, although the correlations are not very strong.
The number of weeks a film has been on release is negatively related to both the number of
screens a film is shown on and the volume of ratings it receives. This makes sense in the light
of the fact that most motion pictures earn the largest share of their revenues in the early
weeks and exhibitors are thus inclined to replace a particular film with a new release once it
does not attract a large enough audil'nce anymore. This also means that, over time, fewer
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people go and see a particular film who could subsequently submit a rating, thus decreasing
the volume of ratings. The idea that the volume may simply be a representation of audience
attendance is further supported by the positive relationship between the number of screens
and the volume; the more cinemas a particular film is shown in, the more people are able to
see it and subsequently post a rating.
The arithmetic mean rating is positively, but weakly, related to the volume of ratings, which
may indicate that popular films are generally liked better, irrespective of whether an individual has a taste for the popular or the 'niche' product (cf. McPhee, 1963). The arithmetic
mean is further strongly correlated with the opinion of professional film critics, which shows
that while consumers and critics may not agree on the quality of all films, they do share a
similar opinion on a large fraction of motion pictures.
Film stars are positively correlated with both the number of screens a film is shown on and
the volume of word of mouth. This may hint at the fact that stars can make a film mon'
popular and more talked about. Yet, the film budget is also positively correlated with screens
and volume. Additionally, the film budget and the presence of a star are strongly positively
related indicating that hiring a famous star may absorb a large fraction of the total film
budget. It is therefore not clear whether the presence of a star or rather the budget has a
stronger influence on the number of screens a film is shown on and the volume of word of
mouth it creates.
The reason that the arithmetic mean rating is only weakly related to film revenues lllay be
due to the way of measurement. Section 3.2 has highlighted a number of rl'ASons why this
study does not use the arithmetic mean and introduced an alternative measure of aggregate
consumer opinion termed the Movie Preference Index in order to analyse the relationsip
between rating valence and consumer decisions expressed via film revenues.
In order to investigate the characteristics of the MPI further, Figure 4.1 presents the correlations between the MPI measures and the weekly film revenues. The MPI measures with
orness degrees closer to 1

~

putting more weight on positive ratings and thus representing

optimistic decision-makers

~

are positively correlated with film revenues, indicating that films

achieving many positive ratings tend to do well at the box offiel'.
MPI measures with orness degrees closer to 0 - putting more weight on negative ratings and
thus representing pessimistic decision-makers - are, in contrast, negatively related to film
revenues, indicating that films, which people do not like, also do not fare well at the box
office. This correlation increases with higher orness degrees that do not put weight solely on
extremely negative ratings, but also put some weight on positive ratings. The fact that these
orness degrees have a stronger correlation with film revenues - and thus, consumer decisions
- may be due to the fact that consumers generally do not award vl'ry negative ratings to
motion pictures (see Table 3.1).
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Figure 4.1.: Correlation b tw n the MPTs and revenues

In order to look at the different MPls more clos ly, and to examin the manner in which they
develop over time. Figure 4.2 charts th the mean MPI of film during th ours of the fir t
eight weeks of their release for each degree of ornes . Thi is overlaid with th mean r venu
curve demonstrating the 'waterfall' eff ct of time on r venue ; the largest share of ov raIl
revenu s is generated in the opening w ek, and weekly r venu s de lin rapidly ther after.
In contrast, most of the valence measures do not chang signifi antly over tim , indicating
that consumers generally agre on the quality of films. It is only in th as of th most
extrem orness degre s that a different patt rn emerges - a downward sloping correction over
time.
An interpretation of the curv s for high orness degr
ould be that audience during th
early stages of a film' r I ase 'know ' that th y will njoy th film thi ould b fans of
the actor, story etc. - and consequently award high rating. How ver, sub qu nt audi n
learn about the high ratings that a film achi ved and rais th ir xp tations in later w ks
of a film 's reI ase, which consequently I ads to a less pI asurabl consumption xp rien and
the award of comparatively lower ratings. Tllis would b in lin with th findings of Li and
Hitt (200 ) who find a self-sel ction bias among early r view rs.
At the other nd of the sp ctrum, the d creas in th MPI for low orness degr es may similarly
indicat that consumers learn from the negativc word of mouth a film r c iv d and ith r
downward-corr t their exp tation or stay away from it; as a consequ nc , films do not
receiv a lot of extremely negative ratings in lat r w ks of th ir r I as .
It i also worthwhile to notice that, on averag , high r orn ss d gr s a hicv high r MPI as

aggregate measur s of consumer opinion . This can be explain d by th f t that on umers
Tab1 3.1 on page 63).
generally award high ratings to motion pictllIe (
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Figure 4.2, however, provide little indication wh tll€'r the valence mea, ure have an impact
on con, umer deci ions. In order to examine thi
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re 1o, ely, Figl1l'f' 4.3 look at the two

film that were introdu ed in Table 3.5, The Last AirbclJder and Toy 'tory 3 by illustrating
the l\1PI for different omes degrees and the r venu
For both film , the MPI i fairly c n tant ov r tim(',

ov r time.
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4.1. Model Building and Selection
Th previou ection has highlight d a number of hara t ri tics f th data t, which n d to
b taken into account when building a mod I for th as umpti os of th model \'0 carr pond
to what can be found in th data. A
tion 3.3 mph i
mix d- ff ts mcth d ar
chosen for thi study b cause they are abl to captur th random variation in th data
ac ording to different groups or clu t r .
In order to account for th variation of motion pi ture revenu and e pecially the d v 1opment of r venu over the life cycl of a film, random it ts for both the we k and th
week- quar d are introduc d s perately for each film. This m anS that, initially, very film
i s en as it own cluster, for whi h th int r ept and th lope ar allow d \'0 vary. For
exampl in Figure 4.4, th slop of th r v nu for Iron-Man 2 and Babi s are similar, but
the int rcepts are very differ nt. In contrast, th int r pt for "Vint r' Bone and Pie
Give are similar, but th lope ar difl) rent.
Following We t et al. (2007), the m d 1 Ie tion proc

tart with a full

TIl

d I including all

Results
of the potential explanatory variables as presented in Equation (3. 7). Subsequently, different
tests are conducted to assess the goodness of the model and to identify variahles that can be
omitted from the model without significantly reducing its explanatory powpr.
Below, this process together with the model fit are presented and tIl(' results of the modpl
discussed. In practice, all of the tests were conducted for all of the eleven different MPI
measures with different orness degrees. Since the results for the different lllPasures are wry
similar, only results for models with two different orness degrees are presented here, namely
0.8 and 0.2. The MPl a =o.8 represents optimistic decision-makers focussing on positive ratings
to make their decision and the MPl a =o.2 represents pessimistic decision-makers that an'
influenced more by negative ratings. The results for the rpmainillg MPI mpasures can \)('
found on the CD attached to this thesis. 7
The first step in testing the goodness of a model is to analysp the randoIll-pffects structure
by creating nested models that put constraints on certain covariates of the full model. First,
the full model is compared to the nested model omitting the random effect for the intercept,
so that the intercept is restricted froIll varying around a population lUcan, as presented in
Equation (3.8). Table 4.2 shows the results of the REML-ba.'led likelihood ratio test.
m8.all
m8.all.nri
m2.all
m2.all.nri

Model
1
2
1
2

df
27.00
24.00
27.00
24.00

AIC
270.88
366.90
271.72
365.96

mc
373.37
458.01
374.21
457.07

logLik
-108.44
-159.45
-108.86
-158.98

L.Ratio

p-value

1 vs 2

102.03

0.00

1 vs 2

100.24

0.00

Test

Table 4.2.: REML-based likelihood comparison between models with and without random intercept

Ill8.all and m2.all are the full reference models for the MPl a =o.8 and MPI a =O.2, respectively.
m8.all.nri and m2.all.nri are the corresponding models without a random effect for the intercept. 8 £If stands for the degrees of freedom of the model. AIC and BIC represent the two
information criteria, the Akaike Information Criterion and the Bayesian Information Criterion, respectively, and 10gLik stands for the logarithm of the likelihood value of the model.
The most critical measures of this test are represented by L.Ratio and p-value, which denote
the likelihood ratio test statistic and the significance of this test.
The fact that the LRT statistic is both large and significant suggests keeping the random
effect for the intercept in the model. The smaller values for the AIC, the BIC and the
likelihood value of the reference model further confirm this result.
In a second step, the two random effects for the slope are tested by fitting a nested model
omitting both random effects (all.s) and another nested model omitting only the random
7The CD further contains the data sets and the R scripts used for statistical analysis.
sThe equation for the .all models is log(Revit) = I~o + !'idog(J\fPlid + !'i2Iog(Volit} + j'3Iog(Screensit} +
~41og(Budgeti) + (35Weekit + ~6Week;t + (37Critic, + (3sSequeli + (39Sturi + i3IOMPM i + ~ll Genrei +bOi +
bl i Week,t + b2i Week;t + {it and the equation for the .all.nri models is log(Revit) = ~o + !'idog(J\f Piit} +
,621og(F ol,t )+/331og(Screensit)+~41og(Budget,)+/35 Week it +(36 Week;, +~7Crili('i +1'RSeque1i +(3gStar, +
(3!OJ\fPM, + (3Jl Genre; + b1iWeekit + b2i Week;, + {it·
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effect for the week-squared (all.nrw) while keeping the same fixed effects and the film-specific
random intercept. 9 These models are again compared to the loaded model using an REMLbased LRT. The results are presented in Table 4.3.
Model
m8.all
m8.all.s
m2.all
m2.all.s
m8.all
m8.all.nrw
m2.all
m2.all.nrw

1

2
1
2
Model
1
2
1
2

df
27.00
22.00
27.00
22.00
df
27.00
24.00
27.00
24.00

AIC

BIC

270.88
371.30
271.72
374.27

373.37
454.81
374.21
457.79

AIC

BIC

270.88
277.75
271.72
278.46

373.37
368.85
374.21
369.57

logLik
-108.44
-163.65
-108.86
-165.14
logLik
-108.44
-114.87
-108.86
-115.23

L.Ratio

p-value

1 vs 2

110.42

0.00

1 vs 2
Test

112.55
L.Ratio

0.00
p-value

1 vs 2

12.87

0.00

1 vs 2

12.74

0.01

Test

Table 4.3.: REML-based likelihood comparison between models with and without random effects for the slope

The upper half of Table 4.3 indicates that the random-effects structure of the full model
should be clearly preferred to the structure of the nested model without any random effects
for the slope. The high and significant LRT statistics demonstrate this as well as the two
information criteria, which are smaller for the full model.
The comparison between the loaded model and the nested model omitting the random effect
of week-squared is less straightforward. The AIC and the likelihood value both prefer the
loaded model, whereas the BIC prefers the nested model. The LRT statistic is comparatively
small, but it is significant. Based on the significant p-value of this test, it is decided to keep
the random effect of week-squared. It is thus also decided to retain the random effect of week,
so that the model is well formulated in a hierarchical sense (Morrell et aI., 1997).
After determining the random-effects structure of the model, in a second step to test and
improve the model fit, fixed effects that are not significant in the full model can be removed.
Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 highlight the results of the fixed effects of the full model. The headline
shows the fixed effects structure of the model and below, Value denotes the coefficient of the
independent variable while Std.Error reports its standard error. DF again stands for tht'
degrees of freedom. The t-value is a common statistic dividing the coefficient valu£' by its
standard error and the p-value reports whether a variable is significant.
The results show that log (Vol }, log( Screens}, log( Budget}, Week 2 , and Critic all hav£' a
positive and significant effect on consumer decisions at the 95% confidence interval, meaning
that the p-value is smaller than 0.05, whereas Week has a negative and significant impact on
consumers. log (MPI) , Sequel, and Star are insignificant variables, because their p-value is
greater than 0.05.

= 1'30 + f3dog(lI1 Plit) + /J2Iog(V' ol;tl + f33Iog(Screens,d +
(J4Iog(Budget;) + {J5Week,1 + {J6Week;t + f37Critic; + (:Js5equeli + (:J95tari + (:JlOlIfPM i + (:JIlGenre; +
bo, + (it and the equation for the .alLnrw models is log(Revitl = /30 + f3dog(lI1Plit) + f32Iog(\'ol,tl +
{J3Iog(Screensit} + f34Iog(Budget;)+ {J5 Week it + f36 Week;t + /J7Crit.ic; + f3sSequel, + {J9Star; + f3\01I1PM; +
{J1l Genre; + bo; + bl i Week it + fit

9ThI' equation for the .alLs models is log(Rev;d
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Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI) + log(Vol) + log(Screens) + log(Budget)
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + Sequel + Star + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
log(Screens)
log(Budget)
Week
Week2
Critic
Sequel
Star
MPAA NR
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAA R
GenreAdventure
GenreAnimation
GenreComedy
GenreCrime
GenreDrama
GenreHorror

Value
5.161533
-0.044863
0.227032
0.743964
0.202889
-0.564695
0.033477
0.023564
0.042531
0.215213
-0.927444
0.083116
0.412519
0.034349
0.275125
0.055549
0.603185
0.811594
0.437788
-0.271639

Std. Error
1.7711831
0.0544635
0.0295092
0.0250028
0.0957200
0.0378962
0.0040766
0.0055217
0.2602283
0.2474320
0.5398033
0.4236181
0.4086299
0.4028129
0.3892276
0.4260392
0.2426311
0.4418945
0.2637549
0.3328482

DF
295
295
295
295
34
295
295
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

t-value
2.914172
-0.823732
7.693621
29.755246
2.119610
-14.901073
8.211980
4.267452
0.163436
0.869786
-1.718115
0.196206
1.009517
0.085273
0.706849
0.130384
2.486017
1.836623
1.659828
-0.816104

p-value
0.0038
0.4108
0.0000
0.0000
0.0414
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.8711
0.3905
0.0949
0.8456
0.3199
0.9325
0.4845
0.8970
0.0180
0.0750
0.1061
0.4201

Table 4.4.: Fixed-Effects Results of the 'Loaded' Model (Equation (3.7)) using
MPI a =o.8

Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI) + log(Vol) + log(Screens) + log(Budget)
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + Sequel + Star + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
log(Screens)
log(Budget)
Week
Week2
Critic
Sequel
Star
1,IPAA NR
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAA R
GenreAdventure
GenreA nimat ion
GenreComedy
GenreCrime
GenreDrama
GenreHorror

Value
5.270428
-0.010972
0.224206
0.743137
0.203057
-0.563886
0.033364
0.022913
0.057055
0.207867
-0.917354
0.089671
0.438535
0.044990
0.259243
0.031275
0.597907
0.770451
0.409772
-0.259885

Std. Error
1.7879025
0.0484004
0.0294354
0.0249983
0.0964192
0.0378452
0.0040799
0.0055875
0.2620406
0.2491165
0.5448443
0.4269334
0.4110867
0.4061051
0.3918162
0.4291684
0.2446738
0.4450626
0.2653770
0.3352919

DF
295
295
295
295
34
295
295
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

t-valup
2.947828
-0.226701
7.616873
29.727447
2.105982
-14.899801
8.177645
4.100792
0.217733
0.834418
-1.683699
0.210036
1.066770
0.110785
0.661644
0.072873
2.443689
1.731108
1.544115
-0.775100

p-value
0.0035
0.8208
0.0000
0.0000
0.0427
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002
0.8289
0.4099
0.1014
0.8349
0.2936
0.9124
0.5127
0.9423
0.0199
0.0925
0.1318
0.4436

Table 4.5.: Fixed-Effects Results of the 'Loaded' Model (Equation (3.7)) using
MPI a =o.2
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The values of the different levels of the dummy variables, MPM and Genre, represent comparisons to the respective reference levels, G and Action. The coefficients in Table 4.4 and
Table 4.5 are therefore estimates how the intercepts of the different MPAA ratings and genres vary from the reference level's intercept keeping all other parameters constant, and the
p-values signal whether this difference is significant. For example, the population intercept
for action films (the reference level for Genre) using MPl o =0.2 is 5.27, whereas the intercept.
for adventure films, keeping all other things constant, lies approximately 0.26 higher at 5.53.
However, this difference is not. significant, since the p-value of 0.51 is much greater than the
required level of significance of 0.05. This signifies that an adventure film does not influence
consumer decisions significantly different from an action film. It does not mean that the
advent.ure genre does not have an impact on consumer decisions at all.
Throughout all of the models employing different orness degrees for the MPI measure,

8(~quel

and Star are insignificant variables. It is therefore decided to test whether they can be
removed from the model by comparing the reduced model with the loaded model using an
ML-based LRT. In a first step, Sequel is removed, because it is highly insignificant throughout
the different models. Equation (4.1) presents this reduced model.

+ f3dog(MPl it ) + f32 10g(Vol it ) + f3310g(Screensit)
+ (34Iog(Budgeti) + f35 Week it + f36 Week;! + f37Critiq + f38 Stari
+ (3gMPM + f3lOGenrei + boi + bli Wee kit + b2i Weeklt + fit

log(Revid = (30

(4.1)

j

bi

i = 1 ... ni,

rv

N(O, D),

fi rv

N(O, (J2 I)

Table 4.6 shows the results of the comparison, where red1 indicates the model omitting the
variable Sequel. ml indicates that the models have been fitted using ML estimates.
Model
m8.all.ml
m8.redl.ml
m2.all.ml
m2.redl.ml

1

2
1
2

df
27.00
26.00
27.00
26.00

AIC
209.52
207.53
210.26
208.26

BIC
313.61
307.76
314.35
308.50

logLik
-77.76
-77.76
-78.13
-78.13

Test

L.Ratio

p-value

1 vs 2

0.00

0.98

1 vs 2

0.00

0.95

Table 4.6.: ML-based likelihood comparison between models with and without fixed
effects for Sequel
The LRT statistic is very small and insignificant. Additionally, both the AIC and the BIC
produce lower values for the reduced model thus indicating that removing the independent
variable Sequel produces a 'better' model in terms of parsimony while not significantly affecting its explanatory power.
The coefficients of the fixed effects for the reduced model presented in Equation (4.1) are
very similar to the coefficients of the full model shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. It is
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therefore decided to remove the variable Star from the model as well, since it is not significant.
Equation (4.2) presents this model.

+ (31Iog(MPlit ) + (32Iog(Volit) + f33 Iog(Screensid
+ f34 Io g(Budg et i) + f35 Week it + f36 Week?t + (37Critici
+ f38 MPM i + (39Genrei + boi + bli Week it + b2i WeekTt + fit

log(Revit) = f30

i = I ... ni,

bi ",N(O,D),

fi

(4.2)

",N(0,a 2 I)

This further reduced model is compared to the previous model using an ML-based LRT. Tablp
4.7 presents the result of the model comparison, where red4 indicates the modpl omitting both
Sequel and Star.
m8.redl.ml
m8.red4.ml
m2.redl.m1
m2.red4.ml

Model
1
2
I

2

df
26.00
25.00
26.00
25.00

AIC
207.53
207.03
208.26
207.71

BlC
307.76
303.41
308.50
304.09

logLik
-77.76
-78.52
-78.13

Test

-78.86

L.R.atio

p-value

1 vs 2

1.51

0.22

1 vs 2

1.45

0.23

Table 4.7.: ML-based likelihood comparison between models with and without fixed
effects for Sequel and Star

The LRT statistic is again very small and insignificant. Further, both the AIC and the BIC
produce smaller values for the model dropping Sequel and Star from the loaded model. The
further reduced model, red4, thus represents a better fitted model. Table 4.8 and Table 4.9
present the fixed-effects results for this model.
The fixed-effects coefficients of this model do not majorly differ from the coefficients of the
loaded model presented in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. Most of the variables are significant at
the 95% confidence interval; only the MPI remains insignificant.
Further, irrespective of the orness degree for the MPI measure used in the model omitting
both Sequel and Star (red4), none of the levels of the dummy variable MPM is significantly
different from the reference level G. Only films that are not rated (NR) reach a level of
marginal significance at the 90% confidence interval. Further, most of the different genres
are not significantly different from the reference level Action either. Only Comedy and C1'ime
are significantly different.
This may indicate that both dummy variables, MPM and Genre, can be removed from the
model without affecting its explanatory power. In order to test this hypothesis, a reduced
model omitting both variables is created (red7) and compared to the model omitting Sequel
and Star (red4). This model is presented in Equation (4.3).
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Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI) + log(Vol) + log(Screens) +
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + Sequel + Star + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
log( Screens)
log(Budget)
Week
Week2
Critic
MPAA NR
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAAR
GenreAdventure
GenreAnimation
GenreComedy
GenreCrime
GenreDrama
GenreHorror

Value
4.728972
-0.043977
0.227352
0.744846
0.230642
-0.564654
0.033499
0.024782
-1.024618
0.058997
0.337966
-0.047269
0.217356
0.017713
0.590204
0.84929
0.421228
-0.257219

Std. Error
1.6080321
0.0543833
0.0294112
0.0249615
0.0843648
0.0378733
0.0040743
0.0051499
0.5226212
0.4142618
0.3895614
0.3858920
0.3761803
0.3761186
0.2328028
0.3962882
0.2417714
0.3256874

DF
295
295
295
295
36
295
295
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

t-value
2.940844
-0.808653
7.730117
29.839786
2.733861
-14.909017
8.222042
4.812234
-1.960536
0.142414
0.867556
-0.122494
0.577797
0.047093
2.535210
2.143113
1.742255
-0.789774

log(Budget)

p-value
0.0035
0.4194
0.0000
0.0000
0.0096
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0577
0.8875
0.3914
0.9032
0 ..')670
0.9627
0.0157
0.0389
0.0900
0.4348

Table 4.8.: Fixed-Effects Results of Equation (4.2) omitting Sequel and Star using

MPl o =o.8

Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI) + log(Vol) + log(Screens) + log(Budget)
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + Sequel + Star + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
log( Screens)
log(Budget)
Week
Week2
Critic
MPAA NR
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAAR
GenreAdventure
GenreAnimation
GenreComedy
GenreCrime
GenreDrama
GenreHorror

Value
4.83309
-0.010594
0.224644
0.744167
0.231254
-0.56389
0.033402
0.024033
-1.01718
0.061523
0.358607
-0.037293
0.201949
0.004068
0.587445
0.822017
0.401333
-0.244159

Std. Error
1.6192233
0.0483427
0.0293411
0.0249567
0.0848158
0.0378252
0.0040786
0.0052052
0.5269210
0.4166552
0.3909685
0.3880767
0.3779326
0.3781841
0.2343883
0.3983807
0.2429154
0.3275602

DF
295
295
295
295
36
295
295
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

t-value
2.984820
-0.219153
7.656296
29.818276
2.726544
-14.907775
8.189585
4.617045
-1.930423
0.147659
0.917226
-0.096097
0.534351
0.010757
2.506291
2.063396
1.652153
-0.745386

p-value
0.0031
0.8267
0.0000
0.0000
0.0098
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0615
0.8834
0.3651
0.9240
0.5964
0.9915
0.0169
0.0463
0.1072
0.4609

Table 4.9.: Fixed-Effects Results of Equation (4.2) omitting Sequel and Star using

MPl o =o.2
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+ f3 1 Iog(MPlit ) + f32 Iog(Vol i d + f33Iog(Screensit)
+ f34Iog(Budgeti) + f35 Wee kit + f36 Week?t + f37Critici
+ boi + b1i We ekit + b2i Week?t + fit

log(ReVit) = f30

i = 1 ... ni,

bi

f"V

N(O, D),

fj ' "

(4.3)

N(O, a 2 I)

Table 4.10 presents the results of the ML-based comparison.
m8.red4.ml
m8.red7.ml
m2.red4.ml
m2.red7.ml

Model
1
2
1
2

df
25.00
15.00
25.00
15.00

AIC
207.03
219.74
207.71
219.86

BIC
303.41
277.56
304.09
277.69

logLik
-78.52
-94.87
-78.86
-94.93

L.Ratio

p-value

1 vs 2

32.71

0.00

1 vs 2

32.15

0.00

Test

Table 4.10.: ML-based likelihood comparison between models with and without fixed
effects for Sequel, Star, MPAA Rating and Genre

The results of this comparison are not unambiguous. The AIC and the likelihood comparison
statistic are in favour of the model keeping the dummy variables MPM and Genre (red4).
However, the BIC, which penalises the use of additional variables more heavily than the AIC,
favours the reduced model without the dummy variables MPM and Genre (red7).
These results together with the fixed-effects coefficients presented in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9
indicate that while the various film genres and MPAA ratings do not influence consumers
in a significantly differing manner, they do provide some explanatory power for their overall
decision. It is therefore decided to retain both dummy variables in the model. lO

4.2. Model Fit Analysis
After deciding on the random-effects structure and the fixed-effects covariates to retain in
the model, residual diagnostics are carried out to further assess the goodness of the model.
It is tested whether the residuals or the random effects are homoscedastic and approximately
normally distributed.
Figure 4.5 plots the fitted values of the model against the standardised residuals. There
is no discernible pattern regarding a systematic increase or decrease in the residuals over a
particular range of the data, indicating that the residuals are homoscedastic. Further, there
seem to be two outliers, namely the films Survival of the Dead (9) and Jonah Hex (20).
Figure 4.6 plots the model residuals for the first eight weeks of the motion pictures' cinematic
release. Again, there is no discernible pattern, no systematic increase or decrease in the
iOlt was also tested whether only removing one dummy variable would improve the overall model fit, achieving
negative results (for the full analysis see Appendix B).
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estimated to be a fraction of the production budget (Elberse and Anand, 2007; Prag and Casavant, 1994). Advertising, in turn, increases awareness among the population subsequently
leading to increased film visits.
The volume of word of mouth is another factor positively influPllcing ('onsul11pr d£'cisions.
Similarly to the effect of advertising, this may indicate that the more a film is talked about,
the more likely consumers are to become aware of it and include it in their choic£' set of
motion pictures to watch at the cinema. The results suggest that an increase of ten per cent
in the amount of word of mouth on average leads to an increase of two per cent in revenues.
As has been pointed out before, the volume of word of mouth is highly correlated with film
revenues and may therefore be a representation of people who went to seC' tIl£' film in C'arlipr
weeks. The direction of influence between the volunl£' of word of mouth and film rpvellUeH
cannot be finally resolved in this study. As Duan et a1. (2008a,b) have shown, they are likC'ly
to be interrelated.
Finally, critical reviews also affect consumer decisions positively. The fact that the coefficient
is comparatively small has to be interpreted with care. Most of the other covariates including
thp response variable are in logarithms, whereas critical reviews are not. In fact, a Olw-unit
change in critical reviews (expressed via the Metascore) on average leads to a six per centchange in revenues, indicating that consumers are either influenced by professional film criticH
or simply share their taste (d. Basuroy et aI., 2003; Chakravarty et aI., 2010). The relatively
high correlation between critical reviews and consumer ratings suggests that the latter may
be the case (see Table 4.1 on page 83).
The number of weeks a film has been on release negatively affects the number of individuals
going to see a film. This is likely to happen because consumers enjoy novelty and generally
choose to watch a motion picture early in its life cycle. It may also be connected with the fact
that the number of screens a film is shown on decreases over time and thus the availability
of a film declines. The effect of week-squared is positive, providing another indicator for the
fact that film revenues mostly develop in a convex manner.
The coefficient of the MPI is insignificant for each of the different orness degrees apart from
one exception. This signifies that evaluative quality information about a motion picture from
other consumers does not have an impact on subsequent individuals' decision-making. Tlu'
only model, in which the MPI measure is significant, is the model using the MPlo=l.o, the
measure taking into account only the highest ratings. In this model, however, the coefficient
of the MPI is negative, indicating that films receiving a large amount of very positive ratings
influence consumer decisions negatively. This result does not make intuitive sense. A possible
explanation is that individuals who rate motion pictures with the highest rating are seen as
fanatical and therefore not trusted by the majority of consumers. A film receiving a lot of
maximum ratings is treated sceptically and subsequently not attended.
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The various MPAA ratings signalling the suitability of motion pictures for certain audiences
regarding their age do not have a significantly differing impact from each other on consumer
decisions. Therefore, in contrast to the findings of some previous research (e.g. Chang and
Ki, 2005; Sochay, 1994; Terry et aI., 2005), R-rated motion pictures do not deter consumers
from watching them. Overall, however, MPAA ratings do seem to provide some valuable
information to consumers, since removing them from the model reduced the model fit.
Similarly, the majority of the various genres employed in this study do not have a significantly
differing impact from each other on consumption decisions. The results indicate that only
comedies and crime films fare better than action films. It can thus be concluded that these
genres are liked better by consumers.
Yet, this conclusion needs to be qualified: first, the selection of genres is, to some extent,
arbitrary as previous studies have employed very different labels for genre classification and
the results have been very ambiguous (e.g. BageUa and Becchetti, 1999; Chang and Ki, 2005;
Litman and Kohl, 1989). Second, the sample may contain an overrepresentative number
of successful comedies or crime films affecting the results; in fact, the sample of this study
contains only three crime films. Thus, it is difficult to conclude on the influence that different
genres have on consumer decisions. It can be stated, though, that genres provide a valuable
signal to consumers, since removing the dummy variable from the model decreased the model
fit.
Lastly, the random-effects coefficients show the extent to which the motion pictures in the
selected sample vary around the population mean trend. Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 show
the random effects results. The random effect for the intercept is approximately 0.70 across
all of the models using different orness degrees. This means that, in the ca.'le of MPI u =o.8,
where the fixed effect for the intercept is 4.73, for every film in the sample the intercept can
vary between 4.03 and 5.43. Similarly, the random effect for the week Illay vary between
approximately -0.38 and -0.74, and the random effect for week-squared may vary between
approximately 0.01 and 0.05.
Random Effects: Formula:
StdDev
(Intercept) 0.70343586
Week
0.18325978
Week2
0.01985168
0.19935174
Residual

'" Week + Week2 I Film
Corr
(Intr)
Week
-0.497
0.132 -0.871

Table 4.11.: Random effects results for the model using MPl o =o.8
Random Effects: Formula:
StdDev
(Intercept) 0.69904214
Week
0.18249892
Week2
0.01989892
Residual
0.19921704

'" Week + Week2
Corr
(lntr)
Week
-0.473
0.100 -0.868

I Film

Table 4.12.: Random effects results for the model using MPI<>=o.2
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Thi i illu trated in a very impli£ied manner in Figure 4.9. It is simplified, because it ignores
mo t of the covariate and only illu trates the effects, both fixed and random, of the w ek
of relea e on a film' revenues. The middle curve hows the influence of the fixed effects
and thus the trajectory of the population mean motion picture. The top curve illustrates
the most positive outcome the most extreme deviation from the population mean - that is
theoretically po ible according to the model. It shows that it is possible for a motion picture
to increase its revenue in later weeks. On the other hand, the bottom curve illustrates
the mo t negative outcome theoretically po sible. In summary, the trajectories of th film
revenues in the ample can vary between the upp r and the lower curve.

7

-

2

fixed

3

-

positive

4

5

-

negative

6

7

8

lJIkek

Figure 4.9.: The effect of the random eff ct on a film's revenue' traj ctory
An upward shift in the intercept indicates that a film did better than could have been expect d
on the opening weekend. In Moretti' (2011) terms, thi film is a positive urprisc to exhibitors
considering the ignal that the film provided to consumers, as th y did not expect it to fare
o well. Thi may happen" hen consumer know' prior to release that this particular film will
provide them with a pleasurable experience. In contrast, a downward shift in the intercept
means that a film did wor e than could have been expected on the opening weekend. This
may be the case becau e the ignals provided to consumer prior to the release of th film
were not strong enough to convince them to sec the film at the cin ma or, alternatively
sugge ted that they would not enjoy it.
imilarly, a teeper down" ard lope indicat that the film's we kly revenue d creas d faster
than the weekly revenue of the population mean film. For example, thi is the a for IronMan 2 (howevpr, it int rcept was higher that th population mean). In contra t, a fiatt I'
downward or an upward slope indicate a film that becomes more popular over time, ometlJing
that is ob rved e.g. for th film in the bottom of Figme 4.4.
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4.4. Further Investigations
Looking at the results achieved this far, two issues call for further investigation. The fixedeffects coefficients of the final model (Table 4.8 and Table 4.9) do not largely differ from the
coefficients of the loaded model presented in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. Two differences are
notable though. First, the intercept decreased by approximately 0.44. Second, the coefficient
for Budget increased by approximately 0.03 and became more significant, improving from
significant at the 95% confidence interval to significant at the 99% confidence interval.
This change occurs only after the removal of the variable Star from the model. Since Table 4.1
shows that Budget and Star are positively correlated, these variables may be substituted for
each other. This would indicate that film stars provide a valuable signal to consumt'rs that
is strongly related to the budget. Therefore, the final model was tested for a substitution of
Budget by Star. Equation (4.4) presents this model.

log(Revid

= (30 + (311og(MPlit ) + (32 1og(Vol it ) + (3310g(Screensit)

+ (34 Week it + (35 Week?t + (36Critic; + (37 Stari
+ (3sMPM i + (3gGenrei + boi + bli Week it + ~i Week?t + fit
i = 1 ... ni,

bi

rv

N(O, D),

fi

rv

(4.4)

N(O, (J2l)

The fixed-effects results are presented in Table 4.13 and Table 4.14. Most notably, the
coefficient for Star is marginally significant at the 90% confidence interval. According to the
results, the presence of a film star can be expected to increase the revenues after eight

wf'(~ks

by 47 per cent in comparison to a film without a star. These results prove that Stm' can be
used as a substitute for Budget, yet it does not provide the model with the same explanatory
power.
This is further confirmed by the ML-based LRT in Table 4.15. It shows that the model
using the variable Budget (red4) is preferred to the model using Star (red4.nbud) as an
independent variable. The AIC, the BIC, and the likelihood value are smaller for the former
model. Therefore, in terms of a model providing a good fit, Star should only be used in eases
when the production budget is not available as an explanatory variable.
These findings suggest that the possibility that a star has some impact on consumer decisionmaking cannot be ultimately ruled out. Yet, since the presence of a star is often well-explained
by an increase in the production budget, using the budget as an aggrpgate signal for stars
(and advertising expenditures, visual effects etc.) is appropriate for a parsimonious model.
Another issue for investigation emerges from the insignificance of the valence measures in the
models. A problem of the model may be that, although allowing the sales trajectories to vary
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Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI)

+ Critic + Star + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
log(Screens)
Week
Week2
Critic
Star
MPAA NR
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAA R
GenreAdventure
GenreAnimation
GenreComedy
GenreCrime
GenreOrama
GenreHorror

Value
8.999511
-0.045435
0.235498
0.754081
-0.568449
0.034703
0.017911
0.385673
-1.166832
0.052006
0.364839
-0.078075
0.397396
0.216996
0.436344
0.532489
0.243692
-0.511771

+ log(Vol) + log(Screens) + Week + Week2

Std.Error
0.5557032
0.0544632
0.0291594
0.0245738
0.0381957
0.0041694
0.0051533
0.2259764
0.5396675
0.4091125
0.3898464
0.3907827
0.3665525
0.3662695
0.2257111
0.3730757
0.2259823
0.3086486

OF
295
295
295
295
295
295
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

t-value
16.194815
-0.834230
8.076235
30.686437
-14.882539
8.323103
3.475704
1.706698
-2.162131
0.127120
0.935852
-0.199792
1.084145
0.592448
1.933195
1.427294
1.078366
-1.658103

p-value
0.0000
0.4048
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0013
0.0965
0.0373
0.8996
0.3556
0.8428
0.2855
0.5573
0.0611
0.1621
0.2880
0.1060

Table 4.13.: Fixed effects results of Equation (4.4) substituting Budget for Star using
MPIa =o.8
Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI)

+ log(Vol) + log(Screens) + Week + Week2

+ Critic + Star + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
log( Screens)
Week
Week2
Critic
Star
MPAA NR
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAAR
GenreAdventure
GenreAnimation
GenreComedy
GenreCrime
GenreDrama
GenreHorror

Value
9.130248
-0.009399
0.232494
0.753427
-0.567951
0.034636
0.017114
0.38044
-1.170229
0.052212
0.381536
-0.071382
0.379258
0.202267
0.430181
0.503079
0.223885
-0.500599

Std. Error
0.5497303
0.0484279
0.0291077
0.0245619
0.0381556
0.0041788
0.0052026
0.2266743
0.5442685
0.4109105
0.3908728
0.3927905
0.3676869
0.3676874
0.2269050
0.3742732
0.2265362
0.3102093

OF
295
295
295
295
295
295
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

t-value
16.608595
-0.194075
7.987354
30.674603
-14.885143
8.288354
3.289444
1.678357
-2.150096
0.127064
0.976112
-0.181729
1.031469
0.550105
1.895866
1.344148
0.988295
-1.613745

p-value
0.0000
0.8463
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0023
0.1019
0.0383
0.8996
0.3355
0.8568
0.3092
0.5856
0.0660
0.1873
0.3296
0.1153

Table 4.14.: Fixed effects results of Equation (4.4) substituting Budget for Star using

MPl a =o.2

m8.red4.ml
m8.red4.nbud.ml
m2.red4.ml
m2.red4.nbud.ml

Model
1
2
1
2

df
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

AIC
207.03
210.37
207.71
211.05

BIC
303.41
306.75
304.09
307.43

logLik
-78.52
-80.19
-78.86
-80.53

Test

L.Ratio

p-value

Table 4.15.: ML-based likelihood comparison between models substituting Budget for
Star
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for every film over time, it does not distinguish the effect of qualitative word of mouth for
different 'kinds' of films.
Industry wisdom states that motion pictures produced on a large budget are generally heavily
marketed and open on a large number of screens to draw in crowds early in a film's life cycle.
In contrast, motion pictures produced on a small budget adopt a narrow release strategy.
The film is released on a smaller number of (targeted) screens, where distributors hope it
will build up positive word of mouth, which in turn allows them to release it on additional
cinema screens and make it more successful. Some studies have found support for this (e.g.
Yang et aI., 2012).
In order to test for this phenomenon, the data set is divided into wide releases, defined as
films that open on at least 1,000 screens, and narrow releases, defined as films that open on
less than 1,000 screens. The model is subsequently run separately for both data sets in order
to compare the results. Tables 4.16 and 4.17 present the fixed-effects results for wide releases
and Tables 4.18 and 4.19 present the fixed-effects results for narrow releases.
Overall, the results are not very different from the results for the whole sample. Volume of
word of mouth, number of screens, week, week-squared and critical reviews are all significant
variables and point in the expected direction. The size of these coefficients is similar to the
coefficients in the final model as well. However, the budget is insignificant both for wide and
narrow releases. This is due to the fact that the budgets of films in each separate data set
are more equally distributed and do not explain the differences in outcomes anymore.
In the case of wide releases, the comedy genre fares significantly better than any other
genre, whereas the MPAA ratings do not have a significantly different effect on consumer
decisions. In contrast, in the case of narrow releases, the genres do not differ in their impact
on consumers, whereas a PG-rating positively influences consumer decisions.
Yet, contrary to industry wisdom, the valence of word of mouth is still insignificant, even for
narrow releases that contain comparatively successful 'sleepers', such as Winter's BOlle. A
possible explanation for this is that both distributors and exhibitors are very quick to identify
such phenomena and immediately increase the number of screens for a narrow-release film
once it shows grows potential. For Winter's Bone, the number of screens is continuously
increased after the opening week (four screens) through to week nine of its theatrical run
(141 screens) and only slowly decreased thereafter.
A comparison of the likelihood values and information criteria, shown in Table 4.20, further
supports this idea. The model fit for models using only wide releases (red4_wide) and models
using only narrow releases (red4..narrow) is better than for the final model; the AIC, the BIC
and the likelihood value are smaller. This suggests that the number of opening screens has a
major influence on consumer decisions.
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Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI) + log(Vol) + log(Screens) + log(Budget)
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
log(Screens)
log(Budget)
Week
Week2
Critic
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAAR
GenreAdventure
GenreAnimation
GenreComedy
GenreOrama
GenreHorror

Value
5.84
0.07
0.25
0.75
0.22
-0.56
0.03

om

0.02
0.14
-0.42
-0.09
0.27
0.65
0.42
-0.01

Std.Error
2.22
0.10
0.05
0.04
0.13
0.04
0.00
0.01
0.37
0.31
0.33
0.39
0.29
0.21
0.26
0.31

OF
178
178
178
178
16
178
178
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

t-value
2.64
0.76
5.21
20.37
1.68
-14.97
8.96
2.32
0.05
0.45
-1.27
-0.23
0.92
3.13
1.63
-0.04

p-value
0.01
0.45
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.96
0.66
0.22
0.82
0.37

om

0.12
0.96

Table 4.16.: Fixed-effects results of Equation (4.2) for wide releases using MPl o =o.8

Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI) + log(Vol) + log(Screens) + log(Budget)
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
log( Screens)
log(Budget)
Week
Week2
Critic
MPAA PC-13
MPAA PC
MPAAR
GenreAdventure
GenreAnimation
GenreComedy
GenreOrama
GenreHorror

Value
5.28
-0.17
0.26
0.75
0.22
-0.55
0.03
0.01
-0.02
0.10
-0.45
0.00
0.30
0.68
0.46
0.04

Std.Error
2.20
0.09
0.05
0.04
0.13
0.04
0.00
0.01
0.37
0.31
0.33
0.40
0.30
0.21
0.26
0.31

OF
178
178
178
178
16
178
178
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

t-value
2.40
-1.81
5.74
20.34
1.69
-14.97
8.98
1.86
-0.04
0.33
-1.37
0.00
1.01
3.27
1.74
0.12

p-value
0.02
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.97
0.75
0.19
1.00
0.33
0.00
0.10
0.90

Table 4.17.: Fixed-effects results of Equation (4.2) for wide releases using MPl o =o.2
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Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI) + log(Vol) + log(Screens) + log(Budget)
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + MPAA + Genre
Value
5.28
-0.05
0.18
0.66
0.04
-0.51
0.03
0.05
0.66
2.14
1.25
0.48
0.03
0.65
0.12
0.02

(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
log( Screens)
log(Budget)
Week
Week2
Critic
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAA R
GenreAdventure
GenreComedy
GenreCrime
GenreDrama
GenreHorror

Std. Error
2.99
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.17
0.09
0.01
0.01
0.81
1.01
0.73
1.01
0.90
0.90
0.85
0.93

DF
112
112
112
112
11
112
112
11
11
11
11
11

11
11
11
11

t-value
1.77
-0.81
4.76
15.26
0.26
-5.42
2.99
3.84
0.81
2.12
1.73
0.48
0.03
0.72
0.14
0.02

p-value
0.08
0.42
0.00
0.00
0.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.44
0.06
0.11
0.64
0.98
0.49
0.89
0.98

Table 4.18.: Fixed-effects results of Equation (4.2) for narrow releases using MPl o =o.8

Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI) + log(Vol) + log(Screens) + log(Budget)
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
log(Screens)
log(Budget)
Week
Week2
Critic
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAAR
GenreAdventure
GenreComedy
GenreCrime
GenreDrama
GenreHorror

Value
5.41
0.04
0.17
0.66
0.05
-0.51
0.03
0.05
0.70
2.18
1.29
0.44
0.01
0.64
0.09
0.03

Std. Error
2.99
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.16
0.10
0.01
0.01
0.81
1.00
0.73
1.00
0.90
0.90
0.S5
0.93

DF
112
112
112
112
11

112
112
11
11

11
11

11
11
11

11
11

t-value
1.81
0.66
4.54
15.22
0.30
-5.35
2.95
3.86
0.86
2.17
1.77
0.44
0.01
0.70
0.11
0.03

p-value
0.07
0.51
0.00
0.00
0.77
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.41
0.05
0.10
0.67
0.99
0.50
0.91
0.97

Table 4.19.: Fixed-effects results of Equation (4.2) for narrow releases using MPl o =o.2

mS.red4
m2.red4
m8.red4_wide
m2.red4_wide
mS.red4Jlarrow
m2 .red 4Jlarrow

Model
1
2
1
2
1
2

df
25.00
25.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00

Ale
265.83
266.65
122.33
119.80
168.79
169.26

BlC
360.88
361.70
197.49
194.96
233.48
233.94

logLik
-107.91
-lOS.33
-38.16
-36.90
-61.40
-61.63

Test

L.Ratio

p-value

Table 4.20.: Comparison of likelihood values between the full model and the models
separating wide and narrow releases
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5. Discussion
The results of the previous chapter have shown that it is important to distinguish between different dimensions of word of mouth, as they have different effects on consumer decisions. Past
research has often claimed that word of mouth influences consumer df'cisions (e.g. De VallY
and Lee, 2001; Moretti, 2011; Moul, 2007). Yet, it is not clear what exactly is meant by
word of mouth in these studies. For example, De Vany and Walls (1996) state that "information transmission" among consumers causes the extreme dynamics of motion picture reVemlf'
distribution, but they do not elaborate on what this information entails.
In contrast to this strand of research and in line with research using online word of mouth
data (e.g. Chintagunta et al., 2010; Duan et al., 2008b; Liu, 2006), this thesis clusters word
of mouth into two dimensions: volume representing the amount of online posts and valence
representing the aggregate opinion of consumers on a particular film. This distinction is
important as it reflects differences in the manner by which consumers learn about motion
pictures and form their expectations.
The results show that valence is insignificant signifying that individuals do not take other
consumers' experiences into account when making their decision. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 (on
page 86 and 87, respectively) show that consumers rate motion pictures very consistently
over time suggesting that they largely agree on their quality. Yet, there is no discernible
pattern between the qualitative evaluation of a film and its popularity.
The volume of word of mouth, on the other hand, does positively impact on consumer decisions. The volume is likely to raise consumer awareness about a film thus increasing the
likelihood of people going to see it. It is intuitive that the more a product is being talked
about, the more familiar people become with the brand name and the more likely they are
to gather additional information about it, which potentially leads to subsequent purchase.
Thus, the volume of word of mouth plays an important role in a multi-stage decision-making
process similar to the one modelled by Zufryden (1996) who states that awareness leads to
purchase intention which, in turn, leads to actual consumption.
In addition, the volume of word of mouth is strongly related to purchases or, in the case of
motion pictures, to film revenues. This is also very intuitive, since people who go to see a
film are the ones most likely to post their opinion about it. Thus, for the consumer today,
volume is a representation of individuals who have previously gone to see a particular film.
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This interpretation of the volume hints at a decision-making behaviour similar to the herding
models described by Banerjee (1992) and Bikhchandani et a!. (1992), where people choose the
option that most people before them have chosen. Consumers may be directly influenced by
the number of people who went to see the film in a "success drives success" manner (De Vany
and Walls, 2004a). Thus, the role that word of mouth plays in shaping consumer decisions
may have been overstated. Actually, they tend to simply follow the crowd.
I t could be argued, though, that the volume of word of mouth implicitly contains a qualitative
signal to consumers. Explicitly, it contains the information that the product is popular and
has been consumed by many people. Implicitly, though, this is the case only because the film
is of high quality. Consumers comparing different options are therefore likely to choose the
most popular option. Such learning behaviour fits the definition of observational learning as
decribed by Chen et a!. (2011), where consumers partly infer a product's quality from its
popularity.

5.1. The Role of Qualitative Word of Mouth Information
In the contemporary world with its possibilities of constant and continuous exchange of
messages through various media, one would expect that consumers pass on quality signals
about products they experience in order to inform other individuals about their experienced
pleasure or disappointment, and that these communicated quality signals are in turn used by
individuals in order to shape their decision. While the former is happening on a large scale
with some motion pictures in the data set receiving a huge number of reviews, this study
cannot find proof for the latter. To the contrary, it has shown that the evaluative aspect of
word of mouth does not significantly impact on the decision-making of consumers.
There are a number of possible explanations as to why this may be the case. First, motion
pictures' life cycles are generally very short; most films exhaust their revenue potential in
the early weeks of their release and earn only small amounts in later weeks. Their revenue
distribution over time describes a 'waterfall', something that is replicated both in this sample
as well as in other samples of recent years (see Figure LIon page 2).
With regards to consumers, this means that they decide to see a film early in its run when
evaluative word of mouth is not available. Therefore, the influence of word of mouth is
minimal when contrasted to a film's 'marketing power', expressed through its production
budget and the number of opening screens, the two variables with the largest coefficients in
the final model of this study. This finding is in sharp contrast to the findings of De Vany and
Walls (1996, 2004b) who state that word of mouth is an important driver of film success and
that it takes about four weeks for consumers to discover what they like.
Instead, this study suggests that consumers may rather rely more on publicly available information or use the evaluation of film critics to guide their decision. The results have shown
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that consumer opinions do not markedly differ from professional critics and that critical reviews positively influence consumer decsions, which is in congruence with previous research
(e.g. Basuroy et al., 2003; Eliashberg and Shugan, 1997). Since critical reviews are often
available prior to the release of a motion picture -- in fact, many studios use short quotes
from film critics in their advertising campaign, if the reviews are in the studio's favour ~ consumers may not 'need' further evaluative information. Thus, film consumers feel that, using
their previous experience and assessing the publicly available characteristics of the film, they
are able to reliably estimate whether they will enjoy a film or not.
Although they know that the pleasure (or disappointment) they will experience cannot be
reliably assessed prior to consumption, and although they are likely to have experienced negative disconfirmation with motion pictures in the past, these disappointments ar!:' overridden
by the expectations generated prior to film consumption. This also means that consumers
are willing to take risks and, it could be argued, that this risk is an integral part of the
consumption experience (cf. Sedgwick and Pokorny, 2010).
An alternative explanation is that word of mouth in fact builds up so fast and disseminates
through the community so quickly that enough information is available on the first day of
release for consumers to make a decision. This assumption is not unrealistic considering
the modern possibilities that consumers have to spread their opinion; they can post their
evaluation of a film to a networked community using their mobile device immediately after
visiting the cinema.
This would explain the negative results of this study - if all the significant 'action' happens on
the first day of release, the effect of word of mouth cannot be statistically captured anymore
after the first week. This idea is supported by Hennig-Thurau et al. (2012) who use opening-

day messages from Twitter and find a small but measurable influence on post-opening day
film revenues. Unfortunately, the word of mouth data of this study is not rich enough to
conduct such an analysis.
This also leads back to the findings of Moretti (2011) who argues that the fate of a motion
picture is more or less decided after its opening. Films he characterises as "positive surprises"
to exhibitors - films that more people went to see in the opening week than was expected
~

cause positive word of mouth to emerge, because the "underlying quality" of these films

is superior, which subsequently leads to a slower concave decline of revenues. In contrast,
"negative surprises" are films that generate negative word of mouth, leading to a faster convex
decline in revenues.
From this, the question arises how consumers 'know' prior to the release of a film about its
underlying quality. According to the conceptualisation of consumer decision-making in Figure 3.1 on page 60, 'knowledge' is created from the interaction between individual experience
and product charactistics, since evaluative word of mouth is not available at this stage - this
study has neglected word of mouth that arises prior to a film's release as largely anticipatory
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and thus containing no quality information (Asur and Huberman, 2010; Liu, 2006). Yet, the
research on these characteristics - such as film stars, genres, advertising or critical reviews -has been shown to be largely inconclusive (see Section 2.3).
Therefore, it is worthwhile revisiting the role that pre-release word of mouth might play
in shaping consumer decisions. Berger et al. (2010) state that this kind of 'buzz' creates
awareness amongst the population, a first step towards a purchase decision. The larger the
amount of buzz the more likely individuals are to become aware of a film and subsequently
decide to see it. It could be argued that motion pictures become news events or 'must-see's'.
The fact that a lot of people see the film in its opening week may partly be strategic behaviour
- people like to share experiences and to be able to talk about them with their peers (Barker
and Brooks, 1999).
Rui et al. (2011) assume that pre-release buzz may actually be given high credibility - there
has to be something special about a film if that many people talk about it. Thus, a large
amount of such information raises consumer expectations prior to a film's release and leads
to a large early cinema attendance.
Another unanswered question that arises is what actually causes pre-release word of mouth.
It is likely to be related to marketing efforts undertaken by the production studio - early
so-called 'teasers' are often produced to create interest in a motion picture -, yet no research
has been conducted on this so far. 11 In this case, a large volume of pre-release buzz would
be a reflection of expectations raised by the efforts put into a film's marketing. Contrary to
Rui et al. (2011), it could be argued that buzz is merely a good predictor of film success,
but not a direct cause for it. Whatever effect buzz has on consumer decisions, those studies
that included it in their analysis found that it is positively related to opening revenues (e.g.
Hennig-Thurau et al., 2012; Liu, 2006).
The discussion above has shown that the distinction of different dimensions of word of mouth
is important to draw conclusions about consumer learning. While this study has clustered
word of mouth into volume and valence, a further distinction may be needed, namely a
distinction between pre-release word of mouth or buzz, containing merely anticipatory information and excluding any quality information, and post-release word of mouth, containing
information about the experienced quality of a motion picture.

5.2. Different Effects for Different ·Kinds' of Motion Pictures
It has been stated before, but it needs to be reiterated that the motion picture industry is
an industry of extreme or exceptional events. While this especially and intuitively counts
11 Dellarocas

and Narayan (2006) provide some proof for the propensity of post-purchase word of mouth to
be positively related to marketing efforts, while both Berger and Schwartz (2011) and Sun et aJ. (2006)
investigate personality traits that increase the likelihood of posting online reviews.
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for the typical blockbusters that are widely talked about (Titanic and A vatar may serve
as vivid examples), there are also exceptional or rare events at the other end of the long
tail distribution. Some films manage to grow from small releases into 'sleepers' achieving
recognisable success over their lifetime.
It has been argued that word of mouth is responsible for driving such 'small' films to success

(Dellarocas et aI., 2007). Yet, section 4.4 has analysed the different effect of word of mouth
with regards to the film's opening number of screens, but found no significant difference. This
suggests that the release strategy does not make a difference.
It is conceivable that a wide-release film featuring a large marketing budget and a targeted

advertising strategy is able to override other signals available in the public domain. It ha', been
suggested in section 5.1 that a waterfall behaviour of film revenues indicates that consumers
do not wait for evaluative word of mouth to emerge. This is especially likely in the case of
widely released blockbusters.
However, this is unlikely to happen in the case of narrow releases, which are often produced
on a comparatively small budget and thus a small marketing budget. The question arises
how sleepers are able to grow into successful films over time. One would expect the influence
of qualitative word of mouth to be significantly larger for this 'kind' of film; however, this
research could not find any proof for this hypothesis.
A possible explanation is that sleepers are somewhat driven by word of mouth, but not
less so by an intelligent distribution strategy. Released in only few targeted cinemas ~. a
distribution strategy that is more feasible on a small budget -, a film is aimed at creating
fully booked screens and thus generating large revenues per screen. This, in turn, may lead
to positive word of mouth from both consumers and exhibitors who can report fully booked
screens. Obviously, this strategy does not work for every film released in this way, but once
such a film is detected, distributors are very quick to increase the number of screens over
the following weeks. The positive word of mouth from the (limited) number of early viewers
helps carrying the film on to further success.
The reason why the model has not captured this phenomenon is twofold: first, as has been
mentioned at·the outset of this section, sleepers are exceptional events in contrast to many
narrow-release films that taper out over time and do not grow into successful films. Therefore,
these events are not easy to capture in statistical models explaining common patterns. Second, the increase in the number of screens overshadows the effect of positive word of mouth,
as film distributors respond quickly in these cases.
Moretti (2011) argues that a positive-surprise film characterised by above-average revenues
per screen in the opening week subsequently leads to (the emergence of positive word of mouth
and) a slower concave decline in revenues. Following this argument, Figure 5.1 illustrates the
development of weekly revenues, number of screens, and revenues per screen over the first
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eight we ks of release for four different film. The top half feature two wide-reI ase films,
whereas the bottom half f ature two narrow releases.
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Discussion
With regards to narrow releases, a somewhat similar observation can be made. Both Willter's
BOlle and [Reef are released on a small number of screens, but the revenues per screen differ

markedly in the opening week. Willter's BOlle manages to achieve fully booked cinemas and
subsequently the number of screens it is shown on is continuously increased. In contrast,

[RecF has not caught on with consumers in the opening week and a subsequent, albeit small,
increase in the number of screens does not lead to any improvement. Consequently, tIl<' film
is taken out of cinemas after five weeks.
These examples once more emphasize that the number of screens is the most important
determinant of the number of people who go and see a film. They also provide some support
for the idea that all of the important 'action' happens early in a motion picture's release

th('

revenues per screen seemingly having an impact on whether a wide release cOlltilll\PS to turn
into a blockbuster or a bomb and indicating whether a narrow releas(' catches the attpution
of targeted consumers and is able to grow into a sleeper.
Again, this leads to the question how consumers 'know' prior to the rcleas{' of til(' film that.
it will please them. Another question arises from the special ca.'!e of sleepers

what causes

them to grow from narrow releases into successful motion pictures, large revellllPS per sereI'll
or positive word of mouth that is more likely to emerge from fully booked cinemas? It
may be worthwhile to examine these exceptional events using a numlwr of case studies· an
approach common in film studies (e.g. Austin, 1999; Barker and Mathijs, 20(8)

in order to

analyse what characteristics have turned particular motion pictures into sleepers; potentially,
a common pattern is detectable.

5.3. A Revised Conceptualisation of Consumer Decision-Making at
the Cinemas
Figure 3.1 introduced a simplified model of consumer decision-making, in which thn'!' 'fact.ors'
influence the purchase decision. Word of mouth and product characteristies are both Il}('diat.f'd
by the third factor, previous experience. In the light of the findings of this study and til('
discussion so far, it may be worth revising this conceptualisation.
This study has defined word of mouth as an instrument through which qualitativp information
about past experiences can be communicated to other consumers. This mf'ans that. word
of mouth can only be disseminated once a product has been consumed. It is only after
experiencing a film that a consumer is able to reliably evaluate its quality. Yet, the MPI
the aggregate measure of consumer opinion used in this study· does not significantly influellcl'
individuals' decisions. In contrast, the volume of word of mouth is positively related to film
revenues and thus consumer decisions, but these two variables are likely to be interrelated.
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A recurrent theme throughout this paper is that motion pictures generally makt, IUost of
their revenues early in their life cycle, mostly during its opening. This indicates that

It

large

proportion of decisions are made prior to the release of a motion picture and thus prior to
the existence of evaluative word of mouth.
It is conceivable that pre-release buzz surrounding a film has an impact on consumer decisions.

A few studies have included it in their model, and found it to be positively related to film
success (e.g. Asur and Huberman, 2010; Liu, 2006). Rui et al. (2011) assume that this is
partly due to the direct effect of such pre-consumption word of mouth; the people submitting
anticipatory posts prior to the release of a film are likely to go and s('(' it tlwmselvps. Ypt,
they do not rule out the possibility that such information is attributed high crf'dibility and
thus raises consumer expectations.
Figure 5.2 illustrates these ideas. Prior to a motion picture's releas(', the f'fforts Pllt iuto
its marketing create anticipatory word of mouth to arise, here labf'lled 'buzz', which ill turn
may influence consumer decisions. Consumers also gather additional information ahout th£'
film and subsequently compare its features against their previous exp<,ripn('(' to form t IlPir
expectations. If these are raised high enough, they go and watch t1i<' film.
Once a film is released, consumption by early viewers leads to the £'llIf'rgf'ncf' of word of
mouth. This word of mouth, in turn, influences late consumers (although a hlockbustPr lllay
have exhausted a major share of its revenue potential already) in tlwir df'cision, ('specially
its volume. The valence may have an impact on consumer decisions, yet not necessarily for
all 'kinds' of motion pictures, as the discussion in section 5.2 shows .

.------''-, -,'-'-------,. . .
Marketing
Activities

--- ... ------_ .. - ..... - -- ..

(Pre-Release)

E~:'~:::

- .:..........\
'.

Buzz

'.

'.

'.,

'
Product
Characteristics

Figure 5.2.: A revised conceptualisation of the influences on cOllsumer deC'isioll-making

Figure 5.2 also suggests some directions for further research highlighted by the da.'ihpd arrows.
Especially the antecedents of pre-release buzz are worth investigating, a.'i the vohlm(' of word of
mouth seems to playa large role in determining film success. The marketing effort undertak(,ll
by film studios is a likely driver of buzz, but film characteristics may also playa role.
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A valuable contribution to answer the question how previous experience mediates iwtw{'ell
product characteristics and word of mouth could be provided by a qualitativp research
analysing how consumers use their past experience to assess the likely quality of a particular
film. This research could also shed more light on the role that film stars, genres and MPAA
ratings play in decision-making, three variables for which the results of this study ar{' not
fully conclusive.
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6. Conclusion
"Box-office results are becoming increasingly front loaded, while the average gross
in subsequent weekends is declining dramatically. Put simply, the Ilf'ople who
want to see a movie are doing it during its opening weekend, while othprs an'
waiting until it comes onto DVD or BIu-ray." (Lang, 2010)
This study analyses the impact of online word of mouth on consumer dpeisiotls in thp <:I\..<.;p
of motion pictures. It investigates whether film consumers tend t.o engage in observational
learning or word of mouth learning and whether it differs for different kinds of films. Prpviolls
research claims that word of mouth is an important driver of consumer dpcisions and thus
the success of a product, yet how consumers learn from it is a question this prpvious rps(lareh
has not resolved.
In order to address this issue, a novel data set is created collecting online word of mouth data
from a social network as a direct and empirical measure of word of mouth. Additionally, 1:32
motion pictures released between April and September 2010 are sampled. For each of thpse
films, for the first eight weeks of their release, weekly data on both film-specific variables and
the word of mouth they generate is collected.
Word of mouth data is clustered into volume and valence measures so as to account for the
different manners by which consumers learn from word of mouth. In contrast to previous
research on online word of mouth, a new approach to measure word of mouth valencl' is
developed. The Movie Preference Index (MPI) accounts for the 'fuzziness' of rating data
and counters the shortcomings of the approach to separate positive from negatiV<' sentillll'nts
and the approach of using the arithmetic mean, both of which have been used in pr(lvious
research.
Explicitly, the MPI allows the analysis of how consumers weight diffcrmt ratings to form t.hPir
expectations of a motion picture. Through adjustment of a so-called orness degrpp posit.ive
weighting schemes, used by decision-makers who focus solely on whether a film rt'ceivcd good
ratings, can be distinguished from comparatively neutral and ncgatiV<' wpighting sdwnlPs,
employed by decision-makers who are more likely to shun films that rf'('Pivpd many bad
ratings. The MPI thus allows to investigate til(' existence of a negativity pffpct of product
ratings on consumer decisions.
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The research uses mixed-effects models to analyse the data. This method introduces additional error terms (random effects) to capture the systematic variation of films or clusters
of films around the population mean. A systematic model building and selection strategy is
used to create a parsimonious model that explains the differing effects of film characteristics
and word of mouth on consumer decisions.
The results show that it is important to cluster word of mouth into its constituent dimensions, volume and valence, as they have different effects on consumer decisions. Specifically,
the volume of word of mouth has a significant and positive impact on consumer decisions.
This indicates that consumers engage in observational learning meaning that once a motion
picture has generated a large enough following - and thus a large volume of word of mouth
subsequent consumers will follow the crowd, since they infer that a popular film is likply to
have high quality.
In contrast, the valence or the evaluative aspect of word of mouth does not dirpctly affpd
consumer decisions. Most of the different weighting schemes calculated by tIl<' MPI prow
to be insignificant. This means that consumers do not usp quality information to shape
their expectations - a conclusion that is somewhat intuitive looking at the llI11ubpr of ppoplp
seeing a film at its opening -, yet the valence of word of mouth may haw an impact

Oil

the

adjustment of the number of screens certain films are shown on, as section 5.2 argues.
The implications of these results are twofold. First, for film marketers, they confirm thl'
industry wisdom that all of the 'significant action' happens during a motion picture's oIH'uing.
potentially even before a film is released onto the market. If a film managps to draw in a large
enough crowd during its first weekend, its opening success will continue to drive demand over
the subsequent weeks, because consumers are attracted to popular products.
There is some indication that the volume of pre-release word of mouth reflects COllSllluer
expectations held prior to the release of a film. Although further research is necessary. this
type of word of mouth can be used in two ways. On the one hand. it can he utilised to
forecast opening sales and to adjust the distribution strategy accordingly. On tI}(' other
hand, a production studio can aim to generate a large volume of pre-relea.<.;e 'buzz' through
various marketing efforts, which, in turn, raises consumer expectations and, suhs{'quPlltly.
ticket sales.
Second, this study contributes to the literature on film conSUlllPrs and online word of mout h
research. It has shown that the distinctive features of onlil}(' word of mouth affect consullwr
decisions differently and therefore point to different kinds of learning. In the ('a.')p of Illotion
pictures, further differentiating between pre-release buzz and post-release word of mouth is
likely to lead to further improvement for model-building. Yet, a better understanding of thp
antecedents of pre-release buzz is necessary.
The MPI introduces a new tool to aggregate the valence of product ratings and crpatp a
consensus measure of consumer opinions. It is able to account for different weighting schemes
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that consumers may use when interpreting ratings and making purchase decisions. Although
it has proven not to be significant as a measure of valence in the circumstance of motion
pictures, it may nevertheless be a useful tool for research on products that are morp likf'ly to
be affected by qualitative word of mouth. Books, for example, may prove to bf' sllch a good,
as their life cycle is generally longer than that of motion pictures.
The results of this thesis are surprising in so far, as (online) word of mouth and its infhlf'nCp on
consumer decisions have received a lot of attention over the last years, from hot pI and trawl
websites to Amazon's recommendation algorithm. In many of these industries significant
positive effects of consumer ratings have been found, e.g. for hotf'l hookings (YP et aL, 2(11)
or restaurant visits (Zhang et al., 2010).
In contrast, the motion picture industry is exceptional in that quality signals apppar to 1)('
less important in influencing consumer behaviour. This may have something to do with tIl('
nature of film as a product - on the supply side, its infinite and nearly cost less reproducihility
encourages the major studios to invest heavily in both production values and markpting;

011

the demand side, the requirement of novelty is coupled with the nepd for Itcc('ssihility, as it
is comparatively rare for film consumers to repeat-consume films (at tIl£' cilH'llla). Sine!' tIl('
fraction of revenues from theatrical release is not as largf' as it used to b(' and conSUll\prs
continuously search for novel experiences, the revenues of films have beCOlllf' inerPllsingly
front-loaded, driven by marketing and buzz.
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It

A. Using the Arithmetic Mean to Calculate
the Valence of Ratings
In a preliminary analysis, the effect of word of mouth valence on consumer decisions was
tested using the arithmetic mean film rating posted by consumers. Equation (A.I) presents
the mixed-effects model, in which weekly film revenues depend on average rating,

VOhlllH'

of ratings, number of screens, budget, week of release, week-squared, critical reviews, and
dummy variables for sequel, star, MPAA rating, and genre.
Since the model uses the logarithm of the arithmetic mean rating, a value of one was added to
the arithmetic mean rating to avoid a mis-definition; the logarithm of zero is not defined.

+ .8dog(Avg + lit) + .8210g(Volit) + .8310g(Screensj')
+ .84 10g(Budg et i) + .85 Week it + .86 Weekrt + .87Criticj
+ f38 Se quel + f3gStari + .81 OM PAAi + f31lGenrei + bOi
+ bli Week it + ~i Weeklt + fit

10g(Revid = f30

j

i = 1 ... ni,

bi '" N(O, D),

fi '"

(A.I)

N(O, (J21)

The results are presented in Table A.I. The arithmetic mean rating is insignificant indicating
that the valence of word of mouth does not influence consumer decisions. Strikingly, the
coefficient is negative, which would mean that a positive rating deters consumers from seeing
a film, if it were significant. This finding is counter-intuitive, as it can be assumed that a
positive rating influences purchases positively, whereas a negative rating influences sllbsf'qllellt
purchases negatively.
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Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(Avg + I) + log(Vol) + log(ScrPens) + log(Budgt't)
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + Sequel + Star + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(Avg + 1)
log(Vol)
loge Screens)
log(Budget)
Week
Week2
Critic
Sequel
Star
MPAA NR
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAA R
GenreAdvent ure
GenreAnimation
GenreComedy
GenreCrime
GenreDrama
GenreHorror

Value
5.457582
-0.046068
0.226561
0.743692
0.203104
-0.564349
0.033478
0.023393
0.040001
0.213216
-0.931888
0.084264
0.417466
0.039228
0.264264
0.050693
0.595983
0.808167
0.433513
-0.269811

Std.Error
1.7737327
0.0459137
0.0293638
0.0249871
0.0952982
0.0379394
0.0040814
0.0054941
0.2589804
0.2461207
0.5384843
0.4216240
0.4062782
0.4009782
0.3871766
0.4239236
0.2417079
0.4399413
0.2624511
0.3314193

DF
295
29.'>
295
295
34
295
295
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

t-vahll'
3.076891
-1.00:J370
7.715660
29.763001
2.131249
-14.875024
8.202570
4.257813
0.154454
0.866308
-1.730576
0.199855
1.027536
0.097830
0.682542
0.119580
2.465714
1.836988
1.651785
-0.814107

I>-value
0.0023
0.3165
0.0000
0.0000
0.0404
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002
0.8782
0.3924
0.0926
0.8428
0.3114
0.9226
0.4995
0.9055
0.0189
0.0750
0.1078
0.4212

Table A.I.: Fixed effects for the full model using the arithmetiC' mean
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B. Removing only one dummy variable from
the model
This section analyses whether either of the dummy variables MPM and Gem'f' can he' fl'moved from the reference model presented in Equation (4.2). Since many levpls of the dummy
variables are insignificant in this model (see Table 4.8 and Table 4.9), it may be possible to
omit them without significantly affecting the goodness of the model.
First, it is tested whether MPM can be removed from thp model hy comparing til(' n'thlced
model omitting MPM(red5) to the reference model (red4). Table B.l presents the mmlts of
the ML-based likelihood comparison. The AIC and the likelihood valu£' prefer til(' model with
both dummy variables, while the BIC prefers the reduced model. Due to thp signifieancp of
the LRT statistic, it is decided to keep MPM as a dummy variable.
Model
m8.red4.ml
m8.red5.ml
m2.red4.ml
m2.red5.ml

1

2
1
2

df
25.00
21.00
25.00
21.00

Ale

BIe

207.03
211.47
207.71
212.28

303.41
292.43
304.09
293.24

logLik
-78.52
-84.74
-78.86
-85.14

Test

L.Ratio

p-value

1 vs 2

12.44

0.01

1 vs 2

12.57

om

Table B.1.: ML-based likelihood comparison between models with both dummy variables and with Genre only

In a second step, it is tested whether Genre can be removed from til(' model. The copfficients
of the model show that only Comedy and Crime affect consumer decisions significantly
different from the reference level Action (see Table 4.8 and Tat>iP 4.9).
Table B.2 presents the results of the ML-based likelihood comparison betwef'n tIlt' referenc£'
model (red4) and a reduced model omitting Genre (r£>d6). The Ale and tht' likelihood
value indicate that the reference model should be preferred, while the BIC indicatf's that
the reduced model is the more parsimonious one. Again, dll£> to tIl<' significllllcP of til<' LRT
statistic, it is decided to keep Genre as a dummy variable.
m8.red4.ml
m8.red6.ml
m2.red4.ml
m2.red6.ml

Model
1
2
1
2

df
25.00
19.00
25.00
19.00

Ale

BIe

207.03
214.01
207.71
214.12

303.41
287.26
304.09
287.37

logLik
-78.52
-88.01
-78.86
-88.06

L.Ratio

I)-value

1 vs 2

18.98

0.00

1 VB 2

18.40

om

Test

Table B.2.: ML-based likelihood comparison between models with both dummy vEtriabies and with MPAA rating only
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c.

Re-Running the Model Without the
Identified Outliers

The mod I fit analy i in Chapt r 4.2 identified two main outli r

Dead and Jonah Hex.

ub equently, the utlier

namely

urviwJJ of

data was inspected in mol' d tail.

til

t fir, t

un'ivai of til Dead is a horror film
produced with a relatively mall budget ( 4 million), opening on only £ wren (20) an I

glance. the two film a1' fairly different from each other.

thu achieving ' mall revenue. Jonah Hex, in contI' t, is a big-budg t ( 47 million) action
film with a large opening (2, 25 creens) and comparatively large r venues.
How vel'. they both har

haracteri tic that i only poradically ob erved in the film

a

indu try. They both open on the large t number of cre ns during th ir run, and thi numb r
gradually declin

over tIl next weeks. Their weekly revenue follow thi patt

the fifth and ixth week. re pectively. the numb r of creen incr a~
albeit mall - increru e in revenue may not have b

I'll.

Y, t

in

again. Th r nlting

n appropriately aptured by th

111

del.

Figure C.l illu trate the w ekly change in both revenu . and number of cr('en the r sp('ctive
film are hown on.
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Re-Running the Model Without the Identified Outliers
final model (red4) omitting the two outliers.

It is noteworthy that the coefficient for the intercept is lower for th£' model omitting the
outliers, whereas the coefficient for the budget is higher. The other coefficients do not change
significantly. This can be explained by the fact that both of the films were rather unsuccessful
at the box office considering their production budget. Survival of the Dead generated only
$101,740 (2.5% of its production costs) and Jonah Hex generated only $10,545,758 (26.4%
of its production costs). In contrast, the average rate of return of films in the data set for
which the production budget is available is 101%.
Omitting two comparatively unsuccessful films therefore pushes the importance of the production budget upwards, whereas the intercept can decrease to accomodate better for low-budget
productions with low revenues. However, since none of the other coefficients chang£' significantly, the outliers are retained in the data set. The influences on consumer decision-making
remain well-explained.
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Re-Rullning the Model Without the Identified Outliers

Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI) + log(Vol) +
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + MPAA + Genre
Value
Std.Error OF
(Intercept)
3.721102 1.8024969 282
log(MPI)
-0.053297 0.0495767 282
log(Vol)
0.203928 0.0263792 282
loge Screens)
0.734168 0.0245736 282
log(Budget)
0.286331 0.0941134
34
-0.560322 0.0366813 282
Week
Week2
0.030805 0.0036574 282
Critic
0.0275 0.0057446
34
-0.964708 0.5599360
MPAA NR
34
0.14127 0.4595557
MPAA PG-13
34
0.422365 0.4331889
34
MPAA PG
0.002945 0.4283870
34
MPAA R
34
GenreAdventure
0.187922 0.4186123
34
0.014221 0.4206108
GenreAnimation
34
0.630901 0.2589630
GenreComedy
34
0.882944 0.4422574
GenreCrime
34
GenreOrama
0.38809 0.2697853
34
GenreHorror
-0.230667 0.3703885

log (Screens)
t-value
2.064415
-1.075041
7.730644
29.876323
3.042404
-15.275418
8.422730
4.787053
-1.722889
0.307406
0.975014
0.006875
0.448916
0.033811
2.436261
1.996449
1.438513
-0.622771

+

log(Budget)
p-value
0.0399
0.2833
0.0000
0.0000
0.0045
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0940
0.7604
0.3364
0.9946
0.6563
0.9732
0.0202
0.0539
0.1594
0.5376

Table C.l.: Fixed-effects results of Equation (4.2) omitting the outliers using MPl o =o.8

Fixed effects: log(Rev) '" log(MPI) + log(Vol) + log(Screens) + log(Budget)
+ Week + Week2 + Critic + MPAA + Genre
(Intercept)
log(MPI)
log(Vol)
loge Screens)
log(Budget)
Week
Week2
Critic
MPAA NR
MPAA PG-13
MPAA PG
MPAA R
GenreAdventure
GenreAnimation
GenreComedy
GenreCrime
GenreOrama
GenreHorror

Value
3.832246
-0.013925
0.201707
0.73452
0.288547
-0.559367
0.030713
0.026378
-0.959309
0.119234
0.44085
0.006099
0.168503
-0.026146
0.626718
0.855882
0.37201
-0.228653

Std. Error
1.8207067
0.0437297
0.0265306
0.0245682
0.0946358
0.0366326
0.0036580
0.0057955
0.5654627
0.4622581
0.4348087
0.4307044
0.4203852
0.4225041
0.2608085
0.4444758
0.2714967
0.3729577

OF
282
282
282
282
34
282
282
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

t-value
2.104812
-0.318432
7.602812
29.897176
3.049028
-15.269676
8.396066
4.551419
-1.696503
0.257938
1.013895
0.014160
0.400830
-0.061883
2.402981
1.925598
1.370220
-0.613081

p-value
0.0362
0.7504
0.0000
0.0000
0.0044
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0989
0.7980
0.3178
0.9888
0.6911
0.9510
0.0219
0.0626
0.1796
0.5439

Table C.2.: Fixed-effects results of Equation (4.2) omitting the outliers using MPl o =o.2
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